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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
 

ECONOMICS OF LOCAL CONTROL OF IRRIGATION
 
WATER IN PAKISTAN: A PILOT STUDY
 

Pakistan's irrigation system is among the world's largest. 
 Gov

ernment agencies share responsibility for diversion works and delivery
 

canals while management of local distribution networks is left to farm

ers. Water allocation to farmers 
is based on rigid weekly schedules
 

designed to bp self-policing. 
 The system achieves administrative par

simony at the expense of productivity because rigidity of the supply
 

schedule causes irregularities in supply.
 

It is recognized that farmers use a variety of activities and
 

transactions to increase productivity by increasing flexibility in both
 

timing and quantity of water supplies. A detailed description of the
 

activities is undertaken, their effects on production are examined, as
 

are the interrelationships of the activities and 
 their possible joint 

effects on productivity. 

A separate but related objective was an evaluation of a program 

for improving local irrigation ditches jointly operated by farmers. 

This program was undertaken in response to government estimates that 

substantial 
losses of water occur in watercourses. The program, while 

impossible without farmer support, is not generally locally-initiated. 

The locally-initiated activities studied iAIclude private tube

wells, private trading of canal water turns and flexible water right 

rotations.
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An interview sample of 130 
farmers on 20 watercourses was taken in
 

1981 in the Faisalabad District, Punjab Province. 
 Ten watercourses had
 

undergone the watercourse improvement program, while the balance repre

sented a control sample. 

Findings include: (a) use of tubewell water has a strong positive 

effect on value of crop production; (b) farmers actively trading canal
 

water averaged considerably higher productivity than those who reported
 

little trading; (c) important positive interactions are demonstrated
 

between tubewell water use and trading on productivity, and among all
 

locally-initiated control measures; 
(d) the watercourse improvement
 

program was not demonstrably successful in increasing either water sup

plies or productivity; and (e) mean productivity per acre is higher on 

watercourses with a history of cooperative projects than on other 

watercourses. 

Implications include re-evaluation of the watercourse improvement 

program, and encouragement of efforts to continue and expand private 

tubewell use. Any means to increase local private control of water 

supplies, with minimum government interference, will likely have posi

tive results on productivity. 

Raymond Zafar Hannan Renfro 
Department of Economics
 
Colorado State University 
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523
 
Summer, 1982
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CHAPTER I
 

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES
 

Pakistan's irrigation system is among the world's largest. 
 Gov

ernment agencies share responsibility for diversion works and delivery 

canals while management of local dist:ribution networks is left to farm

ers. Water allocation to farmers is based on rigid local weekly sched

ules designed to be self-policinyj. Rigidity of the supply schedule 

causes periodic shortages or overabundancies of water supply. 

The government estimaces that substantial losses of water occur in 

the canals and largely unimproved local watey distribution systems on 

watercourses. Only in very recent years has attention been given to 

the local water management problem. 

Increased supplies end im;roved timing of supplies have also been 

provided by both public and private groundwater development and use of 

tubewells. However, relatively little attention has been given to 

locally-initiated alternatives for improving productivity of irrigation
 

water use in Pakistan. 

This dissertation is mainly a descriptive study of the warabundi l 

rotation system in Pakistan. From the onset, certain relationships 

between farmers servecd as a focus of attention. These included sale or 

trading of water, Lthe ownership iatterns of private Lubewells and the 

For definitions of technical or local terms the reader may con
sult the Glossary at the end of this dissertation. 
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group cohesiveness of farmers sharing local water delivery ditches
 

(watercourses). 
 In the course of the research another objective was
 

added: an economic evaluation of a governmental watercourse improve

ment project.
 

When results of the study were analyzed, it became apparent that a 

common element linked farmers' interaction with regard to their water 

supplies: an effort to increase the flexibility of water supply in 

order to meet urgent, but largely unpredictable, crop water demands. 

Consequently, analyses of findings are framed with reference to 'meth

ods of increasing control' of water supplies.
 

Field work reported in this stu(dy was motivated by the fragmentary 

descriptions of water related transactions between Pakistani farmers 

found in the literature on economics of irrigation in Pakistan. 

Descriptions are notably lacking with respect to: the setwatercourse 

ting; the workings and alternate forms of warabundi; the nature and 

extent of trading canal water; and the nature and extent of private 

tubewell water use, in conjunction with canal water supplies. Only 

watercourse improvement had been studied in some detail, because of its 

unique project status under the Government of Pakistan's On-Farm Water 

Management Pilot Project. However, in no prior study was watercourse 

improvement portrayed as only one of a number of possible methods to 

obtain added control and flexibility i.e., to satisfy crop-water
 

requirements, in response to evapotranspiration and stress conditions,
 

with timely and sufficient supplies of water. 
This study is particu

larly interested in this "larger picture," to speak:
so the interrela

tionships between these various local methods or options of control and
 

their effects on productivity.
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Flexibility in Satisfying Transient Peak Demand 

In order to appreciate the importance of control and flexibility 

in the une of irrigation water supply it is well to keep in mind the 

conceptual I nk between soil., crops and water requirements in relation 

to temperatures, evapotransp iration, stress andcrop consumptive use 

requirements. Cro ill experience periods of severe evapotranspira

tion and stress A. Mtain periods of the growing season, which will 

result in suh-opt;mal yields and producti on if uot satisfied by water 

applications to root zones. 

In economics, this basic concept it olten discussed with regard to 

"peaklad demand," as in the example of7 deand lpp]ly relationships for 

electricity. Three types of demand are often discussed in this con

text: (1) base load demand, correspondinn to a predetermined minimum 

consumption level; (2) daily ai withand . ,a sona I peak demond, a variable 

base, correspondinig to those peri ucis of high (predictable) demand; and 

(3) transient peak demand, correspondinwg to shorter periods of extraor

dinarily high (unpredictable) demand. 

The shadow price ofP water varies in relation to peakload demand 

and crop stress. Johnson (197h) used a linear programlning model of 

crops and found very ligh shadow prices for irrigation water in 

Pakistan correspono to highi seasonal peak demand. But these shadow 

prices are based on monthly water supplies, and Reuss' work (1980) has 

shown that extreme climatic conditions can cause drastic fluctuations 

in water demand in periods as short as one week. wnere crop require

ments may exceed conal water d ra iIall supplies. These are the 

"transien: peaks" wiose shadow p'ices must exceed those estimated for 
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monthly water supplies (see Chapter IV for detailed discussion of this 

point). 

In the area of Pakistan's Punjab surveyed by this study, canal 

water undoubtedly provides limited flexibility to farmers in control

ling water suppl ies 
because of the lack of storage capabilities outside
 

the government-administered dlams and reservoirs, with one limited but
 

important exception: 
 water can be stored in the topsoil for short
 

periods of time. 
 Based on a priori knowledge we know that tubewell
 

water acts as 
demand water, in the sense of supplementing canal water
 

supplies in transient neak demand periods. 
 For the purposes of this
 

study, the marqinal value product of tubewell water, as opposed to
 

canal water, provides a proxy of the value of flexible water supply.
 

Farmer Initiated Methods of Control
 

Three of the methods for increasing farmer control of water sup

plies in Pakistan, which are the focus of this pilot study, 
are
 

"indigenous," in the sense 
that they are locally initiated and occur
 

moc'e 
or less spontaneously among farmers sharing watercourses. These
 

methods include private tubewell water use, trading of canal water
 

(warabundi) turns and the practice of "kachha" warabundi 
on internal
 

watercourses. 
 The reader may find explanations of these L!rdu and
 

Punjabi terms in the Glossary and, in detail, in Chapter IV.
 

Briefly, warabundi (literally, "fixation of turns") gives each
 

farm included in the watercourse command or irrigated area a turn of
 

the total quantity of su.'face water being continuously discharged
 

through the canal outlet in
a sequential downstream pattern 
-
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proceeding from head to tail of the watercourse on a turn-by-turn 

basis. Turns are allocated in direct proportion to farm acreage 

size. 

Internal watercourses convey (diverted) water from the sanctioned 

main or primary channel to farms and fields within a bloc' of land 

known as "square"a or a partial (a fusquare ll is typically 25square 

acres). 

Kachha warabund! (kachha literally means "adjustable," "flexible" 

or "unsanctioned") is a practice of allocating canal water among multi

ple users without qovernment interference or involvement. Its antithe

sis is pakka warabundi which is fo.,,ally agreed upon by the Irrigation 

Department, and is always based on a rotation of seven days (receiving 

a turn once every seven days).
 

The principal advantage of pakka warabundi is that it minimizes 

the opportunities for, and frequency of water disputes between irriga

tors. The primary advantage of kachha warabundi is the potential for 

flexibility in rotation cycles and scheduling to accommodate the chang

ing irrigation needs of irrigators at different relative positions on 

either a main or internal watercourse. Pakka warabundi requires each 

Farm to receive a turn at the canal discharge or flow on a weekly basis 

-on a specific day eacl week, arid at a specific time of ihe day or 

night. Kachha warahundi is a systeim of loosely fixing turns for each 

farm bWsed on a cycle of however many days the majrity of irrigators 

concerned deem desirable. 

Oachh, on an iNirY;nl watercourse (i.e., within thewarahudi 

'square") implies tha irrigqators sharing a common "nakka" outlet off 

the main watercourse itually agree not to "fix" their respective turns 
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to the full canal discharged flow (in proportion to irrigated land
 

holding) on 3n exact day of the week and at an exact time of the day,
 

as with pakka warabundi. Instead, these irrigators regularlv alternate
 

the order of receiving turns, so 
that each gets an opportunity to
 

receive the water first among this particular group of irrigators. On
 

the other hand, pakka warabundi on aii internal watercourse, implies
 

that an irrigator's (or irrigators') turn is fixed or sanctioned,
 

regardless of whether the turns of other irriqators in that "square"
 

are fixed.
 

One reason for treating the indigenous methods together is the
 

priori likelihood that they are interrelated. The availability of
 

tubewell 
water can decrease the risk inherent in lending or borrowing
 

partial or full turns. 
 Farmers who are able to purchase tubewell water
 

on 
short notice can more than Lompensate for partial turns foregone, as
 

the risks of plant stress and willingnesc to trade are reduced. The
 

practice of kachha "internal" warabundi can also decrease the risk of
 

obtaining timely water on short notice since relatively more ease is
 

possible in adjusting the turns of other fellow irrigators on the same
 

internal watercourse to coincide with own 
needs. This flexibility is
 

favorable to tubewell water sales and 
use because unforeseen circum

stances may require adjustment of turns on 
short notice to effectively
 

utilize tubewell discharges.
 

Watercourse Improvement
 

The watercourse improvement program is treated separately from the
 

other methods of increasing control 
(it is the sole focus of
 

Chapter VI) because it is typically not initiated from within the
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watercourse command and because it is the subject of considerable gov

ernment expenditure. 2 
The process of watercourse improvement is
 

described in detail in Chapter IV.
 

Conceptually, watercourse improvement, by reducing conveyance
 

losses, increases overall 
supplies of canal water, with proportionately
 

greatest gains going to tail-end farmers who are most affected by con

veyance losses. The overall increase in canal water supply acts to
 

reduce the urgency of need for a flexible supply; and because it 

reduces the urgency of short-term demand, it potentially increases the
 

willingness of neighbors to relinquish a partial 
turn.
 

Objectives and Procedures
 

The objectives of the study are to describe the organization of
 

water distribution below the canal 
outlets, to estimate the effects of
 

water control options on crop productivity, to examine interrelation

ships between these optir, and to estimate net returns to both farm

ers' expenditures and the On-Farm Water Management Pilot Project of
 

watercourse improvement investments with partial lining.
 

For this purpose a survey of 20 watercourses was conducted in mid

1981 in the Faisalabad area of the Punjab Province of Pakistan, given a
 

population size of approximately 90,000 watercourses throughout
 

Pakistan from which sampling could have occurred. Ten improved and ten
 

unimproved or "control" watercourses were included, and 130 individual
 

farmers at head, middle and LAi onlocations these were interviewed.
 

2The On-Farm Water Mana gement (OFWM) Pilot Project, which began in
1976 as a USAID funded project gained full-fledged project status in 
July 1981 under World Blank funding. 
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Volumes of both canal (surface) and tubewell (ground) water received at
 

different points on the sampled watercourses were estimated through
 

actual measurements.
 

The ten sample improved watercourses were randomly selected from 

OFWM records in Lahore and Faisalabad. The ten control watercourses 

were then selected with great care from Irrigation Department records
 

a paired sampling certain criteria,in Faisalabad on basis according to 

as explained in detail in Chapter III. 

Because this is a pilot study, with the overall objective of for

mulating testable hypotheses in the area of local control of irrigation
 

water supplies, attention was given to stratified sampling of farms at 

different watercourse conmand positions and different size categories. 

The stratification of the individual farm sample into relative water

positions onabled a close evaluation of the effect of watercourse 

course improvement on tail farms. This stratification results in a 

this research can not benon-random sample and therefore findings from 

generally construed to a larger (ill-defined) population, nor to major 

implications for policy making. Results can, however, be used to sug

gest important areas for further research. 

The statistical analyses used to evaluate the four methods of con

trol include production function estimation through multiple ordinary
 

least squares regression techniques, other regression model estimations
 

and analysis of variance. For reasons mentioned above, and described
 

in more detail in Chapters III and V, significance levels and tests 

aassociated with the statistical analysis can be only interpreted in 

very limited sense: they apply only to this particular sample and not 

to a larger i;'opulation of watercourses or farms.
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Chapter V explores the effects on control and crop production of
 

the indigenous, locally-initiated farmer options of tubewells, canal 

water trading and type of warabundi practiced on internal watercourses. 

The effects of differences in tubewell ownership patterns and sources 

of tubewell power are also examined. Production function analyses are 

used in conjunction with other statistical tests to examine these 

issues. Economic efficiencies of production function input use are 

also determined with respect to different sample categories of irri

gated farms. 

Chapter VI examines the benefits of OFWM watercourse improvement 

through corresponding production function and other statistical tests, 

includinq benefit-cost analysis. The effects of watercourse improve

ment on relative watercourse (farm) position are also examined through 

these analytic approaches. Economic efficiencies of production input 

use are also determined with respect to sample categories of farms con

sidered here. 

The final chapter summarizes the major findings of the study and 

specifies the limitations of the study. Some specific suggestions for 

further research in irrigation water control and farm management are 

also included. 



CHAPTER II
 

BAC:YROUND AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH
 

Descriptions of the warabundi system in Pakistan and the nature 

and extent of both canal water trading and tubewell water sale and use 

were desired to ascertain their potentials for enhancing localized con

trols by farmers over uncertain and irregular water supplies. All 

three control options entail some degree of cooperation and collective 

behavior. Information on these and other options available to 

Pakistani farmers was also desired to ascertain their relative impacts 

on productivity. Some of this information is available in the litera

ture, although both detailed descriptions and empirical results appear 

to be generally lacking. 

Importaqt contributions in the literature helped formulate the 

theoretical approach to estimation of the value of water to crop pro

ductivity. Other sources helped pinpoint the major institutional and 

technical options for added flexibility in water supplies in Pakistan. 

These include the type of warabundi practiced on watercourses, trading 

of canal water turns, private tubewell investments and watercourse 

improvement. s gnificant contribution in these respective areas are 

briefly discussed blow. The literature is also notable for its gen

eral lack of deqcriori on<rid emp irical evidence regarding actual pat

terns of trade and sale in canal and tubewell water, and the different 

types of warabundi systems. 
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Analytic Estimates of the Value of Water
 

Several studies have attempted to systematically provide estima

tion of the value of irrigation water through both linear programming 

and production function techniques. 

Johnson (1978) used agronomic crop-water response functions to
 

construct cropping activities which allow various degrees of plant
 

stress in order to estimate shadow prices of irrigation water during 

seasonal peak demand times. Ali (1980) adapted Johnson's model to 

examine both optimal earthen watercourse improvements and optimal lin

ing through a mixed integer (non-linear) programning technique. Both 

Johnson and Ali demonstrate that the value of water changes throughout 

the year in response to predictable seasonal (monthly) peak crop 

requirements. However, they leave aside the difference between canal
 

and tubewell water in offsetting stress conditions and impacting pro

ductivity. The option of obtaining timely supplies of canal water
 

through trading is also not considered. 

Khan (1975) used both production function and linear programming 

techniques to examine the relative values of certain selected inputs to
 

productivity in Pakistan. His results indicate that the contribution
 

of water to farm income was greater than that of any other input. The
 

production elasticity was 88 percent higher than the nearest competi

tor, cash expense, and far above the other inputs of labor, bullock
 

power and tractor power.
 

Hussain (1921) used both production and profit function models to
 

examine both allocative and technical efficiencies on different size
 

farms in Pakistan. His results support Khan's finding that water
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contributes more to farm income than any other input, with a qualifica

tion that the estimated production elasticity for water is lower in
 

zones with more saline groundwater.
 

None of the studies reviewed focus on differences between effects
 

of canal and tubeweli wakt; on productivity. Production function stud.

ies aggregate war.er inputs into a single annual supply, while program

ming studies do the same thinq on a monthly basis,
 

With the exception of Ali (1980), none o the studies make adjust

ments for watercourse conveyance Iosses . Pesu,.lt.s from this study indi

cate that failure to adjust for conveyance 1osse-s leads to significant 

over--estimation of water application. Flume measarements indicate that 

the conventional estimation method of multiplIying numbers of irrigation 

applications (the sum of canal and tubewell water applications) by an 

assumed four and 2 1/2 acre inches per heavy and light application, 

respectively, inflates total volure applied by an average of 115 per

cent. Further elaboration of these results appears in Appendix C. 

Cooperation and Farmer Orqanizations
 

The degree of rooperal.iOn on a watercourse can hypothetically 

relate to the type of warabundi practiced, the degree of canal water 

trading, cash transactions and us. of tubewell water, and whether 

watercourse improvement takes place. By affecting water input use, and 

other related inputs, the degree of cooperation affects agricultural 

productivity. Several studies shed light on these interrelationships 

in the Pakistan context. 

Merrey (1979) found that there are status-related elements of
 

Punjabi values and culture that inhibit farmers' ability to cooperate
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in locally initiated watercourse rehabilitation projects. In an
 

expanded study on this broad issue, Mirza and Merrey (1979) observe
 

that successful OFWM watercourse improvement and cooperative cleaning
 

and maintenance programs are most likely to occur on watercourses where
 

farmers are relatively equal in status and power, and have a history of
 

cooperation on other community projects (see also Haider, et al.,
 

1979).
 

Sparling (1980) used the results of Mirza and Merrey to show that
 

the presence of multiple (two or more) private tubewells adequately 

discriminates between the "previous cooperation" watercourses from the 

"little or no previous cooperation" watercourses. Furthermore, he con

ceptually links cooperation 1:o both canal water trading and watercourse 

improvement, in a three-way interaction. He argues that as watercourse 

improvement (largely a function of cooperati on) -educes conveyance
 

losses and increases overall supplies of canal water available, this
 

increase acts to reduce the urgency of need for a flexible supply. The
 

reduction in urgency of short-term demand tends to increase the will

ingness of neighboring irrigators to relinquish a partial turn of canal
 

water. Trading is, in fact, an element of overall cooperativeness on
 

the watercourse, but (as will be seen in Chapter IV)on a smaller
 

scale.
 

Warabundi Allocation Systems
 

Several sources adequately describe the overall canal irrigation
 

system in Pakistan, including WAPDA (1979), Lieftinck, et al. (1968),
 

Gibb, et al. (1966), Unti (1972) and Lowdermilk, et al. (1978). Few,
 

however, attempt to describe the distribution of water below the canal
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outlets. The only serious attempts to describe the warabundi rotation 

system in detail are Nasir (1981) in his interpretation of the Northern 

Indian Canal and Drainaqe Act of 1873, in the Pakistan context, and 

Malhotra (1XThP) in the similar Indian context. 

Malhotra's miajor concilusion that the warabundi system, in general 

(and pakka warabundi, in particular), is basically an equitable system, 

is strongly endorsed by Seckler (1981). 

The only published research in the Pakistan context which con

trasts pakka and kachha forms of warabundi are those of Mirza, et al. 

(1975) and Lowdermilk, et al. (1978). Mirza, e al. demonstrate that 

switchovers from kachha to pakka warabundi in Punjab were mainly due to 

desires of tail-end irrigators and smaller, disadvantaged Farmers to 

minimize canal water-related disputes and to avoid thefts by, typi

cally, head-enders anid larger farmers. Lowdermil',, et al. indicate 

that the overwhelming majority of pakka warabundi arrangements exist on 

perennial watercourses irn Punjiat, and kachha warabundi on non-perennial 

watercourses in Sindj aItnouqhLl the impacts of these differences in 

warabundi arrangements on productivity were not a major focus of their 

study. 

None of the above-mentioned sources have discussed the type of 

warabundi arrangements present on internal watercourses. The author
 

believes that tre description of kachha interna- warabondi is therefore 

an original contribution of this study. The isolated effects of type 

of warabundi on ei ther min or internal watercourses on productivity 

3 Pere;nial watercourses receive canal water year-round, whereas 
non-perennial ones receive canal water only during the summer season 
when river flows are higher.
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has not been the focus of any prior study. Nor has any research dis

cussed in detail the link between canal water distribution systems and
 

either canal water trading or tubewell water sales.
 

Transactions in Canal Water
 

Many publications deal not only with water distribution under
 

appropriative cr rotational schemes, but also with water exchanges and
 

rentals. Gustafson and Reidinger (1971), Burness and Quirk (1979), and
 

Howe, et Y. (1981) specifically argue that adoed flexibility is desir

able to mai.rize social returns, and that the key to added flexibility 

is the iOs t.,utLion of organi7ed water markets 

Gardner and Fullerton (1968) demonstrate through regression analy

sis that rental prices of water are significantly increased by permit

ting inter-comlpany transfers in areas of Utah (i.e., free exchange of
 

irrigation water between private companies with storage capabilities
 

and/or rights to stream flows). Water delivery and use per acre are
 

also significantly increased through such transfers. One reason con

jectured is that markets decrease the risk of water shortages, which
 

may change production functions upward. Anderson (1961) reached simi

lar conclusions from data analyses of inter-company transfers in north

ern Colorado.
 

In the Indian and Pakistani context, Gustafson and Reidinger
 

(1971) argue that water trading and sale should be permitted and made
 

legal, and that the development of some form of water users' associa

tions would facilitate these transactions.
 

Tne association could contract with the government for timed
 

delivery of water and then manage internally the problem of allocation
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among multiple users. It could then auction or sell water available in
 

excess of guaranteed deliveries to farmers, with the profits either
 

shared among the members or perhaps devoted to watercourse cleaning and
 

maintenance. These ideas are reiterated in Reidinqer (1980), where
 

allocation through a water users' association is advocated as a
 

replacement for the entire warabundi system.
 

Maass and Anderson (197R) provide evidence that there are other
 

areas of the world besides the United States where water rights are
 

actively traded or sold. Simulation analyses indicate substantial
 

returns from a tOpe of distribution system with active cash transac

tions in water rights over other iore riqid syqtems includinq rota

tional ones similar to South Asian warabundi.
 

Whereas most authors 3gree that theoretically organized water mar

kets would improve on most, if not all, irrigation water distribution
 

systems in the world, including Pakistan and India, 4 there has been no
 

empirical research done on the net returns of canal water trading
 

and/or sale on productivity.
 

Tubewell Investments and Water Sale
 

There have been many reports of the rapid increase in private
 

tubewell investments in Pakistan since the 1960's. Among the most
 

notable are Khan (1975), Johnson (1976), Lieftinck, et al. (1968),
 

Lowdermilk, et al. (1978) and WAPDA (1979).
 

4The notable excepti on isSeek]e (1981), who waile not condemning 
local water market operation, doev not recommend it in his suggestions 
for improving upon warabundi (p. 27). From his survey of 70 farmers in 
Haryana, he surprisingly did not encounter any instances of trading
 
canal water turns.
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Lieftinck, et al. (1968), Lowdermilk, et al. (1978) and WAPDA
 

(1979) describe the rapid growth in tubewell investments and the enor

mous potential for tubewell water to supplement scarce canal water sup

plies. Lowdermilk, et al. cite evidence of active selling activities
 

in tubewell water in their large sample of 40 watercourses, but do not
 

demonstrate either the isolated or joint impact (along with canal
 

water) of tubewells on productivity.
 

Even Khan (1975) is unable to demonstrate through production func

tion analysis the separate effect of tubewell water use on produc

tivity, because of an inability to separate out the effect of tubewell
 

water from canal water.
 

Johnson (1976) provides in-depth analysis of the total costs of 

private tubewells and costs of tubewell water use per acre foot, but 

does not estimate the effects of tubewell water utilization on produc

tivity. 

Watercourse Improvement
 

The available studies focusing on the economic impacts of OFWM
 

watercourse improvement include CSU and Mona (1977), WAPDA (1979), Gill
 

and Shah (1981), Ashraf (1980), Siddiqui (1981), Khan and Sadiq (1981)
 

and WAPDA (1981).
 

The detailed study of one improved watercourse in the Sargodha
 

area of Punjab by CSU and Mona researchers (1977) includes some partial
 

benefit-cost analysis based on water flow measurements taken both
 

before and after improvement. Since lack of detailed production data
 

prevented accurate estimation of direct benefits from improvement,
 

these researchers used estimates of benefits from an alternative soure
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of added water supply, tubewells (Eckert, et al., 1975). Using these
 

extremely rough estimates of annual net project benefits, they calcu

lated benefit-cost ratios, assuming a 25-year life of project improve

ments, ranging from 1.76 (with annual benefits of Rs. 46/acre foot and
 

a 15 percent discount rate) to 4.74 (with annual benefits of Rs.
 

96/acre foot and a 10 percent discount rate). 

A large 61 watercourse survey bv WAPDA (1979) includes a suppirt

ing report on OFWM activities, but, unfortunately, none of the sampled 

watercourses were one. improved by OFWM. Nevertheless, the WAPDA 

report estimates the economic returns to watercourse improvement, mak

ing the heroic assumption that net cropped incomn increases an average 

of Rs. 500 per acre as a result of improvement. Fven so, the calcu

lated benefit-cost ratio is only a dismal 0.,5, assuming a discount 

rate of 8 percent and an exnected life of seven years. If the life is 

extended o ten years, the benefit-cost ratio increases to 1.0, the 

break-even point. 

OFWM Training Institute researchers (Gill ad Shah, 1981) observed
 

from a survey of 1] Punjab watercourses improved in 1978, that cropping 

intensities and per acre yields of major crop , rose as a result of 

improvemert. Based on the observed 20 percent increase in cropping 

intensities aicne (tiey assume a constant net income of Rs. 500 per 

acre both before and after improvement), a benefit-cost ratio of 3.25 

is calculated, assuming a discount rate of 12 percent and a project 

life of five years. 

Ashraf (19O ) conducted a d tailed study of 18fl farmers on 15 

improved and 15 unimproved watercourses in Punjab, with farmers inter

viewed at head, middle and tail waterrourse positions. Only 
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preliminary data analyses have been performed by Ashraf to date. Con

veyance efficiencies, measured by cut-throat flumes, and cropping 

internities appear to be higher on improved watercourses, but by how 

much is unclear. Average per acre yield data with respect to the two 

types of watercourses are not provided. Nevertheless, a benefit-cost 

ratio of 3.1 'is calculated for net returns to farmers, assuming a dis

count rate of 15 percent and a project life of ten years. The internal 

rate of return is a very high 288 percent. Ashraf then calculates an 

overall internal rate of return of 13 percent to the OFWM wetercourse 

improvement project. This rate of return isbased on calculations 

which include actual project expenditures and estimates of income gen

erated as adjusted by import (shadow) prices for sugar and wheat, and
 

export prices for rice.
 

Siddiqui (1981) conducted a survey of 16 improved watercourses in 

Sind. Sampling was not done on control, unimproved watercourses, but 

instead use was made of bench-mark data from a Sind provincial govern

ment study covering some 622 farms. Results of Siddiqui's study show 

that average cropped area and cropping intensities have increased as a 

result of watercourse improvement. Yields of major crops also appear 

to have increased: percentage differences of 40 percent for sugarcane, 

62 percent for wheat and 36 per--ent for cotton were reported. Gross 

value of production per acre calculations -indicate an increase of 26 

percent. However, no statistical tests of significance were performed, 

making the initial results inconclusive. No cost estimates were made, 

and no benefit-cost analysis was attempted. Results from Sind may not 

compare with results from Punjab, due to the great differences in 

soils, land tenure, irrigation practices, waterlogging conditions, etc. 
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A recently completed study by Khan and Sadiq (1981) computes a 

benefit-cost ratio of OFWM wat:ercoHre improvements of 2.32, assuming a 

social discount rate of 12 percent and a life of the p-eject of five 

years. If the lif is increased to ten Vears- the ratio improves to 

2.53. However, this study suffers from very serious data limitations 

(only 43 total farmers were interviewed on two improved and three unim

proved or control waeercoursec,) ali a complete lack of randomization in 

the selection of uilimproved (cnr tro ) watercourses and individual 

respondents with respect to farm size or; aI vnmple watercourses. 

The Planningp Division of WAPDA (1981) recranly completed collec

tion and tabulation of pre-watercourse iilprovement: data on 45 water

courses being studied in an on-qoing evaluation throughout Pakistan. 

Four-fifths of these sample watercourse. are curently being improved, 

and it will be interesting to see their comparative data and results 

after post improvement data collection and analyses. 

All of the above studies, howev-, suffer from a common lack of 

adequate controls for estimations of the impact of watercourse improve

ment on productivity. Without the types of controls envisioned in this 

research in both sampling and production function analysis, it would be 

difficult to isolate the independent effect of watercourse improvement 

on productivity from all otner effects. 

The sampling controls envisioned include pairing sample improved 

and control watercourses with similar soil conditions, climatic condi

tionfs, croppingc zones, wateriogging and salinity conditions, canal com

mand position, watercourse connanded area, main watercourse length, 

number of farms and farmers, and canal outlet discharges. Other 
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controls for the presence of tubewells, type of warabundi, etc. can be
 

made through the production function analytic tool.
 

Discussion of the;e types of controls to ascertain the isolated 

effects of different institutions and technologies on productivity is 

the subject oF the next chapter. 
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Use of the productionI function 
.as.a s t-ta ti stica-l tool-

The selection of unimproved watercourses based on a paired sam

pling technique, as described in detail 
below, was a; attempt to con

trol for major watercourse characteristics, including length, canal
 

outlet discharge, number of branches, number of farms and farmers,
 

presence of tubewells, etc. 
 The selection of individual farms,
 

although stratified according to watercourse command position and farm
 

size, was also based on paired sampling techniques (see below). 
 Farm

ers were expected to differ in their use of inputs, which may account
 

fAr part of the production changes attributed to watercourse improve

ment. It was 
also hoped that the research would unearth man; unantici

pated varia[ions with respect tL 
 :bewell water use, tradinq of canal
 

water, types of warabundi distribution systems, and even categories of
 

improved watercourses.
 

Use of the production function analytic technique was, therefcre,
 

contemplated as a means of statistically controlling for these varia

tions. 
 Production function estimation using multiple regression tech

niques would enable the isolation of the effects of different control
 

enhancing activities and selected inputs (X)on 
a dependent variable,
 

gross value of production (Y), of the general form (see Heady and
 

Dillon, 1961): Y f(X,
= .... Xn). Detailed discussion of the produc

tion functions actually specified and estimatd, their properties and
 

interpretations, are presented in the analytic Chapters V and VI.
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watercourses,6 and relatively influential fariners controlon water

courses, fami iar with watercourse-relaLed ,ffai rs. Questions asked of 
key informants relate to wa rabrIndi cli'A!. hilfion. tulbewell water sales, 

canal water trading and watercourse level cooperation. The scoring 

system is a revised version of that uIqested hy lirza and Merrey 

1979) , exp.anded to encompass a]1 t yes of watercourses.
 

The scorinn system is based on 
 actually traversing each sample
 

main watercourse from canal outlet to the tail, assigning penalty
 

points according to 
different categories affecting watercourse clean

ing, maintenance and quality. Unfortunately, there were numerous prob

lems encountered in assigning relative weigits to these different
 

categories. Consequently, follow-up flow
water measurements were taken 

on each watercourse in cooperation Lahore andwith Faisalabad OFWM per

sonnel, who provided manpower, flumes and jeeps to assist the author, 

his two field assistants and his brother-in-law in this effort. These 

measurements enabled accurate estimation of both conveyance losses (and 

indirectly, watercourse quality), and water flows received by indi

vidual sampled farmers.
 

The seco,-.d type of questionnaire was designed to collect indi

vidual samplo farmer data. The individual farmer questionnaire (a copy 

of which also appears in Appendix B) contains questions relating to
 

6 A watercourse committee user associationor water is usually set 
up as part of OFUM watercourse improvement, primarily to collect money
from farmers For associated masonry work. 

7Canal water 
flows were estimated using cut-throat flumes
(Skogerboe, et al., 
1973), and the "trapezoidal" technique was used for
estimating tubewell discharges (Trout and Early, 1976). 
 Modifications
in the proper use of flumes in the Punjab context were also exercised,

according to Mohsin, et al. 
 (1976) and (1979), Niazi and Ahmad (1976)

and Ahmad and Early (1976). 
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pairing each sample improved watercourse, with an unimproved or control
 

watercourse similar in each of the above respects.
 

The selection of individual
 
sample farmS. 

The design used for selecting individual sample farms and farmers
 

to be interviewed was based on 
a stratified (non-random) sampling tech

nique. in order to obtain a representative view of the total water

course comm7anid. The desigon select two saiple farms from the
wa s to 

head one-thirid of the watercouirse command, including the farm receiving 

the first schduled warabund; turn (the first irrigator); two from the 

middle one-third; two from the tail, including the farm receiving the 

last scheduled warabundi turn (the last irrigator); and all tubewell
 

owners.
 

The sample was 
also to be drawn so that it was representative of
 

relative farm size categories. That is, whenever a farmer operating
 

five acres or less (five 
acres is the approximate mean farm size in the
 

Faisalabad area) was interviewed another farmer was 
to be interviewed
 

in that same relative watercourse position operating more than five
 

acres.
 

Unanticipated Factors
 

Several unanticipated factors emerged which affected the selection
 

of sample watercourses. 
 First, it was observed during pre-testing the
 

questionnaires that watercourses had been improved as 
early as 1977
 

(the time of project inception), in the area around Faisalabad where
 

OFWM watercourse improvements had been unusually active. 
Therefore,
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Of course, all these efforts to control for seemingly extraneous
 

factors were eventually partially controlled for through production 

function analysis. It can, nevertheless, be hypothesized that these
 

efforts at control strengthened any production function estimates.
 

Statistical Description of the Sample 

Table III-1, below, shows some of the characteristics of the sam

pled watercourses. 

Three of the sampled improved watercourses have a cooperatively 

owned (electric) tubewell serving all the farmers on these water

courses, but no sampled control watercourses have this ownership 

arrangement. 
 In fact, none could be found in the Faisalabad area.
 

Consideration was 
given to eliminating any improved watercourses with a
 

cooperatively owned tubewell from the sample, but because these par

ticular tubewell ownership patterns presented another potential means
 

to gain added flexibility over water supplies, it was decided to retain
 

them in the sample. 

The sampled improved watercourses also show a marked tendency to
 

either have electric-powered tubewells, or no tubewell 
at all; whereas
 

the sampled control watercourses tend to either have diesel-powered
 

tubewells, or no tubewell 
at all. This sampling bias is unfortunate,
 

but is thought to be random, and controlling for the type of tubewell 

power source would have meant sacrificing some or all of the other con

trols. 

Majcr statistics with respect to the 20 sampled watercourses are
 

presented in Table 111-2. 
 This table reveals several interesting fea

tures. 
 The average length of lined sections on sampled improved
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Table III-1. Summary Characteristics and Categories of Sampled 
Watercourses (total numbers, means and standard devia-
tions).
 

OFWM improved 
watercourses 

Unimproved or 
control watercourse,; 

Total number 10 I0 
No. improved in 1977 3 
No. improved in 1978 3 
No. improved in 1979 3 
No. improved in 1980 -
Total no. of watercourses 

with private tubewells 7 7 
No. with single family

owned tubeweIls(s) 3 4 
No. with joinL family

owned tubewel!1 3 
No. with cooperatively

owned tubewel 1 3 0 
No. with one tubewell 5 6 
No. with two or more tubewells 2 1 
No. with electric-powered

tubewel1(s) 6 2 
No. with diesel-powered

tubewell(s) 5 

Std. 	 Std.
 
Mean Dev. Mean 
 Dev.
 

Average main watercourse
 
length with branches (feet) 15,730 4,093 17,193 
 6,121 

Average no. of branches off 
main watercourse channel 3.6 1.7 3.5 1.4 

Average watercourse commanded 
area (acres) 373.0 71.6 381.35 64.6 

Average no. of farms 78.9 25.5 91.7 24.2 
Averaq? sOP 01 farm (acres) 5.2 1.8 4.3 0.7 

canalAvera ge all ri C, outlet 
dis:hoca Q <- or c.f.n.) 1.11Kr- 0.23 1.14 0.23 

Averag-	 auLtlorized oual outliet 
discharge per commanded acre 
(c.f.s.) 
 .003 0.0902 .003 0.0002
 
acre
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~watercourses isabouti 1,270.55feet'or, a1most a ml1e.'
 

Approxima teIy 8er tof~l he oaI-m n'-at C~ ce- 6 - -,) 
'~ <;~ on sampl ed OFWM improved waecuss onaergwi th ~a range~bewe 

Theoveal average di scharge. from sve "tenmeasuredtbwelis ywas1,1'~c$fs :,ranfging om an avera. 
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powered *tubewelIs, of 1.l9- c.f.s., to ar , average1d hrefo ee 

thes-pwe I;u bewe11s. 'of 1.10 c ~f~s <The,significance of having ar~ 
S ei ectric-wed tbelas oppsed.to a diesel poee ubw ,o 

a:wteroure is, not.so, much a functi on of ihigher pupn capacity 

rath r' of 'che proeai ng ,(energy)~costs and a cheaeaket pie 
Sas discussed, in more~detail below.~Y 

Systematic.measurements, of canal .outlet dischage were made, using 

pc '(hr' y 3fee ta1 einth) cut- throat flumes, 1based~..widh) (t 

on mentioned. above and also,,on 'cons ul tatio ~ith41K <6the.,'publishled .meth~ods 

certain W4APDA and OFWM 'eniergStaff. The measurements, taker, i 
~~ September, 1981, are preetd inpun' of Tab1e7TI,.i-2 ' Tdica 

overal 1'mean 

a~<$nd2.60 c.f1Js.. A othatino authorized'di scharges and "actual, 

a~~n discharge ofI.55-c'lfi..'.tagn 'between1 .7.0 c fs. 

m e dshagsrvasta actual 1discharges areconitnl 
higher..than authorized discharges'~ of the orderof3 e'endier 

enc overal (scolm 18). 01\, nl the-~p~ 4 watercourses w 

~V4 ,.the authorized discharge greater~ than the atul Adisc ha rge. 1 1 
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Other sample watercourse
 
and- fa-rmdi ferenc es 

There are, o" course, many other differences between villages, 

watercoorses and farmer-irrigators that are difficult to control.
 

These differences Such as leadership, education, caste, origin, 

degree of cooperation (i.e., number of cooperative projects and/or dis

putes in the village in recent memory), number of active organizations, 

and number of institutional services - can prepare one village for eco

nomic progress, but not another. Some of the changes observed on the 

improved watercourses :iay be due to uncontrolled variables which are 

not duplicatet on other watercourses and in other villages. However, 

the education level of sampled farmers was almost identical: a mean of 

4.00 years of schooling on improved watercourses and 3.97 years on con

trol watercourses, with no significant difference demonstrated at the
 

5 percent level using the t-test.
 

Tables 111-3 and ITI-4, below, show the caste and origin distinc

tions between the two types of watercourses, with relative frequencies, 

computed chi-square test values and corresponding significance levels.
 

Table 111-3 demonstrates that there are significant differences (at the
 

2.5 percent level) between the two types of watercourses with respect
 

to caste. In particular, control watercourses appear to have consider

ably more Jats, and fewer Rajputs, than imrroved watercourses. How

ever, both types of watercourses are dominated by Jats, and the
 

frequency of castes other than Jats and Raiputs is remarkably similar
 

between the two types.
 

Table 111-4 shows that there are no significant differences
 

between the two types of wEtercourses and origin status. Both types of
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Table 111-3. Type of Watercourse and Caste Differences. 

N u m b e - --r- - - - - - - - -. . 

Number of U.roved Unimproved Row Relative row
major caste watercourse watercourse total frequency
 

Jat 28 41 69 .53
 
Rajput 20 6 
 26 .20
 
Arain 
 I MI 22 
 .17
 
All other* 
 6 
 7 13 .10
 

Column Total 
 65 65 
 130
 

Relative Column 
 5 .5
 
Frequency
 

*All other includes Dogar, Gujar, Gondal, Sheikh, Christian and Nai
 
(Barber).
 

2 = 10.07, d.f. = 3, significance leval = 2.5% 

Table 111-4. Jype of Watercourse arid iliin Hifferences. 

Origin Improved Unimproved Row Relative row
 
category watercourse watercourse 
 total frequency
 

Local* 0 2 2 .015
 
Settler* 
 20 13 33 
 .254
 
Refugee* 45 
 50 95 
 .731
 

Column Total 
 65 
 65 130
 

Relative Colum.5
 
Frequency
 

*Local means the original inhabitants of canal irrigated areas; settler
 
means the perso,. wi seiLLle the canal colonies in the late 1800's

and early to mid-l900's; refugee means the persons. who emigrated from
 
present day india to p.re sent-day Pakistan at the time of indepenmdence

from the Hrit:inii 1947.
 

S3. 01, M . - 2, siqnificanice level = 2, 
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watercourses are apparently dominated by refugees, with a lower fre

quercy of settlers and practically no locals.
 

The resuts from Tables 111-3 and 111-4 are generally consistent
 

with the observations of Mirza and Merrey (1979), who showed that
 

watercourse improvement tended to occur on refugee and settler domi

nated watercourses. Their finding that watercourse improvement also
 

tended to occur on watercourses dominated by one particular caste does 

not appear to be true of this particular sample. However, this 

hypothesis cannot he adequately tested because of the non-random nature 

of the sampl inq of farms. 

With regard to overall watercourse-level relationships, there is
 

no significant difference between type of watercourse and number of
 

water-related disputes on the waterconrse, as shown by the t-test, but
 

there are significant differences between number of collective proj

ects, number of active organizations and number of institutional ser

vices in the village.8'
 

The types of water-related disputes include water theft (and
 

related murder cases), refusal to turn canal water over to downstream
 

irrigators (due to disagreements over what reaches were included in the
 

sanctioned main watercourse), last farmer status at the end of main
 

channels and branches and use of illegal (unsanctioned) nakkas off the
 

main watercourse.
 

The type of cooperative projects include watercourse improvement,
 

lining of village dVains, mosque committees, collective tubewells,
 

8The respective 95 percent confidence intervals (student's distri
bution) for these four factors are .38.385, 1.8+.58, 2.7±.58 and
 
2±1 .41.
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overall system, agronomic environment, watercourses, tubewells, wara

bundi, trading and process of watercourse improvement is necessitated 

by the general lack of adequate detailed information in the literature. 



CHAPTER IV 

DESCRITION F PHYSICAL; AND INSTITUTIONASTTN 

SMuch of-this chaprter presents descriptive epirica findings o0
 
the study regarding tubeWell, t ~ kchjt'n&~
 

'warabundi' nodrt kths 'descripin ineligbe, it 
 isr'
 

~necessary to first' dsribe the physic6alirrigation system andexpai n~
 

the Pakistani wara bundi sse.Anod ChprItissystem 
; 

~and the similar warababundi systemn of Nor , Ini av enparliallIy~
 

desc'ri be( el sewhere inthe literature.. However, because thrisn
 
succinct description o~f 
 the Pakistani system and becaiuseso muc his~ 

nn sunderstood , this chapter includes a eaie desciption 'of 
 this 
system
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into the main or primary watercourses to farmer's internal 
or secondary
 

watercourses and individual 
field parcels through smaller outlets
 

(nakkas).
 

Several key references describe the development and major charac

teristics of the canal irrigation system in the Indus basin, including
 

WAPDA (1979), Lieftinck, et al. (1968), Gibh, et al. (1966) and
 

Lowdermilk, et al. (1978). These sources provide details of the cur

rent system which irrigates an area of some 35 million acres through
 

several link canals (taking water from western rivers to supplement
 

eastern river flows), 
43 major canals using river water diverted by 16
 

barrages to tens of thousands of watercourses.
 

After Malhotra (1980), Map 3 shows a typical 
surface irrigation
 

distribution system. Four or more conveyance types, according to size,
 

can be identified. 
 These include main canals, branch canals, distribu

taries and watercourses. 
 River flows are diverted by a structure of
 

headworks into 
a major (main) canal. Weir and gate structures at junc

tion points divert water into branch canals and sub-branches and into
 

distributaries and minors. 
 Canal outlets permit continuous flows of
 

water from distributaries and minors at regular intervals into water

courses. 
 Canal outlets are fixed, brick and cement structures with
 

small apertures which are constructed such that each watercourse
 

receives a continuous flow without the necessity of periodic regulation
 

by the Irrigation Department. The main watercourses as well as the
 

smaller outlets off the main watercourse are determined and sanctioned
 

(i.e., made legal) by the Irrigation Department, although the operation
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and maintenance of the system below the canal outlet is left to the
 

farmers.
 

Chaks and watercourses 

The final links in the canal irrigation system for delivery of
 

water to the crops 
are the series of main and internal watercourses.
 

In each canal 
command the irrigated land is divided into administrative 

units called "chaks." A chak has no pre-ordained size, but usually 

corresronds to the area historically included in a village or in two or
 

more sub-villages. The typical main watercourse command area in the
 

areas surveyed for [his study is about 400 acreq.
 

It is the responsibility of the 
 Irrigation Oepartment to deliver
 

canal water to all land includd in the commanded or irrigated area of
 

the chak, and the number and lengths of main, sanctioned watercourses 

vary in order to meet this objective. To assist in this task, the land 

in a chak is divided into sqares or partial-squ;res, where a typical 

full-square inthe Faisalabad area is 25 acres, and are assigned num

bers beginning with the number one. 
 Each square or partial square is
 

then assigned a sanctioned (official) smaller nakka outlet off the main
 

watercourse rrom which to receive canal water.
 

The canal outlets, main watercourses and major nakkas are speci

fied and sanctioned in every case by the Irrigation Department with the
 

9There are special cases when Irrigation Department officials 
intervene in operations below the canal outlet. These include the
sanctioning of main watercourses, with branches and major nakkas off
the main channels, the sanctioning of pakka warabundi schedules and thesettlement of water related disputes. See the Canal and Drainage Act 
of 1873 (Nasir, 1981) for details, official responsibilities and juris
diction. 
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considerable slope variations and certain fields in a square cannot 

effectively get canal water from one nakka alone without incurring con

siderable dead storage Thelosses. authorized nakkas are indicated on 

the Chak Plans, and the users of any other nakka found on the main 
watercourse are punishable by a fine of Rs. 200 (maximum) per offense 

and/or imprisonment not exceeding three months (Nasir, 1981). Reducing 

to a required minimum the of earthen onnumber nakkas the main water

course helps to reduce seepage losses.
 

At nakka locations, water is diverted into the various branches of
 

the internal watercourses by constructing earth dams in the main water

course just adjacent to or slightly downstream of the nakka opening, 

and to individual 
fields by cutting into the main watercourse bank, and 

later restoring it. These continual cuts into the banks and incomplete 

restorations contribute to 
seepage losses throughout the length of the
 

main watercourse.
 

One curious aspect of the system is that there is no 
general pro

vision for runoff into the system of open drains from either the dis

tributaries or watercourses, presumably because flows into
 

distributaries can be cut-off during periods of heavy rain and flood

ing, and because surplus supplies are assumed to not exist during other
 

10Chak Plans are detailed maps of the area included in the chak
 
command with location of outlets, main watercourses and branches, sanctioned nakka outlets off the main watercourse, village locations, open
drains, roads and unirrigated lands. 
 The canal outlets ("mogas") are
specified with a title and number, R.D.# (reduced distance -- distancein meters from the junction of the distributary with the branch canal),
and a specification of whether the outlet is 
on the right (R) or left
(L) hand side of the distributary in relation to the direction of canal
flow. Copies of Irrigation Department Chak Plans are included in
Appendix A, and show details of sample watercourses surveyed in this
 
research.
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periods. Nevertheless,, there are occasions when farmers do not desire
 

the full supply of canal water being received: notably in times of
 

heavy monsoon rains; in the later growth stages of certain crops just
 

prior to harvesting when heavy irrigations may actually decrease
 

yields; and where waterlog-jging (conditi on of a high groundwater table) 

may be a prnhic,. 

To help cope with all these situations of real or potential sur

plus conditions, the main watercourse could in many cases be extended 

to allow watercourse rin-off into an adjoining drain. 

The Agronomic Environment 

References to the physical soil-crop-water relationships are a 

recurring theme throughout this report. It has been remarked that this 

study does not examine these relationships through estimation of 

explicit water response functions. However, an overview of the crops 

grown in areas surveyed in relation to the two major seasons and pre

dictable seasonal peak water demand periods will facilitate understand

ing farmer motivations in tubewell water selling and canal water 

trading activities.
 

The major summer crops grown in the surveyed Faisalabad area are 

maize and sorghum fodders, maize grain, and relatively lesser amounts 

of rice, cotton, vegetables, fruits and tobacco. The majo, winter 

crops are wheat, fodder (primarily berseem), with some vegetables and 

fruits. Sugarcane is the major cash crop and has a year-long maturity 

period (unlans cut prenalturely for rdier). 

The major periods of hi gh seasonal demand for irrigation water 

are: (I)March and April, when heavy presowing irrigations are given 
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in anticipation of major sugarcane crops; (2) May and June, when heavy
 

presowing irrigations are applied in expectation of major fodder crops,
 

temperatures atand when are their highest in the year and stresses on 

sugarcane and fodder crops in early growth stages are also the highest; 

(3) August, when some heavy presowing irrigations are given to maize 

grain crops, prior to the onset of monsoon rains in August and
 

September; and (4) October, November and December, when heavy presowing 

irrigations are applied to important wheat and fodder crops in the win

ter season, and when anticipation of annual 
canal closures (typically
 

fur four to 
six weeks in December and Jarnuary) encourage heavier than
 

usual irrigations. 

Isolated and infrequent frosts in the winter season 
(typically in
 

January and February) may also stimulate water demand in attempts to
 

warm soil temperatures and preserve plant growths. 
 Periodic sudden
 

rises in temperature and stress conditions throughout the year also
 

bring about unpredictable transient peak demand.
 

A diagram of weekly rainfall for a Punjab experimental station in
 

1975, reproduced below from Reuss (1980, p. 43), 
demonstrates periods
 

when water supplies are typically low. Canal water supplies on a typi

cal watercourse are assumed by Reuss to be constant at about one cm per
 

week. The figure on the following page shows the rainfall plus the
 

canal 
water supplies assumed by Reuss, plus weekly evapotranspiration
 

for nine-month sugarcane crop also present in Reuss. 
 Notice tile diver

gence of evapotranspiration and water supplies during the months of
 

April, May-June, August, and October-December.
 

The important difference is the vertical distance between the
 

evapotranspiration and tne net water supply. 
 Note that this distance
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is subject to considerable weekly variation which can 
be accounted for
 

by alternate periods of rainfall and intense heat. 
 The general shape
 

of this difference will be the same from year year,to but the profile 

of weekly spikes will vary. It is the unpredictability of this weekly 

profile which motivates the demand for flexible water supplies. 

Irrigating with Tubewell Water
 

The typical method of irrigating with tubewell water is to simul

taneously use (mix) this withwater canal water; that is,for indi

vidual irrigators 
to arrange for the pumping of tubewell wate, into the 

watercourse during one's warabundi turn at the full discharge of canal 

water being received through the outlet. The reasons for doing this 

are likely twofold: one, to minimize seepage and transient losses; and 

two, because of the (pakka) warabundi scheduling. 

Losses can be minimized by using tubewell water simultaneously 

with canal water because once the dry perimeter of the watercourse is 

wetted in the normal course of warabundi, adding tubewell water to a 

wetted perimeter will maximize the amount of tubewell water reaching
 

the field. Of course, if an irrigator is in dire need of water on any
 

particular day (duE to stress conditions) he may disregard this factor, 

and try to bring tubewell water tu his crops regardless of whether it 

is his turn at canal water on thaL day or not. In fact, the major rea

son for using tubewell and caial water simultaneously is undoubtedly
 

the limitation on tubewell water use 
imposed by warabundi.
 

If,for example, a tubewell is located at the head of a water

course, downstream users and/or purchases of tubewell water can only 

us, this water during their own turn, when they have uninterrupted 



right to the total discharge and flow in the watercourse, or when the
 

main watercourse length between their nakka location and the tubewell
 

location is unused or empty of water.
 

From the point of view of irrigators downstream 
 of the tubewell, 

the main uerrstuI K e'oy onlyvihuntpslream users (upstream from 

the tubewell location) are divertingq all canal water flows through the 

outlets into their interial watercourses and fields. This period of 

upstream diversion may be very short if the acres irrigated upstream of 

the tubewell are very few. It can be longer the farther the tubewell
 

is located down the watercourse. 
 But if this is the case, then the 

number of potential users and purchasers of tubewell water will be 

fewer, since fields located upstream from a tubewell cannot use tube

well water, if canal water irrigation is also practiced, unless another 

set of watercourses 
ispresent solely or primarily for tubewell water
 

conveyance.
 

To make this clear, we consider Map 4, below, of ampled water

course No. 20. 
 We see from the map of this watercourse that a tubewell
 

is located in square No. 86, 
near the major paved road, roughly in the 

middle one-third of the watercourse command. This is a small diesel 

tubewell of estimated 1.2 cusec discharge, jointly owned by four culti-

vators with landholdings in square numbers 86 and 90 (among other frag

mented holdings at head, middle and tail locations). This tubewell can 

irrigate lands in squares 86, 90, 85 91,and by conveying the water 

through an in te r dlhl watercourse (not drawn) to rouglhly point F, where 

it meets the ciin watercourse (the Plevation of the tubewell is higher 

than at l)oint F). Fields irriqcated off the main watercourse upstream 
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of point F cannot effectively use this tubewell water because of higher
 

slope conditions.
 

The tubewell could be used to 
irrigate lower elevation lands on
 

the other side of the paved road (such as 
lands in square numbers 86, 

85 and 84), but no internal watercourse was constructed to pass under 

the paved road for this purpose. The ,jointowners of this tubewell 

apparently feel that their returns are naxi ized by having the tubewell
 

located on the tail of this branch where most of their lands are posi

tioned. However, if sufficienrt demand for timely tubewell water exists
 

on this watercourse, and if many other irrigators will pay the price
 

demanded to cover all 
costs, then both social and individual returns
 

might be increased by placing the tubewell at 
the head. Since this is
 

a generally sweet water area this is 
a feasible alternative as well.
 

Nevertheless, the current situation dictates that only the lands
 

in squares 86, 90, 85 and 91, on the same side of the road as the tube

well, 
can effectively utilize groundwater pumped up by this tubewell.
 

Cultivators in square No. 86 as 
well as those downstream from point F,
 

can use the tubewell water with canal water during their own turns, 
or
 

alone without canal 
water mixing when the upstream sections of the main 

watercourse are empty. The collective turn for this area included in
 

four squares, as 
seen below from the pakka warabundi schedule for this 

watercourse, includes turn numbers 8-15 and lasts a total of 28 hours 

and four minutes, not counting nikal time (see columns 2 and 5). Since
 

the irrigators in square No. 86 on this 
branch must transport the water 

from point I ,the'iIction of ti( lrdn: aid the main channel section) 

to poin t i.L bug in their LI,, L wtercourse branch above poinat F 

remains empty for a long period of 139 hours and 20 minutes. 
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Consequently, for all practical purposes, the irrigators on this par-

Licular branch can utilize tubewell water virtualy an,, time. 

However, if the tubewell was located the head between Aat points 

and E, for example, few, if any, irrigators on the right-hand branch 

could use tubewell water, and all downstream users from point E could 

only use tubewell water during their respec tive turns when water is 

diverted upstream into the right-hand branch. Other considerations of 

tubewell water sales and use are discussed below in subsequent sections 

of this chapter. 

The two basic types of warabundi
 

It will be recalled from Chapter I that there are two basic types
 

of warabundi: 
 "pakka" and "kachha.'1I  The principal advantages of
 

both types were also specified.
 

Kachha warabundi was most common in Punjab in the early days of
 

the large-scale canal settlements in the late 1800's and early 1900's
 

when the number of irrigators per canal and watercourse command were
 

considerably fewer than the present, and time-keepers (often village
 

headmen or religious leaders such as Muslim maulvis or Hindu priests)
 

were employed and provided with clocks to dictate when a person's time
 

to irrigate began and ended.
 

The time-keepers served an additional 
purpose of facilitating
 

exchanges or trades in canal 
water, acting in a limited way as irriga

tion water market coordinators. With the spread of inexpensive wrist
 

11Since no good English translations exist of the concepts "pakka"

and "kachha" in the context of warabundi, these local terms will be
 
retained throughout this dissertation.
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watches and clocks throughout the population, the principal role of the
 

time-keenr was largely gone, and time-keepers are seldom encountered
 

today on watercourses in the Punjab. Apparently, his role in coordi

nating water exchanges was not appreciated highly enough in the
 

majority of cases to warrant: his continuad employment, or the very
 

presence of pakka warabundi 
could not allow him to function in this
 

role.
 

An Example froii Pakka Warabundi
 

Detailed descriptions of pakka warabundi are only found in the
 

Canal and Drainage Act (as interpreted by Nasir, 1981, and more
 

recently, by Malhotra, 1980). 
 Since neither of these descriptions is
 

entirely complete nor particularly succinct, another interpretation is
 

presented here.
 

A typical pakka warabundi schedule is presented below. This
 

schedule corresponds to Map 4, above, of sample watercourse No. 20.
 

The watercourse map and warabundi schedule are copies obtained with the
 

consent of the Faisalabad Division irrigation authorities, prior to
 

translations from Urdu and minor revisions based upon field observa

tion.
 

As seen 
from Map 4, this is an unimproved watercourse with a total
 

irrigated area of 351 acres, and a total 
watercourse length of 13,530
 

feet or 2.56 miles. It consists of a main channel 6,160 feet long
 

(from positions A to (, also including points E, I, J, K and M, on 
the 

map), two mcidJor ranches (one conne(ctinn points A to 0, and the other 

from L to I), and two very smaill brancthes (one from K to L, and the 

other from M to N). 
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There are 94 distinct farms on the watercourse, yet only 29 sanc

tioned turns exist. The authorized discharge is 1.07 cubic feet per 

second (c.f.s.), according to Irrigation Department records, but the 

measured discharge was found to be approximately 1.35 c.f.s. 

From Lhe sanctioned pakka wara bundi table we see that the first 

irrigator is located in square No. 88 next to the canal outlet, reciv

ing water at sanctioned nakka position A of 
the map, of 52 minutes per
 

week for a total of 1.9 acres in commanded (irrigated) area. Under
 

Schedule A, when the warabundi rotation starts every other year at 

6 A.M. Monday, his turn is from 6 A.M. to 6:52 A.M. 
 Under Schedule B,
 

when the warabundi 
starts every other year at 6 P.M. Monday, his turn
 

is from 6 P.M. tV 6:52 P.M. We also see from column 17 that he is the 

only irrigator included in this allotted turn, and from columns 6-9
 

that he is not entitled to any extra "bharai" or filling time nor to
 

any "nikal" or emptying time of the miain watercourse. He is not enti

tled to any bharai time because no time transpires in filling the
 

watercourse; the watercourse is already filled with water at the start
 

of his turn. This is so because under normal running conditions (i.e.,
 

when the canal 
is not closed and when the last irrigator(s) is not
 

trading his 
turn with an upstreamer), the last irrigator(s) is complet.

ing his turn and utilizing the fulI continual flow into the main water

course just prior to the start of 
the first irrigator's turn.
 

To make this clear, let us look at the last sanctioned turn in the 

table, No. 29. We see that irrigators concerned here have a net turn 

of one hour and qix minutes. On seeMap 4 we that their authorized 

nakka is a Point 0. During their turn the nakkas leading to all the 
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branches (namely, at points A, E, K and M) will 
be closed allowing the
 

full discharge to run directly to 
their open nakka at point 0. 

Assuming the warabundi is running under Schedule A, at precisely
 

6 A.M., Monday morning, the first irriqator at the head will open his
 

sanctioneJ nakka at point A and divert the entire discharge into his
 

fields or internal watercourse by closing the main watercourse channel
 

adjacent and slightly downstream from his nakka.
 

Since a very small area is being irrigated from this first nakka
 

(only 1.9 acres), this farmer can irrigate his fields directly from
 

this sanctioned nakka. 
 But if a larger area was to be irrigated from
 

one sanctioned nakka, such as a complete square o, 
25 acres, the nakka
 

would discharge into an internal watercourse, off of which other
 

(unsanctioned) nakkas permit the irrigation of separately owned fields
 

or parcels of land.
 

Returning to the last irrigators on this watercourse, and again
 

assuming operation under Schedule A, we observe that their net turn is
 

a function of an allotted amount of time based on command area (col

umn 5), some additional bharai time (column 7), and some nikal time
 

(column 9) which is subtracted from the sum of allotted command area
 

time and bharai time. 

Given that bharai tiwe is additiona" time given to those irriga

tors as a form of compensation for filling an empty, dry watercourse,
 

we see that the last irrigators must bring the water from point M to
 

point 0 where their sanctioned nakka is located, a total of 1,100 feet
 

(five acres) length (column 6). In accordance with the recommended
 

bharai allotment of five extra minutes of turn per acre (Nasir, 1981)
 

the total bharai addition for these last irrigators is therefore 25
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minutes (column i). This time of five minutes per acre is roughly the 

average time needed for a normal discharge of between one and 2.5 

c.f.s. in Punjab to travel (flow) in an unwetted main watercourse.
 

Nikal time, on the other hand, 
refers to an already full water

course, whereby the last irrigators on the main channel, as well as all 

branches, can empty (or drain off) the remaining quantities present in 

the watercourse their sanctionedinto nakkas once the watercourse is 

closed upstream. In the case of the last irrigators on the main chan

nel in our example irrigatien at point 0, their supply of the full 

canal discharge ends with the upstream closure of the main channel at 
point A by the first irrigator. However, even though the main channel 

is clo. d and the irrigators' turn offi ially ends, there is still
 

water present in the main channel which can be emptied or drained off
 

into these last irrigators' fields. Furthermore, this water is legally
 

the property of these last irrigators, to which only they are entitled
 

(Nasir, 1981). 

Nikal time is normally calculated at the rate of three minutes per 

acre length (Nasir, 1981), as the estimated flow time for water to 

travel in a wetted perimeter. Consequently, for the last irrigators in 

our example, who are entitled to enmptying the water in the main chanliml 

of lengqth 6,160 feet (28 acres, coluimi ), their nikal time is ca l:-
lated as one hour and 24 minutes (column 9). This time is deducted 

from their allotted time based on CCA of two hours and five minutes. 

it is important to note that whereas the nikal time is deducted 

from the aliottLed timie nn and does in thebased A, not appear net 

turn calculation, it is a vi .l por.io onf nut time from the farmer's 

point of view. The approximate time actually received by these "last" 
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irrigators is the net time appearing in column 10 plus the nikal time
 

in column 9. In fact, having the right to nikal 
is a highly valued
 

asset, and many of the water disputes between tail farmers on main 

channels and branches are related 
to last turn and last irrigator sta

tus.
 

Tail farmers perceive the quantity (volume) of water received from
 

nikal 
to be higher than that received under normal irrigation. That
 

is, since relatively more water is lost over time (on 
a per minute
 

basis) in wetting a dry perimeter (as reflected in bharai time of five
 

minutes per acre length of 220 feet) than in transporting water through
 

a wetted perimeter (as reflected in nikal time of three minutes per
 

acre length), more water may be received per turn on a per acre basis
 

by receiving nikal rather than bharai alone. 
Because this perception
 

iswidespread (itis also reported by Malhotra, 1980), 
it is reasonable
 

to expect that on a given main channel or branch, more water is being
 

received per acre by "last" irrigators than by other, nearby tail 
irri

gators not receiving nikal.
 

With this understanding of bharai and nikal 
we are now in a posi

tion to look at the warabundi scheduling for the watercourse as a
 

whole. From the sanctioned warabundi table we see that all 
net turns
 

must total to 168 hours, the total available hours in 
a full week, as
 

shown in column 10. The total nikal time allotments are summed (col

umn 9), 
 and this total is added to 168 hours; similarly the total
 

bharai time allotments are summed (column 7), 
 but this total is then
 

subtracted from the sum of 168 hours and nikal 
time. This leaves the
 

total available time to be alloted to all 
the sanctioned nakkas and/or
 

turns on a per acre basis.
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In our example, this total 
to be equitably allocated to all sanc

tioned turns is 165 hours and 57 minutes (168:00 + 3:05 
- 5:08 =
 

165:57). The way of determining average time per acre is to divide
 

time available by the total CCA. The average time per acre 
in this
 

example is 28.37 minutes 3165.95 hours- "
 

Irrigation Water Transactions and Trading 

The Canal and Drainage Act (Nasir, 1981) states that it is illegal 

to sell or sublet the whole or any portion of one's authorized right to 

canal water under pakka warabundi without the permission of an 

Irrigation Department official. The one exception to this is when 

one's canal water right is sold simultanesouly with the land to which 

the water right applies. This has been expanded in case law (Nasir,
 

1981) to a general prohibition of any exchange of canal water. There 

are no restrictions, however, on 
sales of tubewell water. It is possi

ble that the law was passed (in 1873) to give the government authority
 

to prosecute in the event of inappropriate (e.g., coerced) exchanges,
 

and ignored otherwise.
 

Despite these legal prohibitions, irrigators do trade canal 
water
 

turns, and occasionally sell and buy canal 
water. When a tubewell is
 

present, they may also infrequently trade canal water for tubewell
 

water (see, for example, Lowdermilk, et al., 1915 and 1978, and
 

Gustafson and Reidinger, 1971). When two or more tubewells are present
 

on ,awatercourse, the owners of these tubewells could trade tubewell 

water with each other, althciuqh there is little incentive for doing 

this unless one of the tubewells is out of order and tubewell water is 

desired on loan. 
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TLe primary motivating factor behind trades is to gain more con

trol over water supplies in response to crop-water requirements; 'ur

rowing from others to supplement one's own, given supplies during
 

periods of relatively high water demand, and lending to others during
 

periods of relatively low demand.
 

Since no formal market in water rights exists, irrigators also
 

seek to reduce risk by trading. By establishing a pattern of trading
 

with a number of other irrigators, one can increase the chances of
 

being able to borrow some water from others during periods of high
 

water requirements. But to 
gain this level cf relative certainty, one
 

must accommodate the demands of others whenever possible; refusal 
to
 

trade with a fellow irrigator may mean rejection of one's own request
 

from this irrigator at some other time.
 

Given the same general cropping patterns on a given watercourse,
 

and roughly the same wate'r requirements per cropped acre, the extent of
 

trading cannot be too great. 
 That is, although a primary motivation
 

for trading exists during periods of high water requirement and demand
 

whenever crop stresses are high, the extent (and volume) of trading
 

must be constrained by overall supplies available. Moreover, the scope
 

for trading depends upon variation of stress conditions from farm to
 

farm.
 

This may, in fact, vary due to weekly variations in the status of
 

water stored in a given field. The capacity of soil to store water
 

lends a degree of flexibility. At the beginning of any week different
 

fields will have different quantities of water stored in their soils.
 

If a particular farmer is caught with low soil moisture in 
a field with
 

a vulnerable crop, in a week which has particularly hot, dry weather,
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he may be able to borrow some water from farmers whose more sensitive
 

cr,.s arc buffered by high soil moisture. Thus, on a week-to-week
 

basis, there should De scope for farmers to gain flexibility through
 

trading since their soil provides a small but important source of stor-

age.
 

The nature and extent of irrigation water sales and exchanges, and 

their significance in both reducing risk in the timing of water sup

plies and promoting farm productivity, have largely been ignored. 
The
 

fact that wEter sales and exchanges exist in spite of the existing leg

islation is an anomoly that officials and policy makers choose to 

ignore. Irrigation officials and the local courts will 
ordinarily not
 

enforce the edicts against sales and trading unless it can be proven in
 

a case to their satisfaction that the water transactions between two or
 

more farmers is harming any other farmer.
 

It is notable that water transactions are largely restricted not
 

so much by legal prohibitions but by the irrigation system itself, and
 

that the degree of restriction depends upon the type of warabundi in
 

practice. 
The irrigation system provides underpriced surface water to
 

joint property watercourses, and a warabundi system allocates this
 

water through a rotation cycle of turns 
to each farm location in the
 

command area in proportion to the size of farm. 
 The water is taxed
 

indirectly through abiana (see Glossary), 
but it is really a direct tax
 

on farm production that, in itself, does 
not encourage the efficient
 

use of water. At any rate, the current system, with its general 
lack
 

of storage capacity and discouragement of private sector elforts in 

irrigation water control, is not generally conducive to an organized 

water market and resulting demand system. Trading and cash 
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transactions incanal water are, therefor2, restricted in scope, taking
 

place between individual irrigators whenever and wherever feasihle.
 

Transactions under these conditions are made very difficult due to
 

the prohibitive information and control 
costs involved. Pakistani
 

canal water irrigators with farms located on watercourses may become
 

potential traders several times throughout the two cropping seasons in
 

the face of periodic shortages of canal water received in relation to
 

crop stress situations and crop-water requirements. But their poten

tial to meet these extra requirements through trading is often limited
 

by uncertainty, information costs, and transaction costs: 
 in not know

ing where water surpluses in the system may exist, in 
not being willing
 

to incur the costs involved in both discovering where they are, and in
 

procurring them for use. 
 In their view, these costs may be higher than
 

the value of water obtained.
 

Trading within Warabundi
 

The potential for water transactions, and trading in particular,
 

is further restricted by pakka warabundi, which was ingeniously
 

designed to economize on managerial and administrative resources in the
 

face of formidable control and information problems inherent in large
 

water allocation systems.
 

The potential for trading is greater on 
kachha warabundi water

courses where historically an official, farmer-employed "time-keeper"
 

could help to bring potential trader3 together, and facilitate a trade
 

by readjusting the turns of intervening irrigators. Although the use
 

of time-keepers on all watercourses and the institution of kachha wara

bundi on the great majority of Punjabi watercourses are largely things
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of the past, for reasons explained above, kachha warabundi has managed
 

to survive on the smaller watercourses with generally fewer than 20
 

irrigators per watercourse. As also indicated above, however, the
 

majority of pakka warabundi watercourses are actually a combination of
 

pakka warabundi on the main watercourse and kachha warabundi theon 

internal watercour1ses. That is, whereas turns are fixed for each sanc

tioned nakka on the main watercourse, Lurns are very seldom fixed for 

each irrigator sharing this common fixed turn and sharing a miniature 

system of internal watercourses within each square. 12 This system of 
combining pakka warabundi on the main watercourse and kachha warabundi
 

on internal watercourses (i.e., 
within the squares) is sometimes also
 

referred to as "rozwari."
 

12 As an aside, th.? fixation of turns within a square is in prac
tice an extension of "khatewar," and not "pakka," warabundi. In
khatewar warabundi one turn isallocated per irrigator per rotation 
cycle irrespective of land fragmentation and multiple land holdings of an irrigator on the same main watercourse. Within a square an irriga
tor can also have several land holdings in different positions and even
irrigated from different branches internalof an watercourse. If this

is the case, then an irrigation official could only sanction turns

within 
a square under pakka warabundi by first sanctioning the internal 
watercourse (including it as an extension of the main watercourse),
sanctioning nakkas inside the square, and then sanctioning a turn to
each nakka (and parcel!). This would be 
a very detailed and laborious
 
job, arid would also violate the guidelines set up in the Canal and
Drainage Act, limitinq government interference and involvement below
the outlet. Therefore, if serious disputes warrant the allocation of

sanctioned turns within a square, officials normally assign a fraction
of the joint turn to each irri'gator in proportion to total size of
holding within the square, in the "khatewar" style. 

It is also interesting to note thaL '"internal" bharai and nikal
times can also b taken into account on internal watercourscs in much
the same way as on mu in watercourses. As on liain watercourses, bharai
and nikal timesc can be allocated hy fellow i1rijaLors on ai internal 
watercourse, adid tinIIs can follow,' a Fix d pu Ltern. lowever, beca usethe distance and numher of irrigators involved are so small, these com
pensation times usually ignored internalare on watercourses. 
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The irrigators sharing a common sanctioned turn and set of inter

nal watercourses on a pakka warabundi (main) watercourse are usually
 

very small in number (i.e., 
ten or less in the Punjab, with an average
 

of about five farmers in full 25+ acre squares), are often related (due
 

to subdivisions of original square holdings within an extended family
 

from generation to generation), and typically have an established pat

tern of cooperation in allocating sanctioned turns and bharai and nikal
 

times, maintenance of both main and internal watercourses, cropping
 

input procurement and use, etc. 
 Thus, their scope for trading among
 

each other is very high, and little problem is encountered in adjusting
 

the turns of intervening irrigators to permit a trade.
 

A Typical Trade of Canal Water Turns
 

To illustrate a typical trade, applicable to any type of water

course or warabundi, 
assume two partners in a trade are separated by
 

two intervening irrigators on a watercourse. The upstream trader is
 

designated as i and the downstream irrigator as i+3. 
 The two interven

ing irrigators, also with canal water turns, are designated as i+l 
and
 

i+2, respectively, proceeding ina downstream direction. 
Further
 

assume that the acreage parcel or farm sizes for each of these four
 

cultivators are the same and that their sanctioned turns based on acre

age size are two hours each per week, ignoring for the moment any rele

vant bharai and nikal times. Irrigator i+3 wishes some extra water
 

this particular week and has struck an agreement with irrigator i 
to
 

borrow one hour's worth of i's turn, with an understanding (often an
 

"unspoken" agreement) that i is entitled to reclaim his lent out hour's
 

worth of turn at some future time. To bring about the exchange,
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however, irrigator +3 must also enlist the cooperation of irrigators 

i+l and i+2 to slightly adjust the timings of their turns from the pre

determined warabundi schedule. The general pattern of an exchange of
 

this type is for irrigator i to begin his turn on schedule, but to stop
 

one hour belfor'e the end of his ttri dnd 'utrse he water flow in the 

watercourse over to i+l one hour earlier than Lie usual time. Irriga

tors i+l and 1+2 take their respective turns in order, with the slight 

one hour forward adjustment in time. At the end of i+2's turn, i+3 can 

then take his regular turn plus the extra hour passed on from i. At 

the end of three hours turn he will then turn the water over to irriga

tor 1l4 at the normally scheduled time. 

The transfer from i to i+3 is now complete and irrigator i may or 

may not reclaim his hour of turn. If he does, it is called a trade or 

exchange; if not, it is called a gift. If he lends one hour and gets
 

back one hour it is called a one-to-one exchange, and the net effect on
 

total 
supplies to each irrigator is zero; however, in terms of produc

tivity of water we assume that the net effect of any trade is positive
 

for all traders.
 

To return to our example, let us assume that irrigator i wishes to
 

reclaim the hour of turn lent to i+3. 
 He will request this return of
 

one 
hour in relation to his own, as well as irrigator i+3's, crop 

requirements. If the terms of the trade were for i to lend to i+3, 

and, for example, for i03 to return the hour of borrowed water the fol

lowing warabundi cycle, then i will likely reclaim his hour regardless 

of whether i0 is in dire need nf hi fill turn or not. However, if 
the terms of tr'de are more looWyuly fi xed then i will reclaim his hour 

more or less at i+3's convenience; although, of course, there is an
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incentive for i+3 to readily comply with i's wishes in order to not
 

adversely affect the potential for further trades. 

To complete the exchange, i will, with the consent of i+l, i+2 and 

i+3, take his regular turn plus the one hour. Then i+l and i+2 will 

take their respective turns, but one hour later than usual. Irrigator 

i+3 will receive a reduced turn of one hour, and i+4, will, again, 

begin his turn at the regularly scheduled time.
 

The Nature and Extent of Canal Water Trading
 

Based upon sampled farmer responses to questions regarding trad

ing, several interesting pieces of information emerged. Table IV-2,
 

below, summarized many of these data. 
 All farmers trade approximately
 

six times as many partial turns as full 
turns, but active traders trade
 

four times as many full turns as inactive traders. 
 The lower limit on
 

trades is six minutes but the upper limit ranges from ninety-three min

utes for active traders to only twenty-nine minutes for inactive trad

ers, with the upper limit for all farmers fifty-two minutes. Farmers
 

trade with an average of three to four others.
 

Tables IV-3-IV-6, below, present other data relating to trading
 

partners, trading periods (months), constraints on trading of canal
 

water turns and constraints on 
trades between canal water and tubewell
 

water. 
Since only six sampled farmers reportedly traded canal water
 

for tubewell water. and always on a one-to-one basis of exchange (i.e.,
 

one unit of canal water for one unit of tubewell water), the majority
 

of constraints on trading canal 
water for tubewell water presented here
 

relate to non-traders of this type. These are frequency tables so more
 

than one response per sampled farmer is possible.
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Table IV-2. 	 Reported per Farmer Nature and Extent of Trading in Canal
 
Water Turns, Including Active and Inactive Traders,
 
1980-81.
 

Variable 


No. of Observations 


Mean No. of Partial Turns Traded 


Mean No. of Full Turns Traded 


Mean No. of Hours Traded 


Mean Percent of Warabundi Time Traded 


Mean No. of Farmers Traded With 


Mean Time Limits on Trades
 

Lower Limit (minutes) 

Upper Limit (minutes) 


All 


farmers 

129 


6 


1 


5.3 


6.3 


3 


6 

52 


Active Inactive 

traders traders 

42 71 

7 6 

4 1 

12.4 2.2 

16.5 2.5 

4 3 

7 6 

93 29 
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Table IV-3. 	 Frequency of Sampled Farmer Responses: Relation of
 
Traders, 1980-31.
 

% of
Categories 
 Frequency total
 

Friends, neighbors and relatives
 
inside square 
 110 75
 

Friends, neighbors and relatives
 
outside square, but nearby 
 32 22
 

Others, far away 5 3 

Total 
 147 100
 

Table IV-4. 	 Frequency of Samples Farmer Responses: Trading Periods
 
(months), 1980-81.-a/
 

% of
Categories 
 Frequency total
 

March-April 
 13 6
 

May-June 
 102 44
 

August-September 
 11 5
 

October-November-December 108 36 

Total 234 I01 b/ 

a/More than one response per sampled farmer is possible.b/Does not add to 100 due to rounding.
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The most frequent trading partners are irrigators within one's own
 

square, commonly serviced canal water by one common sanctioned nakka
 

outlet which leads to a series of smaller, internal watercourses. Some
 

trading goes on with other nearby irrigators outside one's own spuare,
 

but virtually no trading goes on with irrigators far away from the 

squares immediately preceding or following one's own on the main water

course.
 

The most frequent periods of trading in the Faisalabad area are
 

the hot, pre-ir-onsoon summer months of May and June, as well as October-

November-December. May and June are the months when kharif crops of 

fodder (usually maize and jowar sorghum) are receiving heavy pre

planting irrigations and first irrigations after planting, and major
 

sugarcane crops are receiving early post-planting irrigations. In
 

October to December, major wheat and rabi fodder (typically berseem)
 

are receiving heavy pre-planting and early, post-planting irrigations.
 

Considerably less trading goes on in March and April, when land is
 

being prepared for sugarcane planting, and August and September, when
 

land preparation for maize grain planting is taking place.
 

It may also be mentioned in this chapter that th,-,e are the peri

ods of heaviest tubewell water application as well.
 

Obviously, the greatest perceived constraint on canal water trad-

ing (i.e., constraints on any trading for non-traders, as well as con

straints on additional trading fo' traders) is "non-cooperation of 

intervening farmers," who way refuse to adjust their turns ahead or 

behind in time to accommodate potenLial (disLant) traders. 

,AlLhough only six sampled Faimer actually traded canal water for 

tubewell water, or vice-versa, always on a very small scale, all 
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farmers expressed their opinions on trades of this nature. Easily the
 

largest perceived constraints are "canal water is better quality" than
 

tubewell water, in that canal water contains less salts and more sedi

ments or silt (which farmers find useful in adding to topsoil and
 

facilitating bullock-and-tractor-related farm operations) and "no spare
 

canal water" to trade, also apparently expressing an aversion to trade
 

away any supposedly superior quality canal water.
 

Regression analysis also reveals that tradinr. is inversely related
 

to farm size. Equation 1, below, indicates percent of time traded is
 

only 6 percent higher on smaller farms, but the estimated coefficient
 

value is significant at the 1 percent level according to the t-ratio.
 

% of Time Traded = 10.84 - .65 Size of Farm (acres) (IV-I) 
(3.00)***
 

r2 .07 n = 126 F = 8.99***
 

There are two possible explanations for this observed tendency.
 

First, frequent and relatively ,niall time and volume trading is propor

tionally more significant wit'i regard to shorter turns and smaller
 

farms. Larger farms have more flexibilif-y and degrees of freedom
 

within the farm with respect to stress and crop-water requirements than
 

smaller farms, even within the same crop type. Also, irrigation of
 

larger farms with greater volumes of water per turn is more difficult
 

than irrigating with smaller absolute volumes per turn. That is, it is
 

more difficult while irrigating larger areas of land to ensure that
 

water is equitably applied to all fields and all parts of each smaller
 

field. This may, i:;2art, decrease the incentive to obtain more water
 

through trading.
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Table IV-5. 
 Frequenc/ of Sampled Farmer Responses: Constraints on
 
Canal Water Trading, 1980-81.a/
 

% of
 Constraints 
 Frequency total
 

Non-cooperation of intervening farmers 
 106 65
 
No need to trade; full canal water turn needed;
 

tubewell water plentiful and easy to obtain 
 37 23
 

Others refuse to trade; different length of turn 15 9
 

Length or slope of the watercourse 
 6 4
 

Total 164 01 

a/ More than one response per sampled farmer is possible.
 
-bDoesnot add to 100 due to rounding.
 

Table IV-6. 
 Frequency of Sampled Farmer Responses: Constraints on 
Trading Canal Wate for Tubewell Water (or vice versa),
1980-81 .a/ 

%ofConstraints 
 Frequency Total
 

Non-cooperation of intervening farmers 14 9 
Canal water is bettE.r qul ity 64 42 

No spare canal water to trade 45 30 
No spare tubewell water to trade 8 5 

No need to trade 
 4 3 

Slope of watercourse; traders on different 
branches 16 11 

Total 
 151 100
 

a/More than one response per sampled farmer is posfible. 
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The Process of Watercourse Improvement
 

The final option considered here for farmers in canal irrigated
 

areas to gain control and flexibility over the use of water supplies is
 

watercourse ilrgrovement, conducted primarily by provincial 
On-Farm
 

Water Management (OFWM) Pilot Project Cells of the Pakistan Ministry of
 

Agricul ture.
 

The general procedure for watercourse improvement, as experienced
 

on sampled watercourses, is for one of the OFWM employees to approach
 

the influential farmers on a watercourse in the general OFWM project
 

area about the prospect of improving the wa-ercourse. Because this is
 

a relatively new and often misunderstood project, farmers seldom take
 

the first step of approaching the OFWM personnel themselves.
 

After the initial contact farmers are required to provide the sig

natures of some two-thirds of the concerned farmers 
on a given water

course signifying the consensus approval of the inmprovements to come.
 

Farmers must also collect money in advance for hired labor expenses.
 

Under the guidance of OFWM personnel equipped with surveying
 

instruments, the work of earthen improvement of the main joint-farmer

property watercourse commences from the canal outlet to the end of the
 

watercourse. All 
trees, bushes and vegetation within about five feet
 

either side of the channel are removed, the banks are dug up, the chan

nels are straightened, and the banks and freeboards are reshaped to
 

specified dimensions with considerable earth compaction.
 

At the completion of this laborious work, hired masons and labor

ers are brought in to install 
prefabricated locally-produced concrete
 

outlet structures at specified points along the watercourse,
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presanctioned by the Irrigation Department, to waterallow the canal to 

flow from the main, joint property channel to farmers' fields through 

internal watercourses. These masons also generally line sections of
 

the main watercourse with bricks and a layer o, 
cement where water
 

losses are considered most severe.
 

The project provides all cement, concretebricks and outlet struc

tures free of c,)st to the farmers. Due to perceived cost-t-the

project coniderations the 
lined section has generally been restricted
 

to onli 10 percent of the total main watercourse length. This has been 

increaseC to a maximum of 30 pe ,cent of July 1981 underas the new 

World Bank.funded status (Wor Paiak, 1982). The masons will also con

struct specified numbers of concrete buffalo wallows (small tanks for 

the required periodic bathings of water buffaloes) and culverts (small 

overpasses). Justification of watercourse lining is that it 
serves as
 

an effective means of extending the life of the overall 
improvement.
 

To date little attention has been paid to the question of optimal chan

nel lining (for example, see Clyma, et al., 1981, Ali, 1980, and 

Malhotra, 1980). 
 It should also be noted that the internal water

courses, and often times some or all of the branches of the main chan

nel, are left totally unimproved, again due to perceived cost 

considerations. 

Summary 

In this chapter the macro system of canal irrigation, cha'es and 

watercourses was described as purely background material. Detailed 

descript:ions of irrigatinqi with canal water, through warabundi, and 

tubewell water, using an example from one 
of the sample watercourses of
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this research, demonstrated the complexity of existing institutions to
 

allocate water on watercourses. The fact that pakka warabundi on the
 

main watercourse is typically comprised ifmini-systems of both pakka
 

and kachha warabundi on internal watercourses, raises questions of
 

relative impacts on productivity of the two basic types of warabundi.
 

Discussion of the agronomic environment, on the other hand, raises
 

issues of consumptive water use requirements of major crops in relation
 

to periodic and unpredictable shortfalls in water supplies. 
 Both tube

well water selling activities and added canal water supplies obtained
 

through trading are seen as potential means to overcome both seasonal
 

and transient peak demands for water. Trading canal water turns is
 

explained in
some detail because of a lack of description in the lit

erature.
 

We continue this discussion of gaining control 
over water supplies
 

to help meet peak demands in Chapter V by presenting and interpreting
 

results with regard to three indigenous farm methods of control. The
 

detailed description of these methods in Chapter IV enables the formu

lation and testing of tentative theories based on a relatively small
 

number of sample observations.
 



CHAPTER V
 

INDIGENOUS METHODS USED BY FARMERS
 
TO INCREASE CONTROL OVER WATER SUPPLIES
 

It was seen in Chapters III and IV that trading of partial 
turns 

and purchase of tubewell water are common in the 20 watercourses vis

ited, and that kachha internal 'arabundi is also a common feature.
 

Each of these practices add some measure of flexibility to farmer allo

cation of water. 
This chapter is devoted tc a statistical analysis of
 

the relationships between each of these practices and productivity (as
 

calculated by gross 
income per acre), and to interrelationships of the
 

measures themselves. 
 Another method, watercourse improvement, is the 

object of a USAID, World Bank and Government of Pakistan program to 

improve conveyance efficiencies of Pakistani watercourses. This clap

ter is devoted to analysis of the three indigenous methods while water

course improvement will be the subject of Chapter V1. 

Interpretation of Statistical Tests of Significance 

The nature of sampling and data collection procedures has yielded 

non-random samples, limiting the interpretation of statistical tests 

and levels of significance throughout Chapters V,V1 and VII. Only 

with regard to the estimation of conveyance efficiencies for improved 

and control watercourses did this study assume a hypothesii testing 

nature wiLh a predictive or ,erifiahle thery. This is because the set
 

of improved watercourses selected was based on a random sample. The 
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predictive theory tested was 
that conveyance efficiencies are greatly
 

(and significantly) increased 
as a result of watercourse improvement
 

(see Chapter VI for tests of this theory). 

Significance levels and tests 
for other relationships will be
 

reported throughout these chapters but always with an 
essential reser

vation: results from this 
study cannot be strictly inferred to a
 

larger population of watercourses or farms in the province. The 

reported t- and F-ratios, and corresponding significance levels are
 

intended only to effectively demonstrate the relative strengths of cor*. 

relations and interrelationships as 
related to this specific not pre

cisely - random sample.
 

Interrelationships
 

One reason for treating the indigenous methods together is the
 

a priori likelihood that they are interrelated. In Chapter IV it
was
 

shown that the warabundi system and the physical layout of watercourses
 

impose limits on timing of purchases of tubewell water. The 
same envi

ronment limits the scope for 
trading canal water turns allocated
 

through warabundi. However, the availability of tubewell water can
 

decrease the risk inherent in lending or borrowing partial turns. 
 This
 

is because farmers who 
are able to purchase tubewell water on short 

notice can more than compensate for partial turns foregone. Therefore, 

tubewell water acts directly to reduce the risk of plant stress by mak

ing large amounts of water available on short notice; and it also acts
 

indirectly to reduce risk by increasing willingness to trade, which is
 

a form of flexibility. 
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To illustrate with an examnle, let us assume a farmer (Mr. A)
 

operating an average size farm or parcel 
of four acres in the
 

Faisalabad area obtains weekly allocation of canal water through pakka
 

warabundi of two hours (30 minutes per acre), 
and that he also has easy
 

access to tubewell water by purchasing from a private tubewell owner. 

This farmer is approached by a neighboring farmer (Mr. B) who requests 

to borrow 30 minutes of A's canal water turn during a period of pre

dictably high evapotranspiration. Since tubewell water is. available to 

A on short notice (i.e., typically during one's canal water turn), he 

will likely and this amount of canal water to B, with the security of 

knowing that if ususuall, high, unpredictable evapotranpiration and 

stress conditions prevail and A is cuddeniy caught short of canal water 

supplies he can obtain tubewell water to satisfy crop consumptive use
 

requirements...
 

The practice of kachha internal warabundi can also decrease the
 

risk of obtaining timely quantities of tubewell water on short notice
 

by the fact that relatively more ease is possible in adjusting the
 

turrs of other irrigators, on the same internal watercourse, to coin

cide with one's own needs. This flexibility is favorable to tubewell 

water sales because unforeseen circumstances may require adjustment of 

turns on short notice to effectively utilize tubewell discharges. 

For example, an irrigator (Mr. A) may wish to purchase sonie tube

well water during his predetLeimined warabundi turn of canal Y :er, but 

may not he able to obtain the required quantity of tubewell water pre

cisely when desired Lecause of unforeseen circumstan-;es. If he prac

tices lachha internal warabundI in cooperation with other irrigators on 

the same iiternal watercourse, he may be able to obtain flexibili:y from 
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fellow kachha warabundi irrigator (Mr. B) whose turn falls after A's 

that particular rotation week. 
Mr. B can take his turn before A, until
 

the tubewell 
is again able to discharge water into the watercourse des

tined for A's fields. 
 This is not to say that pakka internai warabundi
 

irrigators cannot strike similar flexible arrangements for obtaining
 

tubewell water with neighboring farmers, but only that it will 
be
 

easier for kachha internal warabundi irrigators who have an established
 

precedent of cooppration with neighbors. It should also be noted that
 

this practice of adjusting turns and timings constitutes trading, by
 

definition.
 

Trading is conceptually related to the practice of kachha internal
 

warabundi even without the presence of one 
or more tubewells in a
 

watercourse command, or tubewell water use per se, because of this
 

relative ease in pursuading other neighbors using the same internal 

watercourse to adjust turns to meet individual needs.
 

With these conceptual linkages outlined, we 
are now in a position
 

to examine both the isolated and joint effects of these indigenous
 

methods of augmenting water control on productivity. Differences in
 

mean per acre gross income for the different sub-categories employing
 

various water control options 
can be seen in Table V-I. Similarly, 

differences in each of the explanatory variables, cropping intensity 

and percent of high water using crops grown can 
also be seen.
 

Following discussion of the overview of data relating to the vari

ous indigenous methods of farmer control, 
results from production func

tion analyses of the direct impacts of control methods 
on productivity
 

are presented and discussed. Results from tests on the types of
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interrelationships between different control 
options are also presented
 

and interpreted.
 

An Overview of Indigenous Methods of Control
 

This section highlights simple mean and variance data relating to 

the three methods of indigenous farmer concrol over water supplies
 

appearing in Table V-i below. This table divides the production

related data into different sub-categories, beginning with a contrast
 

between "tubewell water users" and "non-tubewell water users." The
 

sub-category of tubew .ll 
water users is then sub-divided into three
 

sets of sub-sub-categories of (1) actual tubewell 
owners and tubewell
 

water buyers, (2) singly owned tubewell users and joint property tube

well users, and (3) electric-powered tubewell 
users and diesel-powered
 

tubewell users.
 

Other important sub-categories of active and inactive traders and
 

kachha and pakka internal warbundi users follow the various tubewell
 

water sub-categories. 
 FinaY'y, mean and standard deviation data for
 

the entire sample are presented.
 

Percentage differences in contrasted sub-sample means 
are also
 

displayed, and significance (confidence) levels are indicated where
 

applicable using the students' t-test.
 

Tubewell water use and productivity
 

The contrast between tubewell water 
users and non-tubewell water
 

users is lear-cut: tubewell water users realize higher per acre gross
 

incomes on average and use a great deal 
more per acre cash inputs and
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tractor power than non-tubewell water users, and less bullock power per
 

acre.
 

Within the sub-category of tubewell water users, 
a much sharper
 

contrast is exhibited between actual tubewell owners 
and other tubewell
 

water users (buyers). Both mean per acre gross incomes and .ubewell 

water use are higher on tubewell owning farms. Obviously actual sam

pled tubewelI owners can exert more control over water supplies with 

favorable impacts on productivity. 

The same general pattern of relationships as above is demonstrated 

in contrasts of users of singly owned tubewells versus users of joint 

property tubewelli. Both per acre 
gross incomes and tubewell water use
 

are much higher for users of singly owned tubewells. 

It appears likely that users 
of singly owned tubewells exercise
 

more control over tubewell water supplies than of joint property
users 

tubewells. As a conjecture, this may be largely due to increased effi

ciency experienced in ti. peration of single owner tubewells, supply

ing consistently more 
tubewell water, more frequently, with positive
 

productivity implications to all 
users. This issue will be explored in
 

more detail 
below with further analyses using production function and
 

regression techniques.
 

Surprisingly, there is no great difference in mean per acre gross 

incomes of tubewell water use between users 
of electric-powered and
 

diesel-powered tubewells. As explained in Chapter III, energy price
 

differentials between electricity and diesel 
were very high in 198"1 81.
 

In fact, the average per hOur price for electric tubewell water in the 

sample was only eight rupees., against an average price ot twenty rupees 

per hour for diesel tubewell water. Apparently, energy price 
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differentials were not 
great enough to have major effects on either
 

tubewell water use or productivity. This result is consistent with the 

idea that tubewell water is being 'rationed' (i.e., used to capacity).
 

This issue will be explored in more detail 
below, with the discussion
 

of marginal value products and opportunity costs of key inputs. 

However, other possible reasons for these phenomenon may be: (1)
 

a relative lack of sample observations for diesel-powered tubewell 

users in comparison to a large number of observations for electric

powered tubewll users; and (2) the fact that diesel 
tubewell users use
 

32 percent more 
diesel tractor power per acre (but 31 percent less bul

lock power per acre) than electric tubewell users, with the implication
 

that somehow the joirt effect of diesel-powered tubewells and tractors 

partially offsets the effect of lower-cost electric-powered tubewells. 

There is no general pattern demonstrated betwcen tubewell owner

ship arrangement and power source. 
Of a total of fifteen sampled tube

wells which regularly engage in tubewell water selling activities, six
 

are singly owned and electric, foir 
are jointly owned and electric,
 

three are singly owned and diesel, and two are jointly owned and die

sel.
 

Trading and productivity 

Comparisons 
are also made here between groups of "active" and
 

"inactive" traders. It was discovered that only 16 sample farmers (or
 

12 percent of the total) 
do not trade at all, making any statistical
 

comparisons between thG 
groups of (all) traders and non-traders largely
 

inconclusive because of a lack of degrees of freedom in the group of
 

non-traders.
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Data in Table V-I indicate that active traders realize much higher
 

mean per acre gross incomes than inactive traders. 
 Active traders also
 

use considerably more tubewell water per 
acre.
 

This last result, in conjunction with analysis of variance results
 

already discussed, suggests that trading is positively related to tube

well water use, and that trading, like tubewell water use, strongly
 

impacts productivity. However, before we pass judgement onl these 

issues and discuss their impliations, it would be well to examine the 

other types of analyses which are used below to address these two
 

indigenous methods of control. 

Other simple relationships are suggested by Table V-I regarding 

the type of internal warabundi which warrant attention before discus

sion of more complex issues. 

Type of internal warabundi
 
and productivity
 

Interestingly, differences in mean values do exist between sUI 

samples of users of "kachha" and "pakka" internal warabundi, but 

t-tests revezl nothing of significance with regard to this particular 

sample - even with regard to per acre tubewell water use which is 42 

percent higher on average for users of kachha internal warabundi.
 

Obviously, analysis of mean and standard deviations does 
not rep.. 

resent the whole story, or even begin to critically examine the ques

tion of how tubewell water use, trading and kachha internal warabundi 

relate to farmer control of variability of productivity (as measured by 

gross income per acre). 
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Production Function Analyses
 

A more sophisticated test of the relative impacts of methods of
 

increased farmer control and flexibility on productivity is production 

function analysis. Covariance analysis (Fisher, 1970, and Johnston,
 

1972) is used to test for differences in gross value production func

tions between two respective sub-samples. Covariance tests ask the
 

question: 
 Has the impact of farmer control method significantly
 

changed the productioni function? 1 3 

One measure of the effects of method on control anc. flexibility is 

the percent of variation explained hy farm inputs under each farmer 

option, through interpretation of computed R2 values. Another measure 

is through analyses of individual estimated coefficient values.
 

Separate log-linear Cobb-Douglas gross income (or gross value of
 

production) functions were estimated for separate sub-samples, and a 

joint production function was also estimated for the combined sample.
 

13The covariance test is specified by Fisher (1970), 
for cases
 
when the number of parameters to be estimated is less 
than the respcc.
tive sub-sample sizes, as the computation of an F-ratio, to be compared

with a tabular F value with appropriate degrees of freedom:
 

F*= (r'r-e'e)/k
e'e/(N-2k)
 

where r'r = joint (restricted) sum of squared residuals, without dummy
variables, for two or more sub-samples; e'e = sum of the respective sum
of squared residuals for the individual sub-samples; K = number of 
parameters to be estimated; and N 
= pooled sample size.
 

This test appears to be a variant of the traditional test of
hypotheses involving more than one 
regression parameter (see, for 
exam
ple, Kmenta, 1971), 
but with use of an unrestricted model which

includes all possible combinations of intercept and slope dummies with

the specified independent variables. 
 The degrees of freedom in both F
tests are apparently the same, but the user 
of the covariance test does
 
not have to 
go through the process of specifying all dummy variables in
 
the unrestricted model.
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In addition to the various reg,'essions estimated and displayed 

beluw (these permitted the covariance test Lo be performed), another 

pooled sub-sample regression equation was estimated when contrasting 

the paired sub-samples of s~ngly-owned and joint property tubewell 

water users, active and inactive trading farms and kachha and pakka 

internal warabundi practicing farms. 

The basic model and variables used in analyzing data with regard 

to the indigenous methods of control are listed below. 

AXi xli X5 i 

ACWA1 i TWA X2 i LBA X4  GIA. = 	 CIA BIIA i TRAX6i eu 

where: 

GIA = gross income per ,acre in ripees (sum of crop yields times 

prices receivedo
 

i = 	 type of farm; i = 1-14 

(1 = tubewell water using; 2 = non-tubewell wate;- using; 

3 actual tubewell owning; 4 = tubewell water purchasers; 

5 = siogle-family owned tubewell water using; 

6 = cooperatively- and joint-family owned thewell ;,nr 

using; 7 = electric-powered tubewell water usirng; 

8 = diesel-powered tubewell water using; 9 = canal wate, 

trading; 10 = non-canal water trading; 11 = active canal 

water trading; 12 = inactive canal water trading; 

13 = kachha "internal" warabundi practicing; 14 = pakka 

"internal" warabundi practicing) 

A = co,.stant shift terii (slope modifier)
 

CWA - canal water used per acre in acre inches
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TWA = tubewell water used per acre io acre inches
 

CIA = cash inputs used per acre iN rupees
 

LBA = labor used per acre in man days 

BHA = bulloc power used per acre in hours 

TRA = tractor power used per acre in hours 

e = natural logrithmic base 

u = disturbance or error term 

and A, X i, X2 i X3i ' X4i, X5i and X6, are coefficients to be 

estimated. 

This model allows ordinav'y lrpist squares regression analyses to L)e 

computed, for different combinations of sample categories of farms. 

This particolar Cobb--Douglas model vois uscd for reasons easeof of com

putations, small standard errors of estimated coefficients and high
 

levels of efficiency in predicting outputs for given inputs.
 

This approach is a modified version of the Lau-Yotopoulos (1971) 

profit model, tested empirically in the Pakistan context by Khan and
 

Maki (1979). However, instead of using a mc.,sure of profit as the 

depend ;nt va,able a niea.ure of grogs (crop-.production) revenue was 

used for simplicity, with generally favorable results. Limitations of 

standard Cbb-Douglas type models are cenerally well known but were not 

an over-ridiiig concern thebecause objective of the regressions is to 

test tentative hypothesis which may later be the subject of larger
 

studies. 14 

14 Some key references, with relevance to this study, on the spe
cial features aao limitations of the Cobb-Douglas include: Alcantara 
and Prato (1973), Lau-Yotopoulos (1971), Khan and Maki (1979),
Binswanger (1974) and Sindhu and Baanante (1981) for- variants of the
standard Cobb-Douglas; Barr and Horrel (19 6) - for mis-specification 
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Gross value of production function results 
are displayed in Tables
 

V-2 to V-5, below, with respect to: (1) tubewell water using, non

tubewell water using and all farms; (2) users of single-family owned 

tubewells, users of joint property tubewells and all tubewell 
users;
 

(3) active, inactive ,id aill Lnd r-; and (1) ,achha and pakka interial 

warabundi farms, ani all fns. 

Covariance Ins iliicate that, the impacts of single owners hip
 

tubewell arrangements and active 
trading of caral water positively and
greaLly impac t prodIULiy. The impac:s of tuhewell water use and 

kachha internal waranundi 
also positively irpact crop production, but
 

their respectivfe degrees o, impact 
are significant only at the 25 per

cent level inthis particular sample.
 

Contrasts between R2 values indicate that the percent of explained
 
variation of the models increases somewhat, through all control methods. 

How much of an increase, however, is unknown because the R2 differences 

may also be a result of the inclusion of an extra independent variable
 

(e.g., in the case of the tulewell wa:er per acre input for the class 

of tubewel wa.er users, and no such input for nan--Lu',ewell water 

users) arnd/or more vriation in the dependent va'iable (GIA) per se.
 

There are two facto rs which tend to cause a larger range of depei 

dent variable values, given thac the eror term is normally distrib

uted. First, for two estimates wl cl aare, in act, similar, the one 

with tielarge rang.ae about expla ntory variables will demonstrate a 

larger range on the de)end-nr v ri able, an there Fore inore expl a iled 

bias; Head: 
 d u ii n (1961) • o; ,gqrega:ion bias; and Sampa .h(1979), oe.. .nvr'i (19/2), Johnston (1977) and Koutsoyiannis (1971)-
for simultaneous equation bias. 
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Table V-2. Regression Coefficients Relating Logarithms of Gross Value
 
of Production per Acre to Logarithms of Various Inputs for
 
a Sample of Tubewell Water Using, Non-tubewell Water Using

and All Farms, 1980-81 (Cobb-Douglas Model).
 

Explanatory variable 


Canal Water per Acre 


Tubewell Water per Acre 


Cash Inputs per Acre 


Labor per Acre 


Bullock Power per Acre 


Tractor Power per Acre 


Intercept 


Overall F-Statistic 


Error Sum of Squares/
 
(n-K-I) 


Covarianre Test
 
F-Statistic 


Sample Size (n) 


Sum of Non-intercept
 
Coefficients 


Unit 


Acre Inches 


Acre Inches 


Rupees 


Man Days 


Hours 


Hours 


Tubewel 1 Non-tubewel 1 
water All water 
users farms users 

-.02 -.01 -.02 
(.15) (.18) (.18) 

.13 .05 0 
(2.36)** (1.78)* (0) 

.58 .41 .30 
(4.07)*** (5.27)* ' * (3.46)*** 

.16 .25 .26 
(1.51) (3.53)*** (2.78)*** 

.03 .07 .11 
(.71) (2.27)** (2.37)** 

.04 .12 .18 
(.39) (2.08)** (2.63)** 

3.47 4.28 4.72 

.43 .35 .35 

6.70** 11.07*** 6.78** 

.15 .14 .11 

1.63 

60 129 69 

.96 .89 .83 

(Figures in parentheses represent t-ratios.)

*Significance at the 10 percent level.
 

**Significance at the 5 percent level.
 
***Significance at the 1 percent level.
 
K = Number of parameters being estimated,
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Table V-3. Regression Coefficients Relating Logarithms of Gross Value
 
of Production per Acre to Logarithms of Various Inputs for
 
a Sample of Irrigated Farms Using Either Single-Family
 
Owned or Cooperatively and Joint-Family Owned Tubewells,
 
and all Tubewell Users, 1980-81 (Cobb-Douglas Model).
 

Users of Users of 
single- cooperatively 

Explanatory variable Unit 

family 
owned 

tubewells 

All 
tubewel 1 
users 

and joint
family owned 
tubewells 

Canal Water per Acre Acre .09 -.02 -.27 
Inches (.63) (.15) (1.19) 

Tubewell Water per Acre Acre .03 .13 .24 
Inches (.51) ( 2.36)** (2.81)*** 

Cash Inputs per Acre Rupees .83 .58 .46 
(3.64)*** (4.G7)*** (2.64)** 

Labor per Acre Man .003 .16 .20 
Days (.03) (1.51) (1.20) 

Bullock Power per Acre Hours -. 05 .03 .07 

Tractor Power per Acre Hours 
(.91) 
-. 05 

(.71) 
-. 04 

(1.20) 
-. 02 

(.38) (.39) (.12) 

Intercept 3.22 3,47 4.58 

R2 .61 .43 .59 

Overall F-Statistic 6.31** 6.70*** 5.34** 

Error Sum of Squares/ 
(n-7) .12 .15 .11 

Covariance Test 
F-Statistic 3.40*** 

Sample Size (n) 31 60 29 

Sum of Non-intercept 
Coefficients .85 .96 .68 

(Numbers iniparentheses represent t-ratios).
*Significance at the 10 percent level. 

**Significance at the 5 percent level. 
**Significance at the 1 percent level. 
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Table V-4. Regression Coefficients Relating Logarithms of Gross Value
 
of Production per Acre to Logarithms of Various Inputs for 
a Sample of Irrigated Farms, Including Active and Inactive

Traders of Canal Water Turns, 1980-81 (Cobb-Douglas Model). 

Explanatory variable Unit 
Active 

traders 
All 

traders 
Inactive 
traders 

Canal Water per Acre Acre Inches -. 04 -. 05 .03 
(.31) (.48) (.19) 

Tubewell Water per Acre Acre Inches .02 .05 .02 
(.57) (1.84) (.51) 

Cash Inputs per Acre Rupees .86 .43 .34 
(5.94)*** (5.07)*** (3.35)*** 

Labor per Acre Man Days .13 .18 .25 
(1.33) (2.43)*** (2.31)** 

Bullock Power per Acre Hours -.01 .05 .09 
(.16) (1.61)* (2.12)** 

Tractor Power per Acre Hours .04 .12 .13 
(.39) (1.53)* (l.81)* 

Intercept 2.74 4.61 4.42 

.63 .37 .32 

Overall F-Statistic 9.63*** 10.33*** 5.03** 

Error Sum of Squares/ 
(n-7) .08 .13 .13 

Covariance Test 
F-Statistic 3.38*** 

Sample Size (n) 42 113 71 

Sum of Non-intercept 
Coefficients .98 .78 .86 

(Numbers in parentheses represent t-ratios.)

*Significance at the 10 percent level. 

**Significance at the 5 percent level. 
***Significance at the 1 percent level. 
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variation. It can be seen from V-I that of sub-Table none the paired 

samples exhibit sizable and consistent differences in explanatory vari

able standard deviations. 
 Second, for two estimated relationships with
 

similar ranges about explanatory variables, that relationship with the
 

"steeper" gradient should show the greater explained variation. The 

slope of the gradient in the case of a Cobb-Douglas function is
 

strongly influenced by the sum of non-intercept estimated coefficient
 

values. This second factor can be thought of as measuring the propor

tionate change 
in dependent variable explained variation. On the other
 

hand, the estimated error sum of squares for each relationship divided 

by (n-K-l) -- where n = sample size and K = number of parameters being
 

estimated -effectively 
measures the absolute change in dependent vari

able explained variation.
 

The much greater R2 value, coupled with the lower adjusted error
 

sum of squares 
(see Table V-4), for active, as opposed to inactive, 

trading farms certainly appears a large enough difference to suggest 

that active trading farms have more eixplained variation in their.;est 

mated production functi-on than theircounterparts; and, by inference 

exercise more control over y.
productiv Similarly, the greaterR
 

value and lower adjusted error sum oisquars value for pnacticers of 

kachha, as opposed to pakka, internallwarabindi suggest that kachha
 

internal warabundi practicing farms &eercise-,more control 'over produc

tivity than their counterparts. Huwe+er, the larger R2 value for tube

well water using farms, in contrast to, non-tubewell water using farms,
 

is confounded by a higher adjusted errr sum of squares vailue as well.
 

Both sub-categories of tubewell water'using farms 
(see Table V-3)il
 



exh ibt lower dijusted error ~sum. of squares, buitrno less than for non-

Y~ Ytubew.ell.'wateri using~fJrms. A
 

j h elasticities on. cash inputs are always higher for the sub-4
 
Ssample whc sepeo exerci se 
 greater' controcl ov~er water, ~: 

'K~i~-~cating a complementary relation ,between 'water control tiand fe ii?r 

SHowever , th~'asticities of tubewellwte use are always lower or.-j 
about equal for' the sample with hypotheticall :,greater control, per-~ 
hap; reflecting the greater value of control for those who start withK~ 


<.i<-. relatively less. 
 Analyses on the efficien y,of input use, whic Jfollowv~ 
below, trace the' rel'ative impacts on productivity. 

'Efficiency of Input -Use'::" 
Deivtinf OpportuntvCost 

A measure of the' efficiency of input use on,-the :average ispro
-~vided by cialculation of the ratio of marginal value aproduct to, opprty

nity cost, and comparison of the ratio1 to the valuef ne. Efficiency~ 

is iplied if the ratio equals one. A ratio less than on hw vr 

usfthe input, and a ratio, greater than one- shows under-ause'ote
 

'i~ya~input.These calculationsa are important becue 
 a(1) the' marginal~-
~<~~~< value product of ca'sh 'inputs, in particular, substantially rsswt 

a<controlena g activities; and these input s,2 


use~ efficiencies hav 
aa4aA$aimportant bernson 
 poic urt'er' resarc- and 

-- - n~1-,-i raregh ssin 

1 n-Y =,InV a +. ln. n a -a 
aa~~~aa~ ~ ' a~y na~ a-a~aa~ a a a' 

~ ~ rglna ~ "Mer aaa4/ - ~ ~ ~ k 4tscn'-------
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Differentiating this equation with respect to x, yields (assuming u is
 

the randoa. disturbance term):
 

DY 1 Xl oro y
5X1 y b X-blXII
 

If the output (Y) is expressed in monetary terms, the marginal value
 

product (MVP) of an input (XI) 
 can be computed from the geometric mean
 

of each input and the output:
 

MVP of X1 =DY  b m-

Opportuoity costs 
are computed as follows:
 

Canal water. 
The cost of canal water use is generally underpriced
 

if measured by the abiana (indirect irrigation water tax) rates or
 

actual receipts. Furthermore, the opportunity cost for canal water is
 

a function of timing, in relation to 
tubewell water availability and
 

use. Consequently, during periods of irrigation with tubewell water,
 

the shadow price of canal 
water may be viewed as approximately equal 
to
 

the marginal 
value product of tubewell water use, since at this time
 

canal 
and tubewell water are perfect substitutes for each other. How

ever, during periods of no, or and
very little, tubewell water use 


active trading, the shadow price of canal 
water is about equal to the
 

price of tubewell water sold 
as the upper limit. This assumption is
 

justified by reasoning that irrigators, being generally risk averse,
 

will only buy tubewell water wheni 
the value of that water is greater
 

than the market price. (If the value is equal 
to the price they still
 



wi 1 not purchase tubewel water becaueo riskaes' ao 
----..price--for--canal4waterat-,ajI1other tim'es--can -be~taken -s--ze 0. 

P>~ -Using theses assumptions, the oppo'rtunity cost of canal water,,can~, 
bb calc lated as the proportion~of jioinjt tuLbewell ad cnlwae s 

timnes the derived marginal value product f~or tubewell water pIus the
 
proportion of sole canal water use inthe peak trading months of May
 

June and, October-November-.-December times the narket price of tubewell' 
-~-'water.- Since these are all variable from sarnpl e tq ample; opportunityKK~ 

costs for canal water will also differ between samples. Infact,~ com

puted values range from 2.7 to~13.5 rupees, but the overall aeaei 

Tubewell water. On watercourses ,wk'icha*6 one, or more pri vate ~ y 
tubewells, the price of tubewell water~odi 
908 a etkna 1

the opportunity cost.~ Price differences-do occur from watercourse to -

Watercourse, and 
'p 

'seasonto season, in relation to energy and operation 

cost an
sorceof owe-.,Theaverage price of electric-powered tube
well water was eight rupees per hour in'-1980-81, as reported by~forty':s4~
 

-. six users '(both buyers and ,sellers), or-69 percent of al ubwl 

water users. The average price of dislpwrdtubewell waterK on;ifi4~ 

the other hand., :was a significantly higher 20 ruesprhu 
- -4---1980-81, as reported by 21:users, or 31 percent of all tueel ae
 

u~sers. -The weighted -average~price of tubewell water in 1980-81 iS-12- p~~< 

per 
 our 
pues 


ruees. p0.08huuees 
 -p--p
pP$1' 19~pp ac e in ,e--,,hP~p(-ir- pe inhp--p--P-P' pp~~ where 

1pp-(PPpp th ave191- is ag sam le t b d s h re w u d b n o c
n r 
pp, ' (P P 

of' oporunt costp'p aclto befPs it4' ignores watercourseP 
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conveyance losses. 
 Since sample farmers were located at different 

relative watercourse positions, average loss rates must 
be used to
 

estimate actual 
acre inch flow rates. It was demonstrated in Table
 

V-l, above, that per acre loss rates differ between improved and con

trol watercourses, although not by as 
much as originally hypothesized.
 

The overall average percentage loss from head to tail 
is 37 percent.
 

The average overall (disregarding relative watercourse position) flow
1_.19 + (1 .19 x 63)
 
can then be calculated as -........ . - 3)
-
 2 ... . 97 acre inches per 

hour. The average overall opportunity cost can then be calculated as
 

15.33 rupees per acre inch.
 

If analysis is performed with respect to relative watercourse
 

position, however, the average fluw rates for head, middle and tail
 

farms are 
1.19, .97 and .75, respectively, since the majority of tube

wells are located at the head. 
 The average opportunity costs, then,
 

for head, middle and tail 
farms are, respectively, 10.08, 12.37 and
 

16.00
 

Cash injiputs. Since cash inputs are measured in rupees, the appro

priate opportunity cost is simply 1 + i, where i is the interest rate
 

charge on capital use. 
 The total expenditure of all sampled farms on
 

fertilizer was 177,986 rupees (or 84 percent of total cash inputs
 

expenditure); and the total expenditures on 
the other components of
 

cash inputs, seeds and pesticides, were only 21,607 rupees and 12,239
 

rupees, respectively. Therefore, the cash inputs variable is 
more
 

accurately a measure of fertilizer use. 
 An appropriate charge on capi

tal use 
is 10 percent per half-year for Pakistan for most crops. 
 How

ever, the appropriate interest rate on 
fertilizer use on full-year
 

sugarcane crops would be 20 percent. 
Consequently, in order to
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adults and full-time minors were assigned a half unit value, and rart

time minors were assigned a fourth unit value. 
 Average wages paid to 
a
 

total of 53.5 permanent servants to 3,513 rupees per year or
came 


rupees per man-day, on the assumption of 250 man-days of active labor
 

input per year per servant 
(the total man-days in 1980-81 was 13,375).
 

On a similar assumption, the total man-days of family labor in 1980-81
 

was calculated as 63,625, and the shadow wage of 
family labor was
 

assumed 
to be equal to the average wage calculated for permanent 
ser

vant labor. Tue weighted average wage rate was 
then calculated as 14
 

rupees per man-day.
 

Bullock power. Since some 
sampled farmers hired bullocks for,
 

typically, sugarcane hoeing and plowing, the average rental 
price of
 

approximately five rupees per hour was 
taken as the opportunity cost of
 

a pair of bullocks.
 

Tractor power. 
Only 13 sampled farmers, or 10 percent, owned
 

their own tractor, but all but a very few reported using tractor power
 

for farm operations. The types of field operations included (in order
 

of importance in terms of number of operations), wheat plowing, fodder
 

plowing, sugarcane plowing, fodder planking, maize grain plowing, wheat
 

planking, surarcane planking, maize grain planking, rice plowing, vege

table seedbed preparation, cotton plowing and cotton planking. 
Tractor
 

power was also very actively used to power mechanical wheat threshers,
 

arid occasionally to haul trollies of farm produce to market. 
 The
 

weighted average opportunity cost of tractor power is calculated as 10
 

rupees per hour.
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Table V-6. 	 Marginal Value Products, Opportunity Costs and Ratios of MVP to OC of Major per Acre Inputs of
 
Sampled Tubewell Using and Non-tubewell Using Farms, as well as All Farms, 1980-81.
 

Type 
 Marginal Opportunity Ratio of
 
of Sample Unit of Geometric value cost MVP to

Farm Size Input measurement mear, product (Rupees) 
 OC
 

Tubewell 60 	 Canal Water 
 Acre Inches 25.57 	 *-	 60-
Using 	 Tubewell Water Acre Inches 17.03 27.61 15.38 1.80
 

Cash Inputs Rupees 38132 5.49 1.135 
 4.84
 
Labor Man-Days 75.71 7.66** 14.00 0.55 
Bullock Power Hours 39.24 - * 5.0 -

Tractor Power Hours 
 2.85 	 - * 10.00 

Non- 69 Canal Water Acre Inches 26.32 - * 6.60 
tubewell Tubewell Water Acre Inches 0 0 15.38 0 
Using 	 Cash Inputs Rupees 308.59 2.93 1.135 2.58
 

Labor Man-Days 73.84 10.63 14.00 0.76
 
Bullock Power Hours 48.09 6.90 
 5.00 	 1.38
 
Tractor Power 
 Hours 	 2.11 257.50 10.00 25.75
 

All 129 Canal Water Acre Inches 25.97 - * 6.60 -
Farms Tubewell Water Acre Inches 7.92 20.81 15.3- 1.35
 

Cash Inputs Rupees 344.43 3.92 1.135 
 3.45
 
Labor Man-Days 74.01 11.14 14.00 0.80
 
Bullock Power Hours 43.97 5.25 5.00 1.05

Tractor Power Hours 	 2.43 
 162.81 10.00 16.28
 

a/Estimated coefficient is insignificant, but different from zero, so MVP cannot be interpreted.

k/Estimated coefficient is siynificant at the 20 percent level.
 



Table V-7. 
 Marginal Value Products, Opportunit.,; Custs and Ratios of MVP to 
OC of Major per Acre Inputs of
Sampled Farms Using Single-Family Owtned Tubewells and Cooperatively- and Joint-Family Owned
 
Tubewel ls. 1980-81.
 

Type
of Sample Marginal
Unit of Ratio of
Geomelric
Farm Sizc Input 
value Opportunity MVP to
measurement 
 mean product cos. 
 OC
 

Single- 31 Canal Water 
 Acre inches 23.59
Faiilv - * 6.60Tubewell ,1ater Acre inches 
 20.53
Owned - * 15.33Cash Inputs Rupees 357.50 
 9.33 
 1.i35
Tubewell Labor 8.22
Man-Days 83.35 
 -
UsingcU 14.0 -

Hoursl0C o koer 43.08 - * 0,
Tractor Povier 
 Hors 
 2.74 
 * 10.00 

Joint- 29 Canal ater Acre inches 27.83 
 *Proper t Tubewe!", W"ater 660Cah Acre Tnches 13.03
40.5 58.15
"Dt 5.
ubewell 5. S.o37 3.78
Cash Irputs Rupees 3.55
408.54 
 1.135
Using Labor 3.13
Man-Days 66.56 
 - * 14.0_
Bullock Power 
 Hours 
 34. 5 - * 5.00Tractor Power 
 Hours 
 3.3d 
 - * lCCO

a!Esti. 2ted ceff-icient is insiXnific nt, but 
different from zero, 
so 
MVP cannot be interpreted.
 



Table V-8. 
 Marginal Value Products, Opportunity Costs and Ratios of MVP to OC of Major per Acre Inputs of

Sampled Active and Inactive Trading Farms, 1980-81.
 

Type 

Marginal 
 Ratio of
of Sampie 
 Unit of Geometric value 
 Opportunity
Farm MVP to
Size Input measurement 
 mean product cost 
 OC
 

Active 42 Canal Water 
 Acre Inches 24.53 - * 6.60
Trading Tubeweli Water Acre Inches 11.30 
 - * 15.38 -Cash Inputs Rupees 350.60 9.39 
 1.135 8.27
Labor Man-Days 
 73.16 6.80** 14.00 
 0.49
Bullock Power Hours 
 41.25 
 - * 5.00 -Tractor Power Hours 2.25 
 - * 1.0 -

Inactive 
 71 Canal Water Acre Inches 26.35 - *6.60 -
Trading Tubewell Water Acre Inches 5.66 
 - * 15.38 -

Cash Inputs Rupees 
 333.96 
 3.10 1.135 2.73
Labor Man-Days 76.17 
 10.00 14.00 
 0.71
Bullock Power Hours 
 46.75 5.87 
 5.00 
 1.17
Tractor Power Hours 
 2.46 161.05 10.00 16.11
 
a/E
 

/'Estimatedcoefficient is insignificant, but different from zero,
- Estimated coefficient is significant at the 20 percent level. 
so MVP cannot be interpreted.
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Interrelatiorships
 

Single regression analyses and analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) were
 

used to further examine the interrelationships between tubewells (tube

well water use), trading and type of internal warabundi discussed at
 

the beginning of this chapter. 
 Regression results are displayed in
 

Table V-9 below. Significant relationships with regard to this par

ticular sample are indicated with respect to all 
but three estimated
 

equations.
 

Interpretation of these results is greatly facilitated with the
 

help of a diagram, such as that provided below in Figure V-1. This 

five-vertex star diagram indicates, along with Table V-9, that the
 

indigenous farmer options of tubewell 
 water use and trading present the 

strongest alternatives to increasing control over water supplies (pro

duction function results represent a better 
test of this, and results
 

are generally supportive) and gross incomes per 
 acre. The practice of 

kachha internal warabundi has apparentno direct impact on gross income 

per acre, as opposed to pakka internal warabundi, yet indirect effects 

are observable.
 

Covariance analysis of the previous section tends 
to support links
 

between each of the three locally-initiated methods of water control
 

taken independently and productivity, while contro'iling for other
 

inputs. 
 In this section analysis of variance results are used to
 

explore correlations betweer various means 
of control and generalized
 

cooperacion. At the 
same 
time analysis of variance gives information
 

about joint effects of the methods on productivity.
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Table V-9.. Con tinued. 

*Significance at the 10 percent level.
 
**Significance at the 5 percent level.
 
***Significance at the I percent level.
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Analysis of variance main, joint and interaction effects are pre

sented in Table V-1O. Significance levels are indicated in the extreme 

right-hand column. Supporting ANOVA tables are presented in Appendix 0.
 

It will be 
noticed from Table V-10 that joint effects and interrelation

ships are also indicated with regard 
to watercourse improvement, the
 

subject of Chapter VI. 
 These joint effects and interrelationships will 

be discussed in that chapter. 

There are strong interrelationships indicated between the three
 

indigenous farmer options. Analysis 
 of variance results indicate a
 

strong interactiun effect of tubewell use and trading (see 
 Table V-10).
 

There is 
also a tendency for users of singly-owned tubewell water to be 

active traders (and vice versa), and for both users of joint property
 

tubewell water and non-tubewell water users to be inactive traders (and
 

vice versa) -see Appendix D, Table D-2(a). 
 Mean gross income per acre
 

is clearly the highest for active trading, singly-owned tubewell water 

users than 
for any other category of trader-cum-tubewell water users.
 

There is also indication that the practice of kachha internal 

warabundi is strongly related to both trading and tubewell water use.
 

Regression 
 results in these regards are supported by ANOVA Tables 

D-2(b) and D-3(a), which show that in this particular sample both 

active traders and tubeweli water users tend strongly to be practicers 

of kachha internal warabundi. The relatively strong three-way interwc

tion between tubewell water use, active trading and kachha internal 

warabundi (Table V-10) indicates, for example, that a positive relation 

exists heween per acre gross income and joint use of kachha internal 

warabundi, trading, and tubewell use. However, for farms practicing 
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Comparisons of farms on wateo'courses improved in 1977-78 and
 

1978-80 will enable of any
tests crop-related differences in "older" 

(those three to feur years old at the time of the survey) and "newer" 

(those only one to two years old) improved watercourses. Here, it is 

hypothesized that the "older" improved watercourscs will account for 

stronger positive impac.s on crop production thar "newer" ones, as
 

farmers make adjustments, over time, in cropping patterns, cropping
 

intensities and other related input use 
 in response to continued higher 

conveyance efficiencies and increased year-round water supplies (in 

relation to conveyance efficiencies and water supplies received before
 

watercourse improvement). 

Comparisons will also be made between sampled farms at head-, 

middle- and tail-relative watercourse command locations, in order to 

examine the et ects of watercourse improvement on downstream irriga

tion. In particular, it is hypothesized that watercourse improvement 

will have its most profound effects on tail-enders. 

Prior 
to discussion of these major crop- and income-related
 

results, however, the hypothesis that watercourse improvement does, in
 

fact, result in significantly decreased conveyance losses, and improved
 

conveyance efficiencies, can be examiined. 
 Significance levels and
 

tests are directly interpretable here because the improved watercourses 

were selected through random sampling procedures.
 

Watercourse Conveyance Losses and Efficiencies
 

Perhaps the major expressed objective of the OFWM watercourse 

improvement project is to decrease seepage and conveyance losses in the
 

main watercourses.
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wany n idl eaueen aeno n improved watercburse (col-+ 
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-p w~terc However,,,sx i e 

rate 'functionst using,
 
simole 1inear~regression technicjues-i, The,'estimated~averag': 
 thousand
 
feet loss rate functions forlcolitrol watercourses are reported bel ow:
 

j(M .23 	 +05OX(HM (n,~l 
(2.33), 

r. 52 n 	 '7 ,F .1 

~(M-T) .6+*X(M-T) 

r2 *35 n F ~15 , 

where Y =,volume *of canal water loss per thousand feeti' acehhs 

:X~ distance 	in thousand feet from the nearest upstreaflme maue
 
mient, (H--M) =head to iddl'e, (M-T) mi elt tal an s-.i ni
 

can~ce at the 	10O percent level,. 
Terc-ntag losses f hA' -P-' -tosa-fet(oumA5 
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watercourses, do not demonstrate any significant difference at the 10 

percent level 
usinq the t-test for differetices in mean values. 

While these result s are discouraglinq, the 'lack of tail measure

ments on seven w.'at-ercourses and the inability to measure total losses 

in a given wara,undi rotation detract from conclusions drawn from Table 

VI-l. Canal watec ise per acre is, in fact, considerably higher (18
 

percent) or improved watercourses (see Table VI-2). These find;r,gs 
are 

supported by siip!(e lirear regression results for this particular sam

ple (presented Lynaien VI.3),niii deirnstratinq that farms on improved 

watercourses receive and apply an average of 4.28 acre inches, or 18
 

percent, more canal water per acre 
 (given approximately equivalent 

canal outlet discharges) than farms on control watercourses. 

Canal Water Use per Acre = 23.81 + 4.28D (VI.3)
 
(2.70)*V*
 

r 05 n = 129 F = 7.313***
 

(D: 1 = improved watercourse; 0 = control watercourse) 

A measure of quality of watercourse 
cl ea and _mai tenance 

Another way devised to examine the relative quality of sampled 

watercourses in conveying canal water was a scoring system (as
 

described in Chapter Il), based on assigning penalty points on 
the
 

basis of observed silting of head sections; actual counts of cracked or
 

broken concrete Atruccures (on improved watercourses only); illegal 

nakkas and .rees; and observed frequencies of weak or broken banks, rat 

holes and vegetation at head, middle and tail locations on the main 

watercourse:, including branches. According to this method the lower 
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~ the score~the better the quality~ Lo iaeroure.Reslt using > 

this methodC however,' are inocuie Ine-oe eiblttss_
 

Scould ntbe dntoevlute the sco5ring system. Such tests would 

eaiewhether the sampled watercouirse qualities wo~uld hav been con
sistently scored the slame by different coders. K 

Also, construction of a 95 ,percent confiden-.e interval using 

t-rtis o tstfo differences ,i-n.mean. values "o vrl 'qual t 

scores on the two types of watercourses indicates, that there are Sig97 
nificant differences between the two:' the-mean overall 
score for, , 

j improved watercourses Is,14.6, and for unimpiroved watercourses is4,23.2
te9,percent cnI'dence interval is8.6±3.,6., Analyses on thesi
 

separate components of this overall score reveal ~that ,there are:'no s'ig7 
 7~' 

nificant improvements~in silting of head sections,~presence of weak orQh 

%broken banks, :or 'presence' of rat holes~after watecus improvement . ~ 

Butt there are significant improvements with regard to number ofillegal ;i.I2 

naks,, degree of vegetation 'and number of,'trees. ' 

Unfortunately, hwvrheei.b ty of this scoring system -isA 

rogtno'doubt when simple /egression analysis~isused to test the 
 " 

relations'M p between the ovea1 quality score (hreeso)and,meaA 

sured volb~mes of canal water lost,!per acre (i n acre"inches -the dpn 
dent variable), for all watercourses:-' 

Volume~~~~~~~~~06+.03(
~ ~ ~ ~~~ ecoreQajtLot-Ar cr)(I4~' ~i' AA'~K~J.06)A 
2-

- A . A 

1, 1, 1i ' A 
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Based upon these various analyses, it appears that the OFWM water

course improvement project is decreasing losses in watercourses and 

improving conveyance efficiencies, but not by the magnitude indicated 

from earlier studies. In fact, the observed conveyance losses on 

improved watercourses are not decidedly tower than those on control 

watercourses. Average head-to-tail conveyance efficiencies on six 

improved watercourses are W1 percent, versus 74 percent on seven con

trol watercourses. The percentage difference (improvement) is only 9 

percent. 

Croppirn Intensities and Cropping Patterns 

Before analyzing the economic returns to watercourse improvement, 

it is interesting to examine whether cropping intensities are higher 

and cropping patterns differeAt on different categories of farms and 

watercourses. Table VI-2, below, summarizes much of the data on means, 

standard deviations and percentage differences in contrasted sub-sample 

means with respect to both croppinq intensities and cropping patterns, 

as well as per acre gross incomes and main crop production-related 

inputs. (This table is similar to Table V--1. 
 above, with respect to
 

sub-categories of indigenous farmer control enhancing options.) 

It is interesting that cropping intensities and cropping patterns 

(as measured by the percent of high water-using crops grown) are essen

tially the same on all watercourses and on ali Lypes of farms. No 

strong difference is demonstrated on improved versus control water

courses, or "older" watercourses improved in 1977 and 1978 versus 

"newer" watercourses improved in 1979 and 1980. 
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There are, however, substantial differences in all head versus all 

tail farmers in cropping intensities and percent of high water-using 

crops grown. There are alsn meaningful differences in both mean crop

ping intensities and crpping patterns between head farmers on improved 

watercourses versus control watercourses. Surprisingly, tail farmers 

on control watercourses grow an average of 28 percent more high water

using crops in 1980-81 than tail farmers on improved watercourses. 

Crop Yields and Overall Crop Production 

We have seen that the primary objective of the watercourse
 

improvement project is to reduce conveyance losses in the main water

course and improve conveyance ef-iciencies from the canal outlets to 

the nakka outlets throughout the main 'Natercourse length. Results of 

this research are inconclusive: some tests indicate that some improve

ments are beino made in this regard by OFWM, but others indicate the
 

opposite effect. 
 Whether or not there are substantial improvements in
 

conveyance efficiencies is not clear cut, and, at any rate, is some

thing of an 
academic exercise for the purposes of this dissertation,
 

since any improvements only represent potential benefits. 
 Increased
 

productivity must be the major test of results.
 

The production function model used test the hypothesis that
to 


factor/output relationships on improved watercourses are different from
 

those on control watercourses, and that these relationships differ
 

between head, middle and tail farms is of the same form as that used in 

Chapter V, with changes in the types of farms (i). For the purposes of 

this chapter, i = 9: namely, I farms on= improved watercourses; 

2 = farms on control (unimproved watercourses); 3 = farms on 
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waecore imroe in977; 4 farms onw~ecuse mrvdi 
2978, -5--farms- on Watercou imor 1_79;__ T ~ F _wate6r"-- 7 

-y-courses: improved in444'190 7 ~hea positin fams 8'< M >6,"ositi 

piio farmts fars%--inddl 

Production fucto reulswih-4secIo arm o mr vd.a 

SLcontrol watercourses, and al I farms~ are' presented in Tabl1e VI 3, 
below.4 

,. - 44.~ 

Covariance tests on differences in production 'functions (slope i"~.;~*4'~4~ 
vetr)ewenteiproved and controll watercourses Indicate nk' 

strong difference. Moreovor, thle estimated variance. of the, error term,' 
(error sum of squares/[n-7]) is nearly the same for both regressions~~> 
giving no evidence of increasedamr otoloe pou1ar 

tion. 
' 

Corw<'7risons f.,miean and standard deviation,'alups -,:presented in-
Table VI-2, above,'-reveal thatinea~n gross income per 1acre is only 12 ~-~ ~~.4 4, -4~ ' 

" -- percent higher on im1proved waercourses, not a statistic ally signifi

cant difference. This result is a'pparently not biased: by-the aggregaw-< 
4tion of all crops into a singl6- value, of, total produtjction figure, since 4-4< 

separate t-tests also do not <reveal Gverwhelmi ng di fferences in yiel ds , 

,of 4major crops on the two typ'es of watercourses 
4 (see Tabl e',14, -I~w.v 4 

below). 4 4, 4- >" 44~ 

Comparisons of differences in mean. per,.4acre'44input usage (Table N 

VI-2 above) btenimproved..n cntroIwtecuseso 
 signifi-

4cant differences 
an
only, for wate ashipus,caa oth atethe90

- 4percent confi de nce level. -Tubel l< w'ater use e4is 
4 a remarkableA 180, per

cent, higher~onimpoe waerorss 
 yet a.tts ,licable to this 

'.4.4. 44- - 4 ~ A t p p 
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Table VI-3. 	 Regression Coefficients Relating Logarithms of Gross Value 
of Production per Acre to Logarithms of Various Inputs for 
a Sample of Irrigated Farms on Improved, Control and All 
Wa tercourses, 1980-81 (Cobb-Dougias Model). 

Explanatory variable 

Canal Water per Acre 

Tubewell Water per Acre 

Cash Inputs per Acre 

Labor per Acre 

Bullock Power per Acre 

Tractor Power per Acre 

Intercept 


R2 

Overall F-Statistic 


Error Sum of Squares/ 
(n-7) 

Covariance Test 
F-Statistic 

Sample Size (a) 


Sum of Non-intercept 
Coefficients 


Unit 

Acre 
Inchen 

Acre 
Inches 


Rupees 

Man 
Days 


Hours 


Hours 


Farms on 
improved 

watercourses 

.28 

(1 .70)* 

.07 


(1.96)** 


.39 


(3.40)*** 


.19 


(1.95)** 


.11 


(0.86)*** 

.20 

(2.29)** 

3.48 


.41 


6.61* 


.13 

65 


1.24 


Farms on Farms on 
all control 

watercourses watercourses 

-. 01 -. 09 
(.18) (.91) 

.05 .04 
(l.78)** (.92) 

.41 .42 
(5.27)*** (3.82)*** 

.25 .33 
(3.53)*** (2.95)*** 

,07 .05 

(2.27)** (.80) 

.12 .06 
(2.08)** (.76) 

4.28 4.24 

.35 .35 

lI.07** 5.05** 

.14 .14 

0.94 

129 64 

.89 .81 

(Numbers in parentheses represent t-ratios.)
*Significance at the 10 percent level. 

**Significance at the 5 percent level. 
***Significance at the 1 percent level. 
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Table VI-4. 	 Mean Yields (in waunds per acre) for Major Crops Grown on 
a Sample of Irri gatud Farms on Improved and Control
 
Watercourses, with Percentage Differences and t-test
 
Confidence intervals, 1980-81.
 

Crop 

No. of 
(,iser-
vat iont W 

lpr.v:I 
c'curses 

Cntrol 
watercourses 

% 
diff. 

90% 
t-test 

confidence 
intervals 

Sugarcane 69 419 346 21 70± 58 

Wheat 126 30 27 11 3±3 

Kharif Fodder 120 289 263 10 2627 

Rabi Fodder 105 773 689 12 84±81 

Maize Grain 70 20 14 43 6±4 
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-Part-i-cular ..sampl e--2ndicates.- the' 

~ '4§ Wtypes of watercourses,-7because of, the, high variations present.''~> ~ 1I 

The Effects) of.Watercourse Impo~in vrTm 
. -m yoement vrTm 

There isreason to expect' that, benefits,0from watercourseimprove :$ 
p.'- - -+;++ '+,}+


mernt are a-function of time.~That is,if'
farmers- arelrealizingv7"~~ 

improved conveyance effic'iencies, it can' be. expected that.they..wil I~ -

gradually raiehigher 'per acre yields and ross incomes as improve-~
 
ments in field applicaton efficiencies 'also occur. Furthermoreit 
takes time-for farmerst atdut cropin~gpatternsad nesiis't.
 

improvements inconveyance efficiencies., We may therefore,hypothesize 

that yields and gross incomes wllcontinue to-increase for some time" "" 

'.after
1 watercourse*improvement' and that product'ion functions ,estimated':f-4 

'for 
 recer'tly improvedatercourses will difer frm It1ose estimated for
 

improved 4watercourses'on which farmers 
.had 'more~ltime, to ,adjust. 
To: test this hypothesis watercoursesl impn ed ''" '~ouryear 

p~. 'ei ght season period f mm -197'80 were s4arnpl ed.~Regression analyses 

shoed hatthere were no major differences.in ,gross incomies pe ar
4
+ +++++ +++ - 44+; ++ +:;+++ ? ?;+ '4+++ +++ + p "" 'p'+,,,+.+ 

Xbetween watercourses::improved in' 1977 orJ978,lor4 between 1979'arid 

198,, ~thugtdffeencs wre~eronsratd~btvien1977 and 1979!8~ 

,ad1198ad1979/80. Inor'der to conserve on degrees of freedom for 

,,more 
 accurate 
 ndpowerful :testing, therefore, observattis from'iwater

cou rses improved in 1977and 1978 wer agrgtd sweeosrain 

waerouse 

2-results ar''summarized 'ini ' 4 

from imprved;in,1979 and,1980.4 Productioni func't9rb
 

-Table,VI 5, below. 

Covariance tests on differprm 
no4dfeeceof ra magnitude 
 Th fact- that the,-sm ofid
 

14.r f ~ 4I2'~ 

I 

http:differences.in
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Table VI-5. Regressioni Coef in ~s Re]ling Logarithms of Gross Value 
of Production p;, Acr, to Logarithmns of Various Inputs for 
a Sample of Irriya ted Farms on [rIproved Watercourses, 
1980-81 (Cobb- Douglas.-; Model 

Farms on Farms on 
1977//8 All onfarms 1979/80
impre'.' d improved imp rovedExp. ana tory variable ', wttercourses watercourses 

Canal Water per Acre .241 .28 .54 
(1.19) (I.70)* (1.95)
 

Tubewell Waiter Acreper .08 .07 . I 
(1.42) (I.96)*" (1.81) 

Cash InpuLs per Acre .45 .39 .31 
(2.87)*** (3.40)*** (1.70) 

Labor per Acre .17 .19 .24 
(1.38) (l.95)** (1.34)
 

Bullock Power per Acre 
 .08 .11 
 .10
 
(1.29) (2-86)*** (1.88) 

Tractor Power per Acre 
 .06 .20 .32
 
(.39) (2.29)* (2.42)**
 

Intercept 
 3.67 3.48 
 2.57
 

R2 
 .40 .41 
 .54
 

Overall F-Statistic 
 3.42t 6.61** 3.93* 

Error Sum of Squares/
(n-7) .10 .13 .16 

Covariance Test 
F-Statistic 1.44 

Sample Size (n) 38 65 27 

Sum of Non-intercept 
(,oeFfici:nt.s 1.08 1.24 1.62
 

(Nume i K n hes r, req:,nk [-.ratios.)•HignifiCOHM.(. ,& Lhe 10 pr~i.uU, level. 

•"*Signrifica:nc:e atl :Ke I percentl level. 
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non-intercept coefficients are significantly greater than one in all
 

three sample cases 
in Table VI-5 indicates increasing returns to scale
 

in all models.
 

Referring back 
to Table VI-2, it is seen that differences of mean
 

gross income per acre for the two groups are not significant at the 90 

percent level. The lack of significant difference in productivities is
 

somewhat puzzling in view of statistically siqnificant, higher mean 

tubewell usage for the 1979/80 improved watercourses. Returning back
 

to Table VI-5, it is seen, that the estimated variance of the error
 

term (error sum of squares/[n-7]) is appreciably higher for the
 

recently improved watercourse sample. This, in combination with the 

greater tubewell use within the same sample, indicates that comparisons
 

may be confounded by unanticipated differences between the two sub

samples.
 

Consequently, our tentative hypothesis is not confirmed that age
 

of improved watercourses is an 
important factor in determining per acre
 

gross incomes. 
 But, in order to fully evaluate the hypothesis that
 

older improved watercourses are yielding substantially more benefits
 

than newer improved watercourses, we also need to demonstrate that
 

1977/78 improved watercourses influence per acre gross incomes and
 

cropping intensities more than control watercourses.
 

Regression results indicate that the year of watercourse improve

ment does not noticeably affect either gross incomes per acre or crop

ping intensities. 
 Equations VI.5 and VI.6, below, demonstrate through
 

the use of a 1977/78 improved watercourse dummy, DI. and a 1979/80
 

improved watercourse dummy, D2, that neither gross incomes per acre nor
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cropping intensities are greatly affected by watercourse improvement,
 

regardless of tne year of improvement.
 

In GIA = 4.35 + .091) l .14D2 - .04 In CWA + .05 In TWA (VI.5)
 

(1.16) (1.43) (.47) (1.57)
 

+ .40 In CIA 1 .27 In LBA + .05 In BHA + .10 In TRA*
(4.85) * ',"v (3.46) (l.72)* (l.95)** 

R2 =.37 n 102 F = 7.99*'.* 

CRI = 164.36 + 2.67D l - 3.25D 2 (VI.6) 

(.52) (.53) 

R= .003 n = 129 F :-.28
 

Therefore, it appears that whereas older improved watercourses are
 

tending to deliver relatively higher gross incomes per acre than newer
 

improved watercourses (after a period of adjustment to any improvements
 

realized in conveyance effi ncnies ), wat ercourse improvement, irre

gardless of the year of improveitient. or duration since watercourse 

improvement occurred, is still not accounting for large crop-value

related benefits in compari uns between improved and control water

courses.
 

The Effects of Watercourse
 
Improvemnent on Tail Reaches 

Another hypothesis of this study is that benefits of watercourse
 

improvement are skewed in favor of tail 
farms of watercourse commands. 

This is because watercourse improvement is designed to substantially 

improve the con veye c Ic i c cur i 's middl e and tail reaches, yet it 

will leave head rediches vi0ril ly urichanged. In particular, we would 

like to test whether tail fars on improved watercourses are receiving 

http:46)(l.72
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sizably more benefits than tail farms on control watercourses. For 

close comparison, a minimum of two tail farms were sampled on all 

watercourses, wherever possible, including the "last" irrigator in the 

waraburdi rotation. 

Analyses of mean values, presented in Table VI-I, reveals that 

although per acre gr'oss incomes are an average of 42 percent higher for 

head farms improvedon watercourses, they loare wer Dy an average of 11 

percent for middle farms and, more importantly, the.mean per.acre ross 

incomes are !cual orn tail farms. The large difference in head farms 

with respect to type of watercourse is no doubt due in large part to
 

the 423 percent higher use of tubewell water per acre on improved
 

watercourses, and 60 percent higher use of all water per acre.
 

Since the hypothesis that tail farms 
are benefiting substantially
 

mire on improved watercourses than on control watercourses is not sub

stantiated in this sample, another model 
was devised to test whether
 

there were any significant differences between head, middle and tail
 

farmers overall. 
 Table VI-6, below, presents the regression results of
 

a production function model distinguishing between the three relative
 

watercourse positions, irrespective of type of watercourse.
 

Covai iance tests on differences in production function slope vec

tors between head and tail 
farms indicate major differences. The most
 

striking difference is between tail farms and all other farms where the
 

estimated per acre canal water coefficient is negative and significant.
 

This implies that among farms at the tail 
of the watercourse, those
 

using relatively more canal 
water per acre in relation to other tail
 

farms (i.e., 
more than the mean of 4.6 acre inches) are realizing
 

noticeably lower gross incomes per acre.
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Table VI-6. Regression CoefficientLs Relating Logarithms of Gross Value
 
of Production per Acre to Logarithms of VarioUs Inputs for 
a Sample of Irrigdted Farms with Respect to Relative 
Watercourse Position, 1980-81 (Cobb-Douglas Model).
 

Explanatory variable 
All 

farms 
;.lead 
larms 

id;!le 
farms 

Tail 
farms 

Canal Water per Acre --. . .09 -.32 
(.18) (.50) (.73) (2.22)** 

Tubewell Water per Acre .05 .11 .02 .01 
(1.78) *A (2.50)** (.48) (.23) 

Cash Inputs per Acre .41 .40 .31 .32 
(5.27)*** (2.71)**A (2.22)** (2.53)** 

Labor per Acre .25 **k .22 .24 .32 
(3.53) (1.63)* (2.26)** (2.10)** 

Bullock Power per Acre .07 .10 .05 .13 
(2.27)** (2.30)** (.76) (1.59) 

Tractor Power per Acre .12 .17 .14 .02 
(2.08)** (1.82)* (1.00) (.23) 

Intercept 4.28 3.95 4.61 5.21 

R2 .35 .44 .34 .42 

Overall F-Statistic 11.07*** 5.29** 3.19* 3.86* 

Error Sum of Squares/ 
(n-7) .14 .15 .14 .10 

Covariance Test 
F-Statistic 2.50** 

Sample Size (n) 129 47 44 38 

Sum of Non-intercept. 
Coefficients .89 1.09 .85 .48 

(Numbers in parentheses represent t-raLios.)
*Significance at the 10 percent level. 

**Significance at the 5 percent l evel. 
***Significance at the 1 percei.r level. 
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This rather curious phenomenon is explained, in part, by differ

ences within the sample of tail farmers; that is, differences between
 

"last" irrigators and other tail farmers. 
 It will be recalled that the
 

stratified sampling technique used in this research called for two tail
 

farmers to be interviewed on each watercourse, and, wherever possible,
 

for one of these tail farmers to be the "last" irrigator - i.e., the
 

one receiving the last scheduled warabundi 
turn. It was hypothesized
 

that becaou "last" irriqators typically receive 
the largest allocation
 

of nikal (or emptying the watercourse) time, they would, in fact
 

receive more canal water per acre than other tail 
farmers. This is
 

apparently true as demonstrated in Table VI-7, below.
 

Last irrigators use an average of 7 percent more canal 
water per
 

acre than other tail 
farmers (althouqh the t-test shows no significant
 

difference in mean 
values, even at the 80 percent level). However,
 

last irrigators also realize an 
average of 16 percent less gross income
 

per acre than other tail farmers. It is probable that last irrigators'
 

lands tend to k waterlogged, implying being in Stage III 
ot produc

tion. 
 This would be consistent with the negative and significant canal
 

water coefficient in Table VI-6. Waterlogging may be largely due to
 

last irrigators being forced to receive periodic unwanted supplies from
 

upstream irrigators. It was observed in Chapter IV that many main
 

watercourses could be slightly extended to an adjoining open tributary
 

drain to dispose of excess, unwanted canal water supplies.
 

Efficiency of Production Function Input Ust
 

The computational 
results of marginal value products, opportunity
 

costs, efficiency of input use ratios and two-tailed t-test-statistics
 



Table VW-7. Gross Income per Acre and Canal 
Water Use per Acre Means, Standard Deviation;. Percentage
Differences in Means and t-test Confidence Intervals for Mean Differences in 
 Sample of
"Last" irrigators and Other Tail Farmers. 1980-87.
 

T ... ....... 'r-
..... 2~ . - -- . an a a er>1_Q Der Acre
obser- St.Ci t-tes7 S0" StdyDe -. t-test 8of fa rmer vati Tris ,ea. dev. in rlears conf. int. ear d ev. nS conf. int. 

"Last" Irrigators 14 2494 908 24.7 13. 
-16 391-422 1.6±4.4Other Tail 24 2885 1020 23.1 6.7
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are presented in Tables V1-8 and VI-9, below, for improved and control 

watercourses, and head, middle and tail farm,. Table VI-8 reveals that 

for farms on improved watercourses, the tractor power input has the 

highest ratio between MVP and opportunity cost, followed by canal 

water, cash inputs, bullock power, tubewell water and labor, in 

descending order. Profits can apparently be increased with additional 

use of all inputs except labor until MVP equals opportunity cost. 

Table VI-9 indicates that it is inknown whether canal water is 

being efficiently woued on head and middle farms (MVP's for these farms 

cannot be computed from insignificant escimated coefficient values), 

but is highly overutilized on tail farms. Also, profits can be sub

stantially increased by added use of tubewell water on head farms, but 

middle and Lail farms would benefit fNom decreased use of tubewell 

water.
 

The Relation of Watercourse improvement
 
to Canal Water Trading and Cooperation
 

It was earlier hypothesized that with decreases in conveyance
 

losses, canal water tradinq would be encouraged on improved water

courses among more farmers and over longer distances. If this is, in
 

fact. so, then it was also inferred that this would signify ircreased 

crop production and incomes. However, since no sizable difference in 

per acre gross incomes was demonstrated between improved and control 

watercourses, the su9(eqtiun is that trading could not be expected to 

be noticeably hi uher on improved watercourses. 

One test of this hypothesis using regression techniques does not 

reveal a,large correlation between our earlier measure of trading, per



Table VI-8. 


Type o 
watercou-se 


Improved 

Control 

a/Estimated 

Marginal Value Products, Opportunity Costs and Efficiency of Input Use Ratios (MVP)per Acre Inputs of Sampled Farms on Improved and Control Watercourses, 1 9 8 0 - 8 1 .C" 

No. of 	 Marginal OpportunityUnit of Geometric value costobservations input measurement mean 	 product (R.... s) 

65 	 Canal Water Acre Inches 28.iC 
 34.7C 6.50 

Tubewell Water Acre Inches 11.63 20.96 15.38Cash input Rupees 368. 92 3.68 135
Labor 	 !ar-Days 77.37 8.55 9.00BullocL Power Hours 41.66 9.20 5.r0Tractor Power Iours ...2.66 261.0326 .3 1 u 

64 	 Cnal Wate r Acre inches 23..306. _ a_ 
?ubeweli ater Acre Inches7 4. _ a! 15.38
So,a nut Ruees 319.56 4.09
Labor Man-Days 70.60 

3 
1. .53a 14.00

Bullock Powe- Hours 46.32 a 5.00Tractor Power Hours 	 2.18 _ ai 10.00 

coefficient is insiqnificant. but different from zero, so MVP cannot be interpreted.
 

of Major
 

Ratio of
 
MVP to
 

0.r 

3.26
 

1.36 
3.24
 
0.62
 
1.84
 

2 6 .1 02. 

-

-

3.60 
1.04 
-
-



Table VI-9. 
Marginal Value Products, Opportunity Costs and Efficiency of Input Use Ratios (-r--) of Major
per Acre Inputs of Sampled Firms at Head, Middle and Tail 
Relative Positions
 
on Sampled Watercourses. 

Relative 

Marginal Opportunity Ratio of
position on No. of 
 Unit of Geometric value cost MVP to
watercourse observations Input measurement mean product (Rupees) O.C. 

Head 
 47 Canal Water Acre Inches 28.29 _ a/ 00 -.Tubewell Water Acre inches 
 9.74 42.14 10.08 4.18Cash Inputs Rupees -. 92?5 
 3.27 l.135 3.14
Labor ,M.lan-Days 76.32 10.76 0.77
11.00
Bullock Power Hours 1.15 8.26 5.00Tractor Power Hours 2.7,1 231.50 10.00 

1.65 
23.15
 

Middle 
 44 Canal !,ater Acre Inches 5.4"! a/ 3.00 -TubewelI Water Acre Inches 3.84 _ a/ 12.37 -Cash Inputs Rupees 
 346.34 2.96 
 1.135 2.61
Labor Man-Days 80.10 9 90 
 14.00 0.71
Bullock Po,'er Hours 41.06 _ a! 5.00 -Tractor Power Hours 2.56 _ a1.00 -

Tail 38 Canal Water 
 Acre Inches 23.71 
 -37 II 6.00 -2.32
Tubewell Water Acre Inches 4.6FI - _a 16.00 -Cash Inputs Rupees 290.92 
 3.02 1.135 2.66
Labor Man-Days 64.12 
 13.72 14.00 0.93
Bullock Power Hours 45.89 7.79_ 
 5.00 1.56

Tractor Power Hours 
 1.87 - a 10.00 

a/Estimated coefficient is insignificant, but different from zero, 
so MVP canot be interpreted.
h/Estimated coefficient is significant at the 20 percent level.
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cent of time (hours received through warabundi) traded, and a dummy 

variable for watercourse improved, as presented in Equatinn VI.7. 

% of Time Traded = 6.16 + .36D (VI.7) 
(.17) 

2 r .0002 n o 126 F = .03 

D: 1 = improved watercourse; 0 = control watercourse) 

ANOVA results, on the other hand, indicate tlhat there is some ten

dency for more active traders to be located on iiproved watercourses, 

and for inac tive traders tu he on un improved w Lercourses (see 

Appendix D, -lale D--36). I here is a strong.~er tenden cy for tubewell 

water users to be located on impr'ove.d watercou'nes, and for non

tubewell water users to he on unimpiroved watercourses (see Tale D-2c). 

No apparent relation is demons tra ted either way for the types of wara

bundi practiced on internal w",t 'OU urses and(I the types of watercourses 

(Table D--4a). However, a )tronjqr, (ILion ship is demonstrated in the 

three-way interaction hetwo-en to hewell water use, kachha internal wara

bundi and watercourse imniprovemieit (l ali es D--6b ard V-i0); and an even 

more remarkable four-way inmteraction is shown between the methods of 

farmer control studied here tnt iwell water use, active trading, 

kachha internal warabundi and watercourse improvement (Tables D-lOa and 

V..l0). 

The major implications from this important test are that all meth

ods are able, by varying degrees, to increase control and flexibility 

over wat er and lthaii ftour-way (joint) interaction effectsulplivn, 1( 

greal I y iM (.,., prU(IlmcLivit y and }';:. iOcOWe per acre, as one means of 

control reinrorces the other. 
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Since statistically strong correlations were demonstrated 
in
 

Chapter V between cooperation (as measured through the number of col

lective projects initiated in the last five years on the watercourse 

level) and gross incomes per acre, canal water trading and the type of
 

warabundi practiced on internal watercourses, it would be interesting
 

to examine the correlation between cooper..tion and watercourse improve

ment as well.
 

Equation VI.A, below, demonstrates that uryig reqression tech

niques a very strong relation exists between these two variables.
 

No. of Collective Projects = 0.6 + 1.8D (VI.8) 

(3.18)***
 

= 
r2 = .36 n 20 F I0.125***
 

(D: 1 = improved watercourse; 0 = control watercourse) 

These results indicate that an average of three times as many collec

tive projects exist on imprnoved watercourses as on control water

courses. 
 However, given that one of the collective projects counted
 

here is watercourse improvement itself, the average number of collec

tive projects, other than watercourse improvement, is double that of
 

control watercourses.
 

ANOVA results generally support this finding: there is a marked
 

tendency for improved watercourses to have more than average number of
 

collective projects, and for unimproved watercourses to have one or no
 

collective projects (Table D-5). 
 Also, there are strong tendencies for
 

tubewell 
water users, active traders and the practice of kachha inter

nal warahundi to occur more frequently on improved, and more coopera

tive, watercourses (see Tables D-7b, 8c, 9b, lOg, lla and llb).
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where cropping intensities tend to be lower, io areas 
of sandier soils
 

and more erratic slope conditions between head and tail watercourse
 

reaches, in arean 
further from majnr paved roads-and organized agricul

ture markets, and in areas where precisiont lano levelling and active 

farm extension work by OFM peronnelara La i ng place in conjunction 

with watercourse improvement. However, as this study has shown, it
 

will prove virtually impossible to fird any imptroved watercourses in 

the immedi;ate Faisnalaad area iwecti ag these s her criteria, and it may 

prove difficuI to find aini,. in oLher re(ions of Pakistan as well. 

There is soma dif Carenacea aibited in ,qross incomes per acre on 

1977/78 and 1979,/a improyed wateroeurs. suggenting that some direct, 

crop-related benefits may hen appearinr in ;omke 1 aincnfuture year. 

But it can ae beLa argued th a ifdirect .I~. Cits from waterconurse 

improvement are still not appearing three or 
Four years after comple

tion of the actual improvement work (since gross incomes per acre are
 

not noticeably different between 1977/78 improved watercourses and con

trol watercourses). they will not 
likely appear later on either. By
 

three or four years after improvenet, it can he hypothesized that 

farmers must have adjusted their cropping patterns and intensities and 

corresponding input uses 
to any changes in irrigation water conveyance
 

efficiencies. Also, the improvement themselves, both earthen and con

crete, will bgin to slowly deteriorate over time, minimizing gains
 

realized in conveyance efficiencies.
 

The total costs to farmers and to the OFWM Pilot Project of sam

pled improved watercourses are summarized in Table VI-lO, below. 
The
 

costs to farmers are the reported sum of masons and other hired labor
 

expenses in the construction of brick and concrete lined sections,
 



Table VT-iO. Estimated Costs to 
Farmers and the OFWM Pilot Project of Watercourse Improvement on Sampled

Improved Watercours-s in the Faisalabad Area.
 

Length of Lergth of Total cost
Water- -otal earther concr et OFW,I-USAID; 
course corc.' io roved lined No. of NO. OF 	 No. of 'Reimbursement or concrete 
moa No. s. .r"Qmer. nakkas (Total) wa 1ows R(Rs.) 

, 	 ser-s rect-i, culverts bufia - Val ue) 

S6/8

,52 525 25 
 5 


232 26 
 6 0 60 

9! 4 16 
 2 0


E, 9 
 402 	 12 2 0 5,55L 

J5
,( 	 3,93 72 60 14 ,
0 ,466


26 ,? 345 35 
 6 0 65 .56F 
26 45 
 491 33 
 6 0 8,221

1O 	 18 Q; ,:573 305 21 1 
 5,2' 

Total ,7,7 5-, 3,58 30? 52 7 625 

Near, 20,77 2 2,50 
 359 30 5 7 61.'72
 

4. 7 ,e ;; 30 
 5 0.7 61,14. 

Total cost
 
of the Project 
(Farmers' Cost 

7MFW-USAID Cost) 

54,799

104,025
 
50,156
 
30,107
 
72.514 

69,56
59,926 
92,058
 

116,831
 
692
 
93
 

81.920
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nakka outlets, culverts and buffalo bathing tanks, and an 
estimate of
 

the total labor expense incurred by the irrigators themselves through
 

their own labor effnrts in the earthen improvement work. These own 

labor costs are reflected by reimbursement values received by OFWM from 

the USAID Mission to Pakistan, for earthen improvements, at the rate of 

Rs. 4.76 per earthen improved meter. This rate is roughly equivalent 

to a shadow wage rate of Rs. 15 per day. 

The costs lo the OFWM project are the total reimbursement values 

reported received by OFWM from USAID, based upon the rates of Rs. 4.76 

per earthen improved meter, Rs. 103 per concrete lined meter, Rs. 237 

per concrete nakka, Rs. 628 per )ipe culvert, Rs. 286 per cubic meter 

of other culverts, and Rs. 2000 per buffalo wallow. The cost figures 

to the OFWM project do not include personnel salaries and other fixed 

expenses since these are assumed to be covered, in part at least, by 

the added allowance for earthen improved lengths (only personnel 

expenses are realized by OFWM for earthen improvements). 

With no benefits exhibited on sampled watercourses of watercourse 

improvement, and assuming no added costs beyond the initial =(base 0)
 

year in the form of maintenance (since irrigators would engage in
 

watercourse cleaning and maintenance programs with or without water

course improvement), the net present value of an average improved
 

watercourse is -81,920 rupees. The benefit-cost ratio is zero.
 

Summary
 

Based on 
the results discussed in this chapter, OFWM watercourse
 

improvement does not appear to have substantially affected control and
 

flexibility, nor have a major impact on productivity. While water
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supplies and crop production both increase somewhat, statistical tests
 

do not decidedly support the thesis that watercourse improvement
 

improves conveyance efficiencies.
 

Other tests between watercourse improvement and other farmer meth

ods to obtain control and iiexiilk. 
ovar o,,:er supplies reveal a
 

direct relationship to tubewell water ise, and this may be due to 
a
 

sampling bias. However, strong relationships are demonstrated using 

ANOVA between w-tercourse improvement, tubewell 
water use, active trad

ing and kacLhha internal war" bundi. 
 High correlatLion is also demon

strated between watLercourse iiprovemen t and the element of cooperation 

on the watercourse. 

The major findings and implications of this research effort may
 

now be summarized in the concluding chapter.
 



CHAPTER VII
 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
 

In this final chapter the major findings of this research are 

briefly summarized. The limitations of this study are also included.
 

Finally, some suggestions for further research in irrigation water dis

tribution and management are advanced.
 

Summary 

Private tubewells, canal water trading, flexible warabundi and 

OFWM watercourse improvement all represent imnnrtant options for farm

ers to increase control and flexibility in water supplies in Pakistan.
 

The literature is generally lacking in discussing specific options to
 

farmers to gain this control. Consequently, this study provided
 

detailed descriptions of the rotational warabundi distribution system,
 

in conjunction with supplemental tubewell water supplies and trading of
 

canal water turns. The literature also provides conflicting evidence
 

of the impact of watercourse improvement on productivity. This spe

cific government project was also a 
major topic addressed in this
 

research, as another potential method of control along with the three
 

indigenous methods indicated above.
 

In order to do this, a sample of 130 farms and farmers on 20
 

watercourses were collected in the Faisalabad, Punjab, perennial canal

irrigated and private tubewell water supplemented area. The isolated
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Gross Income per Acre
 
(Gross Value of Production)
 

Option 1: Tubewell
Water Us-e per Acre / ' .... Water Trading
Watr Ue pr 	 Wafer. Tradin
Are 
 '~> Qtion_2: Canal 

"/ 	 J (% of Time; Active
 
*° '" 	 Trading) 

Option 4: OFWM 
 Option 3: Kachha

Watercourse 
 0-,-	 Warabundi on
Improvement 
 Internar


Watercourse
 

Cooperation

(No. of Collective Projects 
-


Watercourse Level)
 
Figure VII-l. 	 Statistical Correlations Between Six Variables,


Including Gross Income per Acre, Cooperation, and Four
Farmer Options for Increased Control and Flexibility in
 
Water Supplies.
 

0 =No apparent sigificant correlation.
[*] =Significance at the 15 percent level.*=Significance at the 10 percent level.
 
**=Significance at the 5 percent level.
 
***=Significance at the 1 percent level.
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Table VII-l. Gross Incomnes rir A(i'e (mean and standard deviation) 
Arranged in De,.ending Order for Different Sub-samples of
Farmers, 1980-4 with Respect to lubewell Water Users,01, 
Traders, Interrl 1 Wa rabundi Practicers, Type of 
Watercourse and Total SaJople. 

NO of Gross -1ncome per- Ac.re -(Rs-.
Sub-sanp 1 o czt L1 ol;!-va ti(Is Hia ri Std. dev. 

Tubewell owners l0 46 '/ 2029 

Singly-owied tubewell users 32 4019 1738 

Active traders 42 3828 1759 

Electric-powered t..ubewell 
users 44 3688 1718 

"Older," (I i//-78) improved 
watercoutrses 38 3679 1415 

Diesel -powere!d tLibewell 
users 16 3422 1856 

Kachha internal warabundi 
practicers 77 3343 1451 

Pakka internal warabundi 
practicers 52 3228 1473 

"Newer" (1979-80) improved 
watercourses 27 3205 1596 

Joint property Lubewell 
users 28 3157 1629 

Control (unimproved) 
watercourses 64 3108 1391 

Inactive traders 71 3048 1196 

Total sample 129 3297 1453 
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arranged in descending order of mean 
per acre gross incomes. This is a
 

descending order of a priori expected effect 
on control as well.
 

Overall , then, the stricter control and increased flexibility 

obtainable through tubewell water use appears to have the most signifi

cant impact on gross income per acre, followed closely by the increased 

flexibility over water supplies obtained through active trading. 

Production function results, in fact (as summarized in Table 

VII-2, below) indicate that .;e of singly-owned tubewell water and 

active trading represent the methods tested with greatest effect on 

control and Flexibility; followed in relative order of importance by
 

tubewell use, Per se, kachha internal warabundi and OFWM watercourse
 

improvement. Yahle VII-2 presents findings on 
 the percentage change in 

estimated R2' s between sub-categories of farms and F-statistics to test 

for differences in sub-category production functions, both me -?esof 

the impacts of available farmer options on control.
 

Table VII-2 also indicates that in every case of paired sub-sample 

production function estimations the marginal value product of per acre 

cash inputs increased with an increase in control; as shown in the last
 

column of "percentage change in estimated elasticities of cash inputs
 

per acre." Production function results also indicate that, in general,
 

for all farm categories, the inputs of tractor power, cash inputs and
 

tubewell water are grossly underutilized, and that crop production
 

could be substantially increased with simultaneous increase in the use
 

of these factors.
 

As indicated in Figure VII-l, above, correlations between the four
 

farmer options are most pronounced between tubewell water use and the
 

practice of kachha internal warabundi, and canal water trading and
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Table VII-2. 	 Percentage Change in Estimated R2's, Covariance Test
 
F-Statistics and Percentage Change in Estimated
 
Elasticities of Cash 
 Inputs per Acre with Respect to 
Contrasted Categories of Farms. 

Percentage change
Percentage Covariance in estimated 
change in 	 Lo: elastici ties of
esLiMited  cash inputsCategory 	 RA's statistics per acre 

1. Tubewell water versus
 
non-tubewell water 23 1.63 
 93
 
using farms
 

2. Singly-owned versus
 
joint property owned 3 
 3.40*** 80 
tubewell using farms 

3. Active versus inactive 97 3.38*** 124 
trading farms 

4. Kachha versus pakka
internal warabundi 
 26 1.50 	 81
 
using farms
 

5. Farms on improved versus 17 0.94 -8
 
control watercourses
 

***Significance at the I percent level. 
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kachha warabundi. Weaker correlations are demonstrated between tube

well water use 
and trading, and tubewells ard OFWM watercourse improve

ment (although it could just he a coincidence that watercourse 

improvement takes place on watercourses with private tubewells pres

ent). ANOVA results, however, indicate a very strong two-way interac

tion between tubewell 
water use and trading on production (see Table
 

V 10 and supporting Table D-2a).
 

The three-way relationship (Figure VII-I) 
between tubewell water,
 

trading and kachha warabundi is particularly revealing: 
 small-scale
 

trading, made easier on 
internal watercourses where kachha warabundi is
 

practiced with fellow irrigators, appears to act in a complementary way
 

with tubewell water use in the acquisition of irrigation wate, supplies
 

during high transient peak demand periods of crop stress and high
 

evapotranspiration. 
 ANOVA results (Tables D-6a and V-10) indicate that
 

thp relationship between tubewell water use and trading is stronger for
 

kachha internal warabundi practicers; and the interaction effect of the
 

three on gross income is significant.
 

Tubewell water use and cooperation are highly correlated with pro

duction, and gross incomes per acre are very significantly higher on
 

watercourses with a greater number of collective projects. 
 The rela

tionships between tubewell 
water use and trading, on the one hand, and
 

trading and kachha internal warabundi, 
on the other, are made stronger
 

on watercourses with more than average number of collective projects;
 

as 
shown by the data in Appendix D, Tables 8(a) and 8(b), and the sig

nificant three-way interactions with gross income per acre in Table
 

V-10.
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inconsistent, mainly due to the presence of simultaneous equation bias
 

(Sampath, 1979). Efforts to eliminate this bias 
were unsuccessful (see
 

also Koutsoyiannis, 1977). Attempts 
to minimize aggregation and mis

specification biases and improve upon the efficiency of estimates were
 

largely successful 
through careful and thorough sampling procedure and
 

data collection.
 

3. The sample includes only pakka warabundi (main) watercourses.
 

Insufficient numbers of adequate kachha warabundi watercourses to act
 

as controls prohibited comparison with pakka warabundi watercourses in
 

the sampled area, or in two other pre-tested areas of Punjab.
 

4. There is 
a bias in the sample toward internal kachha warabundi
 

(i.e., on the internal watercourses, within the squares or marabas),
 

with relatively few sampled watercourses with pakka warabundi on the
 

internal (as well as on 
the main) watercourses.
 

5. There is 
a strong bias for sampled improved watercourses to
 

have one or more electric-powered tubewells, or no tubewell at all, and
 

for the sampled control watercournes to have one or more diesel-powered
 

tubewells, or no tubewell Due to
at ail. significant price differen

tials there was consequentiy more tendency for farmers on improved
 

watercourses to 
use tubewell water in 1980-81. Control for this bias
 

is made through the production function, but it unfortunately affects
 

certain other non-production function comparative analyses.
 

6. A bias exists in comparative tests between ownership patterns
 

of tubewells, due to the fact that all 
sampled cooperatively-owned
 

tubewells are located on 
improved watercourses. Extensive search
 

revealed no cooperatively-owned tubewells on any but improved
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u--.~-~ Essentially, resul ts frofl this4 studysgeta extne reeac 

of thssue- of local cotlofirgin waer truh a1 ma i .s
Thsureywoldbe based on rndonm watr' ~s farm sam

pln-ecnqe to permit bodtests sgnijfica an~ e-o.ij~ ce iv
 

modellinefot wit exesv poic mk ng :ni'atins. The-Jssue
 

of' andOW ipoent would be better
plocal watercoo waecus 


lam~ 
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served through a separate major survey, based, again., on random selec

tion of improved watercourses, control watercourses and farms. 

The disappointing lack of substantive benefits from watercourse 

improvement exhiLited in this study indicates that closer exarrinations 

of the project are in order. Watercourse improvement, and OFWMI activi

ties in general, should be investiqated thoroughly in other areas of 

Pakistan, as well; includinq all the above-mentioned types of areas. 

However, strict controls need to be made in the selection of sample
 

watercourses and farms.
 

In this connection, the issue of optimal lining of watercourses
 

(and canals as well) needs tr be rigorously addressed, 
 with emphasis 

paid not only to impacts on conveyance efficiencies but also to crop 

productivity and farm incomes. it is possible that watercourse 

improvement can be re-examined regarding optimal lining policy.
 

Results from Table VI-2 tentatively show that watercourse 
 improvement 

results in significantly higher canal water use per acre for sampled 

head and middle farms, but not for tail farms. Itwill be remembered 

that most lined sections are at the head of improved watercourses. 

The economic returns to canal and open drain rehabilitation proj

ects (such as the currently budgeted Worlo Rank project, 1982) need to 

be accurately quantified before proceeding in efforts of this type. 

A distinction needs to be made between benefits to productivity and 

flood control. Moreover, it is possible that what would help most is 

well timed canal water supplies, even to the extent that increases in 

canal water supplies has a negligible or negative effect at certain 

times. 



ix, ~ )157; 

> Stides o V l\lIage and w~ecorecoprto arte~ in order to 

betrdrstn_6 f erne ..of p~akka -and-.'(achhai-a rbuihdi, both-
o'n wai~n and, iiterna1 watercourses,, in thieir imipact on wae oto anid~ 

flxiilty Teir iner-conn'ectionsjith tueelwtr s n rd 

S ing of canal water turns canyalso be betrdcuetd K aara 

bunch inherently'"represebnts, the poten~tial of increased flexibility over> ' 

takkatwarabundi, butthe problems of administering it a~s sggested b 

Mirza and Merrey (1979) and.'this study,~need to be understod in/pmore< 

- detail and perhaps'overcome to 'some extent.~ 

The: issue of pricing cnlwae,,more efficienly to re'flect its 2 > 
c7,ual cost needs to be studied indtailVt~ai eimrvmnsi 

the carnk system.' Production' functio esults fromthssudy indicate 

ageneral' ovier-use of~canal water at all relative watercourse comimand-~ 

positions.~ A revision of abiatia wVater, ates or a foin of volumetr c 

~i$~~~,pricing may,bein order toecua6wr ffic n use. HweerP,1 

~ 	, g3iven ,the3 ppret: diffilties enontr d iitrigIoain+ 


intiuios voumtrcpricing may,,also prv hadt dmnse. 

n 

letting te 3farmfers cmupqihte set amount 5 bn'thi ow,(rfr 

Setig nnalabiana~tax'vate per 'authorized c,4is.dischare, an 

abl onaper, acre basis) may rersn a vibeatraie
 

~ ~ -''verallOs& Pricing adsupply policies sneed tVo' 3befur'the rresearh
 

~: < wi th respect to crop anid other outpu~t pric- .and jinput prices an sup
 
pliJes, su~ch as3dieselfuel, electricity, fertilizer- sed
 

~ 	Imprntant linkages were sow ~ hs studiy, for eapeee
 

tilizer use and loc~al contr'ol methods.
 

-ec 
 a3 pivate~, tube e1ls represen isWcimportat sect o.' 

enod'.far er control of wae upliei pol ies afect ing,,, 
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continued use and expansion of private diesel- and electric-powered
 

tubewells (and diesel-powered tractors as 
well) need to be studied in
 

considerable more detail. In particular, lowering of thea artifi

cially high price of diesel fuel may be in order, 
 by partially obtain

ing government tax revenues elsewhere, with theoretically favorable 

impacts on: (1) diesel tubeweli investments and use; (2) diesel trac

tor investment and use; and (3) truck and other transport use, with
 

important implications for increasing agriculture market 
 forward- and 

backward-linkages.
 

Further research may 1so find that encouragement of soft loans
 

for investments in tubewells may significantly raise productivity in 

sweet-groundwater areas. 
 If this hypothesis is substantiated, such
 

loans could possibly be expanded to include investments in smaller
 

capacity, "fractional" tubewells. Fractional tubewells 
nave the advan

tage of encouraging single family ownership, also putting relatively 

more control in the hands of farms. They likely have the disadvantage, 

however, as 
opposed to larger capacity tubewells, of lack of economies
 

in installation and operating costs.
 

The possibility of encouraging other small-scale surface water
 

storage and reservoir systems, wherever topographically feasible, needs
 

to be explored. 
Such localized systems could facilitate the establish

ment of local water demand systems and markets in rights to stored
 

water. 
Also, added large reservoir storage capacity and power genera

tion may be in order to partially stabilize the price of electricity,
 

with important implications for electric-powered tubewell water use.
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JECHNCALURDUArjDNJAB'1 TERMS~USED
 

Abiana: Technically, a water ratbti 
elJyanndrc'axo
 
calae 
and a direct tax onassessed croppodcin 

~Application Efficiency: The atio, expresed:. tppec~age terms, owaerstreJ the] root zon~e divded byMater, app ied to thi 
e muliiplied by 100 ~It can, elined'be 

aplid -TotalTotl 'oveplication,

TotalV: a~pp1i edIu 

Bharai* Added com~pensation time for~ conveyingcn waedostam
i'a watercourse andif ig n a,dry perimeter. 

Bi~~g.A&of~je ragi related~through-.
~~patri arcal tisiti thesarne caste. 

Cat:Ancestrial,', ionup
~ grouping ofpep e ipl ng gregraduatiofnsoi b~n~jp~s
 

SCCA: "Culturalh Commantd Area; the; cultivated area 
 of- a)tercourse com
'anbeserved by ~'iy'ir t
 

c~~f~~s. eSecond;
or cue:CbcFe 
 a~rate of -ater. flow, o-dJ 
charge.Bi 
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Cropping !ntensity: The number of crops grown on a given field in a
given year times 100 
to express a percentage value. Applied to a
 
farm, it is the acreage of all 
crops grown in a year divided by

the area on which they were grown times 100. The maximum cropping

intensity for two cropping seasons is 200 percent.
 

CSU: Colorado State University. 

Distribultary: The smallest water channel 
owned and maintained by the
 
government. Chak and watercourse commands are divisioned off of
 
either side of distributaries.
 

Gur: Indigenously prepared sugar from sugarcane crops. 

Index Plan: A detailed Provincial Irrigation Department map of an
_admiinistered canal irrigation division, typically being serviced 
by one or more minor canals.
 

Internal Watercourse: A secondary channel off of a main watercourse
-hichir-r-iqae-s fields inside a square of land, typically 25 
acres. This watercourse is owned and maintained by all irrigators
inside this square. 

Irrigation Efficiency: The product of conveyance efficiency and application efficiency, commonly expressed as a percentage. 

Irrigation Intensity: The ratio, usually expressed as a percentage, of 
the total land irrigated in a year to the total CCA multiplied by

100. The maximum irrigation intensity possible for two cropping
 
seasons is 200 percent.
 

Jallar or Persian Water Wheel: An open well 
adapted to lifting groundwater through a chain of buckets or earthen pots powered by one or 
more bullocks, water buffaloes or camels in 
a horizontal circle.
 

Kachha: 
 A word of multiple meanings, including unripe, impermanent,

adjustable, random, unsanctioned, earthen, unimproved, Poor
 
quality; the opposite of "pakka."
 

Kachha Warabundi: A schedule of canal 
irrigation turn rotations infor
mally agreed to by farmers without government interference or
 
involvement.
 

Kanal: One-eighth of an acre.
 

Khal: Watercourse.
 

Kharif: Summer cropping season, from approximately mid-April to mid-

October.
 

Killa: Area of land ranging from one to 1.1 
acre.
 



Loca I, erson I g" o~wh ose:fam IY,has 1Jveda t lCtg Mrsj 

20th, century 

Main,Waecore: lon farer~poperty, watercolurse chanel exterdi g.
, a th~~~~~~egovernme~ auth-rized or-cindca. ult~~th
watercourse,-commanded a ., 'Thi atLrcoureis sanct onet'byProvincia1 Irrigation- Depart enits adtpically co 'veys wa ler, to_ 

~ each square of land i thle" commanded ,area. 

SMaraba: 
 Square;a squar ofln 
ty~ 'll opi g 25 'one-acre par-, 

Mala 1/160 ,of 	an acre or .1/20 of a1 kanal 

Maund::82.28 poid r40 see~
 
_________ (Mg Caa ult 
f fad ribuitary or'minor. 

Nakka: :Field outlet f aecus._Aisd 'an outlet .ofjf of::aV'W7main watercourse for discharge itann enaIwtror' 
Nia opnaintm foreptihg 	or draining ,off canal-water leftn. aNkawo~ensien 
 ona
in~aWtted pedrieter of watrcoursej'secktipn) at-th~id: 'fa 

'Non-pereninial:,~A si r~ e season,, Kharif~d ' .,wter supply-,a11oat 
fora
wteroure.cppuianded are~a
 

OFWM: On-Farm Water~Maaeet the ;USA 
 f ed, Pi 1ot: Pro'ec ,undet4;-he Min~istry of Agic Itu'e 'and Coopeirati es,, over of 
prcso land lev'elifg' an wae~anagemhexenesion efforts. 
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Refugee: Person who migrated from present-day India at 1947 partition. 

Sarkari Khal: Main watercourse. 

SCARP: Salinity Control and Reclamation Project; areas where public
tubewells are used for lowering water tables and augmenting water 
supplies. 

Seer: 2.08 pound!; or 1/40 of a maund. 

Settler: Person who settled at present location during the opening of
 
canal colonies. 

Square: Typically, a 25 acre block of land.
 

Union Council: Political subdivision of a subdistrict. 

USAID: United States Agency for International Development.
 

WAPDA: Water and Power Development Authority.
 

Warabundi: Schedule of canal irrigation turn rotations. 

Watercourse: A common-property water supply channel, constructed,
cleaned and ma.ntained by farmers to convey water from a canal
outlet or tubewell to a farmer's field. 
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(CHAK PLANS) 
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APPENDIX B
 
WATERCOURSE AND KEY 1INFORMANT(S) QUESTIONNAIRES
 

I. Identificition 

A. 	 Sarmple'- wat rcour s e No..rial 

B. 	 Subdistri. (Tehsil) 

C. 	 ChdK No. 
D. 	 Village or shvillage name 
E. 	 Watec ours ep/ioga No . 

F. 	 Cnal distributary o-" minor "ame 
G. 	 Dote or interview 

II. Warabundi and 1rrigst in o, ter L._ _ 
A. Total No. of wotoc"(ut s-/moigl as. in village/subvillage 

1. 	 No. of unimproved 
2. 	 No. of partially ined (by OFUM) 
3. 	 No. of earthen improved (by OFWM' with pakka nakkas 
4. 	 No. of earthcn i 'prov,'d (by OFWM) without pakKa nakkas 

B. 	 Type of wateconursc being considered in this interview 

tsee A. above for code) 

C. 	 1. Totai No. of farms 
2. 	 Total W/C commanded acrps 
3. 	 Total W/C lelgth (killas) 

a. 	 Main W/C 1crgti (killas) 

b. 	 ist Branch length (killas) 
c. 	 2nd Branch length (kilias) 
d. 	 3rd b7ranch length (Lillas) 

e. 	 4th Branch length (killas) 
f. 	5th Branch length (killas)
 

g. 6th 	Branch length (killab) 
4. 	 Start of Waraburidi, 1981: Mon. 6 
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D1 Dates earth'n improeesbegua n 4~p~domleted 

I. Do farmers on this water course trad'anlwae fo' 
,caalwaer. (wirbunitime. for warabund time'? Q 

;CODE: 1. Yes. 2. No.~ 
2, If yes', who in general, do farmers 'trade, wi th'? 

S 2. Negbr with> 
CODE myaraba,, .r Relatives outside,>~butV nearby, iha~raba~4.,yNei h~d otd,~u 

erby, na ba 5.' Rel1aive 'dis t, from mrb 
-6. Other's "dijstantifrom maraba 

CODE: 0.Not~a>1. b 
ppiable May/june, ctNvD

MMarc/ApriW4.'Aug/Sept5.Ohr(pcf) 

-* 

--~ What~are~the usual, time" 1iitsl:(maxium,and-imu 
minutes and/or4Lurs) tr adig 

I'u 

1.~ Marc/Apinj7~<< 

A~. -- C. 

5'.~Relati , es wi thin ,maraba -'p- -2~'
i 6reignbors witnn ab 

7.iNeighbLors outside,.,but, nearuy,,n:araLba4,. 
8.eI , t.j.v.. other thahnne hbors j' bunab 

9.Relative dist~ 

10v. OthersA far fron nmiaraa ara 4 -
~Do larger fa merA trade'r'li~~7ymrbl 

-

-

A-------

-3. 

- sral ler farmers? ~.~-
-CODE:0. 'N~otAappial 1, 

'what more 3 
5. 'About the, sam~e 

-Ingeneral , 'what1 constraints, are 

~I 
r much mor 2. Some

'Ts s 4. Somewhat less 
~x>F1:I V.A4 -

present which preyent or 

r 

y4P 

-

jA 

Aojj4 

0IA0. Not p1 i c'b -. 'ILengthl of watercourse' A.~~,uncIp, 'AP~A---AAA4~A4War'a~pncoopera lon, 1~interme diate 
ne-A~gh famr 3. Slop o waecus 

1j, - ApAA ~ p -~ 
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4. Location of trading parties on 
different branches
 
5. Will not trade outside family 6. Will not trade
 
outside biraderi 7. Others refuse to 
trade with me 
8. Full wara needed each week - no spare water to
trade (wishes to trade but is unable) 9. No need to
trade - enough water received through warabundi
each and every week (not willing to trade) 10. Exces
sive absorption (seepage) losses in moving water and
 
filling.
 

4. Do farmers owning tubewells on this watercourse sell W 
water? 

CODE: I. Yes 2. No 
5. If yes, who in general do TW owners sell to? 

CODE: 0. Not applicable 1. Everyone on i.he watercourse 
2. Relatives within maraba 
 3. Neighbors within 
maraba 4. Relatives outside, but nearby, maraba
5. Neighbors outside, but nearby, nlaraba 6. Rela
tives distant from maraba 7. Others far from
maraba 8. Farmers on adjacent/nearby watercourses
9. Other (specify) 

a. When do TW sales generally occur? 
CODE: 0. N!)t applicable 1. May/June 2. Oct/Nov/Dec 

3. March/April 4. Other (specify) 
6. Tubewells on watercourse 

Single(S) 
 Electric (E) Pipe Price/hr.

Joint (J) or Size when


S.No. Ownership Name(s) of Owner(s) Diesel (D (inches) sold (Rs.) 

7. Names of any farmers on the watercourse who sell canal 

wa ter 
a. Price of canal water, if and when sold (Rs. per hour) 

8. Do farmers on this watercourse exchange canal water for 

tubewell water? 

CODE: 1. Yes 2. No
 
9. If yes, 
names of TW owners who engage in such trades:
 

a. 
What is the rate of exchange of canal water for tube
well water?
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:~~~ ~~ 	~hrs <TW 4.T Oth'r" (pe'c f'y),____________ 

CODE 0. Not app]icable 1.JMay/June 2. Oct/Nov/Dect 
< 3 Mar h/AE l_ 4. Other (specify) I. 

~ eas red/Act i61 mo'ga ti scharge. (csc/~~. 

G. 	~Year decision was made to switch from ~katcha to pakka" 

~waradbundi 

H. Reason(s) for,,switching from katcha~to 'pakka warabuni'WIi
 

CODE: 	 U. Not appl icable 1. Smal1 /weak farme'r's were: at' a,'dits )i2
advantage '2. Head far'iiers,wrebenefitting at the 

sive water theft 4. TooTman '_. frmr Excer' 
excessive jwater losses .5. i Other 1(speci fy.). 

I Authorized bhara.i time (min. per- killa) 

Authorized nikal time {pi n. per kil1la'" 

K. Ifpr~esent, nahe~and salary per year of khal c wkid r (ie 
keeper) em poy d on this water'course-'<~ ~*" 

V ~ L. Comments: on'the oveall 'effe6ctivenes~s''6f 'the'. Warabundi'i'on ';,p' 

thswter'course, or the Warabundi systempingenera.,in 
equ~tbl aloating wt'r'waratimstofre: 

1. Length oft~wara with .;14'YS2Jtoicrege 

2'. :<Length of 'sarkaiikhal and No of hakkas: 
3. 	 Additional bhaai' t ie' ' "t'i 

VV2' 

4.Nkaltime for farmers other than lat.amrs) 
o~ io time tolen th oAdditional" 	 accordinhg~diint 

'watercour-se being, cleaned: "" " 

6. 	 Adiloa qpnai n time fo :seae oss 
7. 	 Alternate ordering ofwaras forrilh an etfres 

whose nakkas' are, opposi~te' each'othe'r on the sarkari" kha'l:T ''" 

II.Organizatiobn of Watercourse Cleaning andManenc
 
A' Common method of cleaninbg and maintenance ~& ''' ~~~k 

CODE: 0. N/A ,"no, program4 !1.,Everyone clehans"the-entire watr-" 
,course, with branches: 2.~Eac farmer clean's th atr 
coUrse;with othe bt oanlry from 'thei~ " 

mog-"'pk-rnPp iP t''V" a) "L the4locatino his own 

'4 Pt. 	 ppjP 



B. 


C. 


D. 


E. 


F. 


G. 


H. 


I. 
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(sarkari) nakka 3. Each farmer is responsible for
 
cleaning his own 'reach' only (the distance from
 
where the water is taken over from the nearest up
stream farmer to where the water is given/turned over
 
to the next downstream farmer), but cleans 'common, 
head reach collectively with other farmers. 

Frequency of cleaning per season, with approximate dates:
 

1. Kharif 1980 
 2. Rabi 1980-81
 

Approximate time (in hours) 
needed to clean the sarkari khal
 

each time:
 

1. Main watercourse 
 2. Branches (each separately)
 

Approxiwate No. of persons who clean the sarkari khal 
each
 

time:
 

1. Main watercourse 
 2. Branches (each separately)
 

No. of persons -not participating in each cleaning program:
 

Kharif 1980 
 Rabi 1980-81
 

Main watercourse
 

Branches (each separately) __
 

Sanctions for non-compliance in cleaning program(s):
 

1. Lose warabundi turn (indicate whether partial 
or complete 

turn, and time, (hrs./min. ) losL) 
2. Pay fine (Rs. amt.)
 
3. Pay fine in kind (amt.)
 

4. Social/moram persuasion (I. Yes 
 2. No)
 

What is done with fines (money, water, goods)?
 
How are penalties enforced, and by whom?
 
Comments on the overall effectiveness of the cleaning pro

gram(s) in reducing water losses:
 

1. Method of cleaning:
 

2. Frequency of cleaning:
 

3. Sanctions for non-compliance: 

4. Removal of bushes and trees: 

5. Elimination of rat holes:
 
6. Reward (Inam) 
in the form of extra water for added labor
 

and time for cleaning:
 

7. Other (specify):
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IV. ColIectice Prjects$ 

SGive detai' sof any colletive.-projet un~dertaken along the 
~w atercou ar-i kha ~wi n quare mra b~~n n 1-or--. 

(ev{xtenided) famil iies, W'1'fhI "the last'fv yearsg to-dfi.' ren 

joit ubeell'-1 sta l ngele17,C ty buildg and/r -,aintai-.
&irfprheofAioUts'(such >a's fertilizer " seed and, stemid etc. 

Project Details 'Project 1 Project 2 Project 3 Project4 
1.'Name of, Project
 

S2.~Duration; with dates
 
3. Initiators (names)~ 
4.Overall degreo ucs
 

A:V. Di§putes/Gr'ibvances
 
Gjyve deal~fl ipue ,A rse~ to theallocation of water~. V
along the watercourse withinthe last f ive eas-,e 61aMn
and maintenarnce,.warabundi, timings, sequence' of 'waras,,,oston of2K<

nakkas', illegal/unauthoried nakkas, 6n'the-sarkarii khlWt

theft, bharavtimes,.nikal times,'rfusal'~to sell tubewell watr 
refusal~to coopera'te in water trades, refu'sal to turwater'over 
to next downstream.frmer; etc..VV4 

J Details ofDispute Dispu2te 1Disbtut- 2 Dispute ,3:Dispute4
 
1.Nature of dispfute .'	 U 
2., No. of fariersV invobvd 
3. When it-occu'ret (dates):'~~4 	 ~ 
4.Nature oft settlement ~ y
 

or comppromi se 
 'V~ V...* 

V I Institujti'bnal Servi "es 'nd,,Active Organizations Present inVllage V 

A.~* 	 In~stitutional services prese'nt in village, orwtinahl 
m~il~e (ch~ck if present) 2.>* 

V1.Pakka roa~dVS.,'
2., Railway s ijon/, 	 4- .. <uVV-..4tV-

V4.~ Fertilizer. agency~VV"J4V.V.VV 
.IVV4V~jV..4

' 5. Fi eld Assistant''VV-4~~ 	 ,~~~ 
J~4VV 

' 

Mandil1 grain or,-livestock ma rke t 4> LVAV7'.7 
V46. 

Boys' schoo0 rmary V\VV VV VV.-2 .. V"S 
V~~~~~~l~~ ~ I.0 ~ 4~i ~ ~ U:~e44-, a 

-~' 	 "F ~ -- V '1- -- AV-VV. 4hA 

http:VV"J4V.V.VV
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8. 	Girls' school - primary
 
- middle
 
- high
 

9. Govt. medical 	dispensary
 
10. Veterinary dispensary
 
11. Bank branch
 
12. Electricity
 

13. TOTAL
 

B. Active organizations in the village (check if present)
 

1. Mosque committee 
2. Zakat committee
 
3. Islahi (amendment) committee
 
4. Panchayat 
5. Cooperative society (bank)

6. Cooperative society (for agric. 

inputs) 
7. Union Council 	office
 
8. Water User Association
 
9. Khal (watercourse) chowkidar 

10. Other (specify) 

11. TOTAL
 

VII. Subjective Scoring of Quality of Watercourse Maintenance 
The total score of quality of maintenance on the watercourse is 
determined by adding all observations after re-categorization

and by relative position of head one-fourth, middle, one half,

and tail one-fourth as indicated below. The lower the score,

the better the quality of maintenance. Circle or fill-in the
 
appropriate score 	 for each row and total the scores. 

Aspect of Scores/Counts
 
Watercourse if re-cateqo rized 
 Scores from Observation
 
1. Lined section, (improved watercourse) No = 0 

if silted (or (unimproved watercourse) Yes = 1 
Head section,
 
if silted) 

2. Pakka structures Actual counts of 
 0 = 0
 
(pakka nakkas, cracked = 1 (score 1) 1 - 5 = I
 
culverts, buffalo- broken = 2 (score 2) 6 - 10 = 2
 
wallows, silt trap) 
 11 - 15 = 3 

16 - 20= 4 
21 - 25 = 5 

Above 25 
= 7
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Aspect of Scores/Counts

Watercourse if re-caegorized 
 Scores from Observation
 
3. Illegal/unauthor- Actual Counts of =
0 0
 

ized nakkas illegal nakkas for I 10
- = 1
 
= 
irrigation on field 11 - 20 2
 

21 - 30 = 331 - 40 = 4 
illeg'il1 ,'i "'I for 41 --50 5 
SU)plyifly w(iLr to 51 60 6-
 = 

intern'ti W/LC 2 Above 60 = 8

_________( s core 2i!) 

4. Weak or broken Obskerwed for HeadHed , Middle 
banks, cracked Middle and lail Posi- 0 . Ne
floors t i ons , then added None 0 None = 0 

Few = I Few = I 
Many 2 Many = 2 

Vail Total
 

None - 0 
Few = 1Many 2= 


5. Rat holes and Observed for Headlead, Middle 
other aninal Middle and Tail osi None 0 None = 0dens or burrows tions, then added Few = Few =
 

Many = 2 Many = 2 

Tail Total 

None 0
 
Few I
Many 2 

6. Vegetation Observed for Head, Head Middle 
(bushes, grass Middle and Tail Posi
and newer/ tions, then added
 
smaller trees) Very little/none 0 0 

Little 1 1 
Excessive = 2 2 

Tail Total 
Very little/none 0 

Little = I 
Excessive = 2 

7. Trees, older/ Actual counts 
 0 = 0
 
larger 
 1 - 25 = I 

26 50 2 
51 - 75 = 3 
76 - 100 = 4 

8. ...... Above 100 =6 
8. TOTAL SCORE
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INDIVIDUAL FARMER QUESTIONNAIRE
 

I. IDENTIFICATION
 
A. 	Individual farmer serial No. 
B. 	Individual 
farmer classification
 

CODE: I. First farmer 
 2. Other head farmer 3. Tubewell 
owner 4. Middle farmer 5. Other tail farmer
 
6. Last farmer 

C. 	 Sample watercourse/moga No. Chak No. 
D. 	 Interviewer's name date 
E. 	 Farmer's name Father's name 
F. 	Education
 

CODE: 0. None . Quran Majeed only 2. Primary 3. Middle 
4. Matric 5. F.A. 6. B.A. 7. Other (specify)
 

G. 	 Actual years of formal education 
H. 	Biraderi (Quam)/Caste (Zat)
 
I. 	 Origin
 

CODE: 1. LocaI 2. Settler 3. Refugee
 

II. FARM AND WATERCOURSE DATA
 

A. 	Area owned (inacres)
 

1. 	This watercourse only .......
 

2. 	 This village 

3. 	Total (all locations)
 
B. Area cultivated (physical farm or parcel size), this water

course only (inacres) [see pages 6 and 7 for cropped area]
 
1. 	 Owner 
2. 	 Rented in 
3. 	Rented out
 

4. 	 Total 
5. 	No. of parcels of cultivated land on this W/C, with


details of [circle parcel being considered here]
 
acreage of each
 

6. 	Maraba No.(s) of land cultivated on this W/C
 

7. 	 Waste land (acres) 



________ 
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~''8. If total croed ac es are lss. ces -cuitiated 

(this t WI~nl' ' or Otier season, eason hy some aInd -is -1 - . 7- u o 
'~ 	 27 CODE: 0.' N/A 1.Wate'rlgging j . Salin e .3. Land 

D.If land i s rented out; rent -rereived~ per year (inRs. or 
~~ ~ki nd 2 

IE.< No. of years spent in farmning on this particularwate-'~ 
course ___________________ 

F. 	 Type of farming operation1
CODE: 1.Individual fani9ig, fultime 2. _Indi vidual__~~~~

2farming, part-tin/ 3.Joint farmin6g p,'fu11 "time 
4..Joint farming, part-time 5, ther'( e'i 

G. 	-If farming part-ime, type of non farm''uies/cupto 
1.~ Years involv'ed i 

2.~Percent of time spent on non-farm activities 
H Percentage (or Rs. amt.) of income from' farm 
'1. Souirces and amts. ofohrincome L, i~~~ 

iiCODE:~ hipe 	 2.A 00.Ned 1. Owned privatel1 Owned oJtly 
,1. ifondjointly, names-of other .joint owners 2~Ki, 

J..Wai'abun 
 Day'of Week HourofDay
1'When' waterj1str~ over to yo
~(Whe',ara starts )~, ~~I 	 : 

2. 	 Whe'n water is tu'e over by<you ~ 
('WhenWara'en~ds) 

K., 	 Toal wrbnitmpewek(rsadin. 

1 Total authorized (sarkar4 hrit 
~~~4..~I'aI 2. per week (hrs.-and'iiin.), .'i, a'1t::IY.... 

Totaeauhorie
2. e 	 (sarkar4 nikal tie., i 4 

'prwe is. and n.)~~r 

Ifjon wara, i nd1'cate of "timsmo ara andj~no. 6 
nikalC 	 'Caeie
tim 
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L. 	Distance from your authorized nakka to the
 
moga (acres/killas)
 

M. 	Distance from your authorized nakka to the
 
nearest upstream authorized nakka (acres/killas)
 

N. 	Is authorized nakka used only by you or by
 
other farmers also?
 
CODE: 1. Used privately 2. Used jointly
 

0. 	If used jointly, number of other farmers
 
sharing nakk,
 

1. 	Of the farmers using this nLka jointly, in
 
what order do you receive water (your wara)?
 

2. 	Amount of unauthorized (internal) bharai
 
time (hrs. and min.*
 

3. 	Amount of unauthorized (internal) nikal
 
time (hrs. and mrin.)*
 

4. 	Sketch a map of the land being irrigated from the author
ized nakka(s) via internal watercourses, indicating the
 
landholdings of joint (nakka-using) farmers:
 

*I
 

If joint wara, indicate no. of times/month bharai and
 
nikal time received.
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II IRRIGATION WATER SUPPLIES, APPL I ATIONS ANbD EXGH GE
 
Sbcies. and,Qu'tnJ:ies 'fIrrig in ate SPlyV, with qtSales and Purchase's'!6f Water,for Land:-or this4Watercodrse.' 

C derescanal ater l(CWbeand .Quantities.of, edane~is~~ s.adI nhSaeW 
-w ana 'in.' a s 

~ ~ Source-oi5-Arrigatlon'ae 
ssied4AWa lirs. Min. Hrs. rMinii. 

:1 Total 
____ 

C p 'sfwa~ud(obe converte rof6V We klmrt 

seasonal ,timelater) 

~2., Plus,~+ CW purchases anjd trading-in~7( i
times, 

3Y( Less( UCWsates"and trading-out
 
times ',::jP4
 

4No. -f-ul:ad.partialWaras tae
 
~5. Net CW supply "(1+2+3) ~:i 

'ime~ :fo:
 

own Iland ~ 

a'.TW pipesize (inches ;p
 

7.LPm gi e, for Tw~sales ~ ,*& 

. . .a-., N~o of buyers," (peopl~e,1,so dt 

kT f 11 

P~u+ ~purchases~
f- Wwater
 

(persons -thev fo o 

areia'e
Diesel fuel' ST ,'fWC ,rclu 

P- heh wi9 -owhichofTW dehaer ____________I__7__11hI_____s__e__"__,,'' 1nl4 e~0E~nmie C~an buy": TW.du fjrown uses- n 

inViilgcis o qygT6 N
othrs~wsh not-sel t
~ p o urwat~~ 7 ~1 

enmeZ a nl ~Tdigo
 

-- ,~~~~ ,fiiur coe o~r
 ~~-. 9 ~~~iec -0 

http:Quantities.of


- -

-----

---

CNature 'and" Extent of, Water Tadin' 
-~ -L o.t , c'an a ae -borcanal wat& _(a'rabud. 

~ or waabuni, ti e? _________ 

CODE:j i. Ybs 	-12 No' 

2.y sI o o arestraded with. __________ 

'*- a. ; 	 Also if, yes, wjo (in~specifi~c) are 'they?. 
CODE: 0- _N/A,1. Relatives Withinma raba 2. Neigh-,, 

near~6 	 otide, uy,:-mrs
neaby 5 Reatives', farlfr6nldlaraba',''arb

6 Otersa frmmrb 

- U. 	 When-do Lrades
1 geherally4occur?~ >
CODE: 0. N/A 1I. Ma/~n 2.OtNvDc


Mach/April 	 3 
a 4.'uut/et
 

c. What are the usa tm imifts (iax m-n ini 
mum hrs. on-.:trading? -

Pei~so is ~ ~-~- - - -- ~ t~ Otherp ' --

Persns' Traded With May/Jun~Oct/Nov/Dec Mar A'r Months 
- ~ ~-Reates withi'n maraba 

Neighbors within maraba ': -
Relatives outside, but 	 & ' 4 

-nearb, ma-(aba,~~
Neighbors,:outside, but ~ ~ Y-~' ' ' 

- ~~~-- -

-nearby,. rImaraba 
- Relatives-di'stant 
-- maraba - - -~---~ii 

-fom~ ,~-
-w ' - ~ 

~ -
~ -

-

:-maraba 

3.~-ter Cntrit 

COE: 

~-

prsn 

ing 

N/ I L~nt 

~ -, <$- 
hi~ prvn or-i 

f,,w t1cu s -',2'Sqe 

furhe 

c 

ta 

o 

-
-

-

4 

P < ~ ~ -

-------------------merDs~ S/ let of, watercouirse, -2-Seuneo
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CO E 0.~2 N/, -- ne th r bu oJsl . 

~;'i~v ~,, 1., Buy CW 2. ,Sell1 CW 

b. I,,htor sldnams o persors bought from or~ 

c. Year anld season, CW 'was bought'or solId 
5. Do~you~ ever trade "canal wae fr ubwll'"wte o

vice versa)? ~ ro~ueelwtr(cm
1VCODE: 	 I1 Yes 2. No; 

6. If~yes, names 'of farmTers traded,1!"ithi,,and relatio i~1e. 

a. 	When f0?trades-'genera1]y oc'cur'?,~: ~P 
CADE Ma/Jn 2. Oct/Nov/Dec': 3.' 

March/Aril 4 (secfy);: 

b.:'Rate-of' excha6nqe of canal; -ater for tubeiell ,w& 2,.e~r
~CODE:. 0., N/AX 1 1 hrVCW, 1.hrh.yW 2, -2 

fo 1.5hrs.TW 3. 1 hr. CW foir~ hrs &TW 
~~ ~ 

A 

4. Other (pif~[ ~ 

7. What are the constraints o'henhag ' :cna Water~o' 
. tubevie1 water? _______________ 	 

tCODE:' 0.NA,1. iCW ,is of better quality, (less salty, 
-~contaj's, 
 sflt).than TW L2'.No :spare TW for exchange 

4.: Slope of W/GC t5. >t6ca ,3Length:6ofwatercourse 
-	 tIon '6f t r iangt.pprties.on d if f e'reant b a c -a 

6.-, No-,s'r Wf~r:khne7 cesNo he~fedjr trade 
8Other> (sp'i~&fY)~ aaj>aI 

~, ' - - 4- ~ 7' la Aa <'ia'~t~ a~ '- - -a a4- 

http:1.5hrs.TW
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B. 	 Labor 

1. No. of family members 

a. 	 Adults engaged in full-time farming
activities 

b. 	Adults engagedin parL-time farming
activities 

c. Hi ursnr , . i idnFui I-- in farming
ac' Iv 1t.1us 

d. 	 Minors engaged ii part-Lime farming 
aCt i V i Li s 

2. Permanent Labor 

ADULTS 	 MINORS 
No. Wa e No. . e 

Season Hired nuLie., Rs. Mds. Clothes [Ii red Duties Rs. Mds. Clothes 

1. Khari f 

1980 i 
2.Rabi 

1980-81
 

C. Tractor and Thresher Ownership 

Diesel used Price/drum* Income from 
Season (drums* or liter's) or liter (Rs.) rental (Rs.) 

1. Kharif 1980
 

2. 	 Rabi 1980-81 

1 Drum - 48 al. 

Trac tor Thresher 
Year Purchased- - . . 

lI ni t ia I C' .(P .) 

D. No. h I Ioc ks owned, and ,us'ed for I i I d work: 

1. KHA I 1980 

2. RI\BII .9.,O-81 
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T ,4a- Hired.4 

.4-4- ~ ~~ ~~'"- '' 

Lao( rco-R na ihdB 

~ .,~ 44~'Hired~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ --.. ''4.4.4.444,,4,4 
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Fuewel 1 Ownership~(only to-be akd of actual tubewellLowners) 
~~ rear,.tubewell (S)purchased ~ 7 .- *' 

b. Tra sportati on. costs (Rs.):<!XK§''~&i~ 
c.~iedIa Caul or >t4 

4' ~~~(Rs.)_______ 
d. Total co'st (Rs .)______ 

3. 'Seasonal Pumping/Running Costs' 
a~ Electrical Tubewell 

1'. KHARIF 1980 (total cost inRs.) _____ 

2. RABI 1980-81 (total cost in Rs.) ______ 

b. iDiesel Tubewell 4'4.444..44~4444 

Season 4' o.Gal iRs/Gal. N~i
(48' al. ~ Rs/Drum -' 

1. KH-ARIF 1980 4 

2. RABI 1980-81 4 4 2'.,44. . 

OterCt TOALCOT 

44u 44a 

Season4 
s (3 7 4' (6 

'.' 
7 

INS (Rs'4 ~ 
41 '.44444 19804.4' 

'.44 ~4AB 2: 1980 44 4 4'814 
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~~~APPENDIXVC ~ 

CONTRSTS OFIRGTOBTWEEN MT 
 WTRSPLE 

Largely by, accident, it was, discovered tha~testimnates offre 

water supplies using actual water flow measurements were2s 1gnficantly 

different from estimates using arule of thumb widely apple',.n r 

duction related irrigation studies. . 

,The-method 
 used inthis thesis for estimnation of ca'nal':waterQ~<
 

supplies received by sampled .farmers in the,1980-81-crop year was to-iK~
 

discount canal oultdicag byals rate fucinestimated ~ 

thrug aculfow m2 surerents using. cut-thr'at fluries. Measured 
canal oultdshredsoutdby ,cumulative losses to the fame' 

field outlet (nakka), provides an averae, acre 'inch per hourvwolme 

received at the farm. -- ' 

-Based lreyon'the results of Trout 'arid Bowers,(1979Vjdlosses--2 
22 incurred on internal watercourses were ass'umed ,to be equal to losses 

inure on main watercourse channels. Also, itwas, assume tha 
22 canal waterrflows were constant through'out,:the1 918O-81 4crop year  2

2"2 - .and that,,flow measuremenl*s'taken inearly September 1981 were repre 
sett2 eo fl1ows r ,ghot t loan 

2 
 setuv the sume winter 1980-81of .a 


e
cropig s.With these assumptions, the ag~erar
 

- . volume estimates for eac~h farm arethnmliieby he ng o 

42 ' :(i hours),,: rc'vd ac week throu~gh pkawarabundi, adb 

2-~~the numiber of trns actually received2-in1980~-81 to yield 1tht-otal ~

.2acre 
 'inches of canal water received per sampled farm .. 2A<2. 
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Estimates of the volume of ttubewellwaercivdrelscl

cultedinhisfahio. Hwevrfor those farmers 1who most> fre- ~ 

q ty,mXimue ree--a cnl-at -(--.,irrigate-with--tube--
tolbae25intme of caa"wtrtr)per acre losses ares 
assued.6be25%les, du, b, he ',factCthatf tLubewell water losses are~.' 

nott1ypically'.'ncurred for these irrigators in~wetting a dry perimete 

but only inconveying water ina wetted' erimeter. Volumes of tube-~ 

well water received are calculateda the product of easured tub eweiX 

discharge (in acre inch hours), the per acre'loss rate, the'distance of) 
'the farm from the tubewell (inacre units',and'the'number6f hours 

of tubewel I wateue1 n98781. 
ter used i 198 

The conventional method of estimiating irrigation Water supis 

used by 'many social scientists, agronomi'sts and P.(gineers alike,ist 

elicit individual farmer responses on the number of "Iheavy an~d "light"iI 

irrigations applied to crops~per farm or parcel and the numiber df hor 
ofwtrapplied p~er h avyad light jrrigation, A comniiasmp

tion is then madL' that a heavy irrigation is equivalent to four acre 

I1~ 

-I 

II 

-inchl hours, 
Inch ho~Ars. 

;'d:a iight'irriga'tion i s equalT to two''and a half acre 
'Volumes of water applied are then calculated, for inclu-V-' 

sion inproduction~function or other types of analyses. 

Dat'rqie for both types of estimatesweeclctdith 

survey, therefore comparisons couldb aebewe the mieasu~red1 '-'"

~ " 

-. 

-volumetric me~thod andI vd r0etric estimlates usngth convetional~1 
4,aci-e-inch assumption'.From 129 i ,6dividual responses,'- the-mean I 

~ 

apieduigte2-as ~icr 

The,'pe criltemeano periacre o 

nhasupini''7. cr nhs 

I umer'o iriation adtuer apled fotr) 1the 

VI t;4' 1 Ir-'A 
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same 129 farmers using the flume-loss rate function method, on the 

other hand, is 33.9 acre inches. Per acre vulumes estimated through 

the 2;'-4 acre i n :h method are 115 higher thatn measured per acre 

volumes, and the difference is highly significant at the 0.1 1evel 

(the 99.9 students t confidence interval is 38 11). Therefore,. 

we conclude that the conventional method tends to overestimate 

measured water supplies received and app] led of the order of 115,%,. 

This overestfiwotionl is not SO much doe Lo an exaggeration of 

the total hous 01 can0al rid tubewell water applied, as compared 

to the honurs actu1lvY receivd through warabundi arid tubewell use, 15 

but because oI water conveyance l osses in the watercourses. More 

accurate e,,i matioi oF voluLim.e, received and applied, in the absence 

of actuvl volwe measurelments, would he achieved in the context of 

earthen wo to rc our se irrigation of the Pakistan form by a downward 

revision 01l th, acre inch assumptions of heavy and light irrigations 

of the order of fo all _farme-rs _ of location115:..° _ , i rrespective 

relative to the canal ontiet or in the watercourse commanded area. 

If' more accurate es tiia Lion i cesired with respect to sampled 

farmers at head, middle and tail Iecai , the results from this 

research indicate that the per acre vol ue (acre-inch) estimates 

should be revised downwards by 53- for head irrigators, 51% for 

farmers 
15 In fact, the mean number of hours (158) reported applied bywas less than the mean number, of hours actually received 

through warabundi and tubewell use (190). The percentage difference
between the two means is 20%; but construction of a 95% confidenceinterval to test this difference implies an acceptance of He that
the difference in ,means is not significantly different from zero.
The 95'' confidence interval is 32 -± 42. 



1 6 

dd W riaormi e n 0 for tail irrgators. In other words, :i 

forhea
famer, aightirrigatijon shbul d Pore accurately be defie 
Sas. 1 32oar h'V tr aioa~~ r~ ! I~'x21> Vnhs7n 

<~i~i~d1,:ar~es lI~ht, irrigtionf canjbe defined as 1.28 acre inhe 

and a heavy irrigation as 2.04ac)e inhes. :For tailfarmers a1 igh 

irrigation can be defined as~1.01 acre inches andya lihe(h
avy4 'iriato
 

as 1.62 acre inches.. 

16 

me h d ae45 

n=8e tresp 

8 

tive 

n 4 '15 reV 

the esp ctivues a~e 

mean v ue 

the flu 

6 7e . 'Fo 

me n va8'. 7 an j5 O8 

a' e 7" 0..#. 0VV1Vand 

mi 

. 

28.32 

dl 

or 

farmers 

aiI 

e 

arm 

u1to 

n 

rs
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M I l ; 1:" 
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Typ "oSig Owne 4019 32
Water,4 el 'Join 4uePrpry172 

U44~.se N' o. e4 3086 

:Natu e of6A~tve 3 28-4 
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Table D-2. Two-Way Table of X\em, tos" liicome per cue and No. 

of Observation-; (in lxrenthesus) for 	 Catct o'iCs of Tube
well Using IFartn1 ,tilm (a) Tradini Farms;g (h) Type of 
Internal Wai abnidi Practictcl; (c) 1';,oe of Watercourse; 
and (d) No, of' Collectk-e ProCc15 

yp" 	of 'Lul)\Vell WItt'r Use 

gly Jointf-ilt ()\\ Iwl IProp)erty None 

(a) 	 Two-Way '1uhcwell Water
 
Use and '.Tradiltl
 

Degree Act ivc 49 L9 	 3769 3027
of (16) (9) (19)
Trading Inactive 3351 2966 2915 

(.12) 	 (13) (44) 
None 	 2025 2656 3748 

(4) 	 (6) (6) 

(b) 	 Two-Way: Tubewell Water
 
Use and Type of internal
 
Warabundi
 
Type of Kachha 4000 
 3345 2905
Internal (22) (22) (33)
WarabiIcli P Ikka 4062 	 2471 3123 

(10) 	 (6) (36)
(c) 	 Two-Way: Tubewell W\"ater 

Use 	and Type-of
 

Watercourse
 
Type of IIIIuved 3995 
 3317 3261
Waterco tisu 	 (18) (21) (26) 

Unimproved "1050 2678 2872 
(14) 	 (7) (43) 

(d) 	 Two.- Way l'ubewell Wter 
Use an d No. of Collective 
Proj -cts 
No. 	 of 2+ 4087 	 3,182 2715
Collective (18) (18) (1 7)
Projects 0 or 1 3932 	 2572 31l8

(4) 	 (10) ( ) 



TDable D-3. TwXW Tbe. of MeNIan Gross lncome per Acreand No 
,of~ Observatns in p e he) f 'r Caigoies ~of 

Practiced; (b Type of Watercouse an,' c . o 

Degree. o Trading 

Active 4Inactive None 

(a) 	 T)WO 7W ay .Tradingand Type 
of Inte'rnal Warabundi '% >'Q 

Type of Kachh r 380 329 27 
Internal 3'0)(43) (4 
Warabundi ~~ ~ l~Pakka, .399- 2954 2931k 

(1 ),(2 )(12) . 

(b), Two-Way; Trading and .L'ype

of Watercourse
 

~ Type of, Improved .30 30838 
'Watercourse (27,(-29) 

Unimproved0 '3801 	 264 

'(c) -TNo-Way:. Tradidg, and No. ~ ~ 
-of ColciLve Projects'~ 

~k'Y~;- No; .,Collec- 2+ 402 31,23 'K2876~~ 
tive Pro ecs 2) 2) 8 

.-	 2. 

P,4~ 	 A 
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D 

-40 b a",odra'T ab e 

of .Observiatlons 

-of, Mean 

(im par 

GOzossJiioepr ciA-enaNo~ 
n1ehs e's) for Categories of. Type, 

couse; nct -ol q~c 

.t~: 
2 

~ i F~ 

(a) ~TwoW ay 

' . ~ . 

>Ty e' o f 'Internal 
-War~abundiyp ofWaer 

~ 

an 
1 

KKachha 

'2 

Pakka:: 

, 

Watercourse 

Unimproved. 
(42) 

3141 

''f', 

., 

, 

3069 0 

Warabundi and No. of 
Collective Projects 

SNo,' of Collec- 2+ 
tive Projects 

0 

~ 

'''3453-

or1-------'336" 

,:;'T 

-<-

<" 

i;s 

321 
5)' 

~3183 

" "--Table 

55,55.'of 

D-5. 

Vfpoe 
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o- en rs', 
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Table 

V. 

D-6. Three Way 'Table of Mean Gross Income'per Acead 0o 
Observationis (inparentheses) for Categorjies of Tube 'el 
Water Using,.Frm .qn Type of Tnernal Warabtndi Practiced 

'XCd11ectiVe:Pibj ec ts. -

(a) Th'iree-Way': Ttibewell 
>,Water Use, Tyrpe of' 
Internal Warabundi' ' 

Practiced and Trading'f 
,Degree of A ctive 

Trading 

Inactive 

'' 

'' 

-

(12)" 
3453 

' 

592 
(4) 

3045 

' W~' 
4 

''-: 

' 

36 
'(8) 
3114k 

'# 

., 

4 4'~~'

46 X ~28<~ 
1) ~" 

1182'- ~ 

' 

'~j 
> 

~ ~ 
3079 

(9))~ 

22289 

- ~ 

None 1827 2625 34'28 2270 ' 4265 ~3644,,~ -~2

' 

(b hree-Way; 'Tubewell, 
Wate'r Use," Ty'pe of 

Internal Warabundi 
'and Type of Waterc'ourse 

A Type of Inproved'
~Watercourse. ~ , 

Unbnproved, 

-"4 

3865 
(15), 
4289 

'-

4648l 
(3), 

'A-~3811~' 

3346 
(1.7) 

3339 

.'4; 

"''>" 

3193 """'3265' 

"a"(4) " (10) 
-A12' 2748 

~ 

3259 
(16) 

''"3014 

y v 

" 

-

()Three-Way: TubpewelI 
Water IUse, Type, of~y,-

'Int~ernial Warabundi"<

' V-i-->l-- '~""" 

- ' 

'" 

~2,A~4,'"-4-p 4'V Projects" 
No, o 

4'',S"' 

3975 , 4648 ' 3565 ' - 31.93': 2731 ""'4 2660 ''"~"""' 

Projects'~"~o~i 
0 o r. 1, 

04,31 
405 3811 

99,>4"'12' 
'295-

31 
38 4" 

(7)' 

4 4 4~4 4 

' '" (2) 

~4 4 .~4~,H'. 4 ' 44 .7 

(26>"( 

'444~~~ 4 
4H' ' 

1 

"444 J 

116444 
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Table D 7- Tiree-Way Tabl of Mea Gros Inom pe ceadN.o

j- ~Observations (i aethss o Catgore andTube'f 

'la ' andarrcus,,ada): (yeoTrading;~~Th~ei-Using1 Farms 
~ and (b) 62~' ~r~ts1 -----

eTy~of Tbe~eli1 Wat-r, Use 
Singly____________ oitProapert,'4f, , 4,~ onOwnd 

A Improved IUpi~~e mproved dUnimproved
1 improved''Uif'rve

Wacercourse, Watercours~e Watercourse~ Watercour~se UnimpusWatrovre 

()Three 
l atrous W tec.s-

Tubewell -Water V 

W~atercourse, and 

Degree Active -4603 5615 37691 -Y 3175 2894 I4 4of 
(1o(5
of (5)) (0) (9Q-0) c-

Train,actve 433459 2954 2679 3108- - - - 25 - --

(6) (6) - (7) 6)(14) (30) 

- None 1827 2625 0013 8043 36 

(1) (3) 1)(3) 1 (3- 

(b) Tliree- 1 ay ;--\
 
,~~.ubewel1 Water - 1
1 l --

Watercourse and - 14--4

No-of Collective 

~~11I WS 

- <Projects - 4 A 

No. of 2+ 3958 4538 3482 - I 0 2687 - 2739 
Collec- 1 (14) (4) (18) ~ (0 (8)" 9 

tie 0 or 1 4125 3855 2326 4'2678 A 56I--1V907-V -~A1I4I 
Irojcts(4) (10) (3) \ 0) (18),f _,,f~K(34)« . 

I 45 
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